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ABSTRACT 

Dun'ng the period of the I992 constitutromi negotiahns ond the mtioml 
referen& detwre, in response in pan to initiatives to &cognize Aboriginul rights, 
including rights nlming to ctihre, a number of prominent Canorian liberals argued that 
fiberallism requins o denicf of the fundmnentai nature of groy claim, opposition to the 
inclurion of any group rights concepts in the CmiMion or, at a mnimum, insistence 
upon the primccy of in6ivdual rigirrs tuad the Subordinmiorr of group claims in the event 
of conflictct In this paper. I argue that this interprezmon does nut hove the outhoriiy 
rrssetted on its beharm o reprcsrrtation of liberalism and liberai valuesp and that liberal 
theory (at least as am*culated by John Rawls) not only can but must recognize cenain 
categories of group rights, including tights relmcd to culnrre. 

I argue that ROWIS'S political conception of the person as afree and eq-2 moral 
being constitrctes the fiutdmeml stsrondard by which arguments for and against memion 
of his constructivist procedure within the boundaries of a modem consttrdrorial liberal 
democracy must be measured. I argue ?hut cultures ore of intn*nsic derivative, us well as 
inmmetrtai, value to their members and, as such. ore critical to their capaciry for, and 
exercise of, their Wo moml powers, and their &iIiry to h e  md pursue a determinate 
conception of the good. I contend thur Ravls's c o ~ c t i w i s r  procedure, when w e d  to 
the basic structure of an open, cuituraliy heterogeneous moctem constin~n'omf democracy, 
must tecognize that 'equal Iibetty to partr*ci$wte in, produce and mjoy one's own cuLmre' 
is j~cstlped as a &tasic liberty. 

I also exQrrnexQrmne RavtS's qpprooch to the speaicution and adjustment of the basic 
libemoes Md its implications for the recognition and interpretathion of group rights and 
for the treatment of rights andfreedoms in co~flict. Inpom*cuJor. Iargue that this qpect 
of Rowis's constrtccn*vist analysis ptaces a positive obligm'on p n  gdvenlments to 
entrench the ~ g h t s  andfreedoms necessary to gect the basic liberties in a constinrtlbn, 
and to dcvclop legishation and poiides concenung t k  protection and provision of the 
goocls I I C C ~ S S C I ~  to give @ect to those righa ondjhe&nts. It also pIOYidls s&stann*ve 
criteria for the recognition and impIcmcntcm'on of rights Mdfreedoms, the 11ssessment of 
rights-cloints, and the nsoltdion of conflicts of rights Mdfreedonw that should alleviate 
many of the concern sunowlciing the recognition of group rights. 

Finally, I consider two issues that on mised wuiuety by group rights-claims Md 
are common to all such cloims - the quesnbns of the recognition of corrmwlt~l goods 0s 
legitimate objects of rights-ckim, and uf groups as rig&-claimants. I propose a 
whodology for the treatment of grwp rights-clrriirts to eonauncJ gwds which. Iry 
dig,lacing the iquiry fnm ow that conccntrotts ptimorily on the mure of gmups 
capable of being righs-cloimms to ow that oddnssu the nature of the cMm, dXem 
in its facus from that advocmed by numy proponents of group rights. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Group Rights and Canadian Codtutiond Inib'atives 

The 1992 collstitutional negotiations, the Cbar1ottetown Accord, and the national 

mfemdum which followed spumed a public debate in Canada about the recognition of 

group rights' and their relationship to individual rights already entrenched in the 

Constitution. 

Much of the debate d u ~ g  this period teflected what AvigaiI Eisenberg has 

described as the "dominant" perspective: it proceeded from the assumption that individual 

and group rights represent divergent traditions and protect incomme~swable values, that 

conflict between them is inevitable, and that their relationship is om of an elemental 

struggle for primacyf. Although the CharIottetown Accord itself nflezted an emerging 

national recognition of the fundamental nature of group interests and an attempt to 

balance individual and group rights, it did so by ~ a n s  of an intricate series of trumps 

which reproduced this assumption of incouune~lsurability and deep coaflict! 

For example, in a speech given in October 1992 at the 11th Cite libre dinner, 

Pierre Elliott Trudeau set out his objection to recognition of group rights in the 

YouspcakofcoUective rights ... as ifthey wereof no i m p o m .  
Collective rights are imnpoltPat: what we d is to dcttrminc whether 
they will take p rcakxc  over individual rights, that's all. So people have 
said, 'it's not as upsetting as all that, the judges aren't stupid, they will 
know what to do with collective rights! Mr. Boursssa has said, word for 



word. 'I am the only premier who has dared trample individual rights in 
the name of collective rights'. I don't have to draw you a picture: it was 
Bill 178. He took rights away from people who had been told by the 
courts they had the right to put up signs in small letters in English. Mr. 
Bourassa passed a law saying 'Inside but not outside'. That's what 
collective rights are about. And it's the unhappy result of collective rights 
rurming into each other. You are wite right that Canada is a collectivity. 
It's a nation, the CPaadian nation, Quebec is a collectivity, it's the Quebec 
collectivity. And if collective rights must predominate, then certainly the 
greater will predominate over the smaller. 

Does that mean that in Canada, and it was m e  during a good part 
of our history, that English Canada could largely ignore the rights of 
fimcophones. And if the collective rights of Qwbec predominate, then 
that means [Quebec] can pretty much ignore the Aboriginal peoples, who 
say that if Quebec separated, they would not aecessarjly join Quebec. 
Which Quebec does not appreciate. And tbat is why the theory of 
collective rights is a dangerous one. Larger and smaller collectivities 
confront each other in the heart of one and the same country, and that can 
lead eventually to civil wars. That's what collective rights are all about. 
And that's why the French Revolution established li'berty as a fimdamental 
right. Nosne is subject in his furdamental rights to the state: that is 
liberalism - which says Q Wvidual in the exercise of his fbdamental 
rights precedes the state, and all individuals are eqyal - that's the 
American Constitution, that's the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 
So I'm not against collective rigbts. My family is a collectivity, we at Citk 
tibn are a collectivity with majorities and minorities. It's plain for all to 
see. But the question is not whether collectivities are legitimate: they 
exist, I am mt denying that. I am asking wbethr it is better for co11ective 
rights of thc mnjority to k able to abolish the collective rights of a 
minority. If the answer is yes, the minority will say 'But we too form a 
co11ectivity. so we will separate 6an the mtjority and make our own 
state'. That's what is happening in Bosnia. Everyone will bavc their own 
little state, md minorities will be badly treated, so the minorities will say 
they arr leaving. It's the whole problem of Canada, ad thc problem I 
wanted to put m cnd to in adopting the Chntcr of Rights and FTCCdoms. 
in saying listen, citizezls, you am all first of all  equal omong yourselves, 
ad that your rights take priority over those of the state. That doesn't 
mean tbat the state is not a wktivity or doesn't have rights: of course 
it bas rights, it has tht right, according to our Constitution, to make laws. 
Tht citizen pays his taxes, and obeys the law. So tbc collectivity has 
rights. It's just that according to my philosophy, according to hbral 
philosophy ud the philosophy of the Enlightenment, tbc wllcctivity 



always has rights delegated to it by the individual. The collectivity is not 
the bearer of rights: it receives the rights it exercises from the  citizen^.^ 

When collective rights take precedence over individual freedoms - 
as we see in countries where ideology shapes the collectivity, where race, 
ethnic origin, language and religion shape the collectivity - we see what 
can happen to the people who claim to live fkeely in such societies. When 
each citizen is not equal to all other citizens in the state, we are faced with 
a dictatorship, which arranges citizens in a hierarchy according to their 
beliefs .' 

... mt is the greater evil to trap yourself irremediably in a 
Constitution which will destroy the Canada we know, a Canada of equality 
for al I  without distinction. Here [in the Accord], they are weakening the 
Charter of Rights? 

And I understand even kss, why people like you, who want peace 
and quiet for yourselves and your descendants, why you are rqdy to . .  live . 

in a society wh&e collective rights take precedence-over individual rights, 
in a society where citizens are arranged in a hierarchy and where the 
Charter of Rights does not make everybody equal.' 

Deborah C o p  and Robert Howse took a similar position8: 

Collective rights are a euphemism for the right of one group over 
other groups or individuals. Historically, they have been an ideological 
weapon of the extreme left and the extreme right - aimed at seizing the 
moral high ground of rights talk and neutdhhg the liberal C O I I C C ~  with 
the dignity and woah of the individual. In our view, it is the individual 
that comes fust. After all we have seen in this century, right up to 
Sarajevo, Osijek and Vukovar, is it not reasonable to insist that any 
durable model for ethnic accommodation ond justice must rest on an 
unshakeable, prior affiirmation of the dignity and M o m  of the 
indi~idual?~ 

The [Canada] clause is a gcrmirrr! and disturbing reflection of the 
'new tribalism' - ethnicity counts for more than otheraspects of human 
identity, such as gender, tbat may create at least as much vulnerability and 
be justly deserving of at least as much government attention." 

Although tht legal opinion re1& to the press by Lx,rrah Eiscnstat Weinrii and 

others during the constitutional ref-ndum period took a less hysterical approach to the 



interaction of the individual and group rights provisions in the Charlottetown Accord, in 

my view, its analysis and colrlusions were ultimately driven by the "dominant" 

perspective described by Eisenberg". 

These excerpts also indicate that the assumption that the fundamental values and 

principles which underlie group rights are incommensurable with those that ground 

individual rights was transformed into a perception and a zepresentation that group rights 

are innately 'illiiral' , and therefore that any conflict between group and individual rights 

that is resolved in favour of, or accommodates, group rights represents an incursion upon 

the integrity of liberal values and of liberalism itself. The response was to assert that 

liberalism i w l f  requins a denial of the fundamental nature of group claims altogethd2, 

opposition to the inclusion of any group rights concepts in the Constituti~n'~ or, at a 

minimum, insistence upon the primacy of individual rights and the subordination of group 

claims in the event of conflict. 

The problem is that this particular representation of liberalism, with its refusal to 

recognize the firndamentai name of group claims and its insistence upon the M o m  

application of individual rights across cultural boundaries, fails to respect the different 

needs, values, and traditions of particular communities and their members and is 

ultimately assimilative, serving majotitarian interests. On this point, in tbe context of 

ethnic groups, Vemn Van Dyke has observed that 

[t]o stress individualh in a drmocxacy and to iwre or ~vgkct the 
claims of groups is to fight the battle of my ethnic community that 
bappcns to k in a majority. Those in a mrjority community can insist on 
~vidualismandtbcnoadiscrilninatorythatmentof individuals, andcan 
dccry any M ' t i o n  based on race, I.agunge or religion, knowing thpt 
this formula assures their dombnce." 



My purposes in this paper are to show that this interpretation does not have the 

authority asserted on its behalf as a representation of liberalism and liberal values, and 

that liberal theory (at least in its Rawlsian incarnation) not only can but must recognize 

certain categories of group rights. I also intend to challenge the conceptualization of 

group and individual rights as representing incommensurable and conflicting values. I do 

not deny that conflict exists among rights and freedoms (although I do argue that conflict 

is not raised uniquely by grwp rights). However, I will argue that the same fundamental 

values and principles (or "deep assumptions" in Jeremy Waldron's termsB) may be seen 

to underlie both group rights and individual rights, and that conflict is resolvable by 

reference to those values and principles. In this context, I have relied upon, and work 

from, John Rawls's interpretation of liberal theory in (and since) A Zkory of J&cel6, 

and bave attempted to build upon Will Kymiicka's application of Rawb's analysis to 

questions of cultural integrity and membership in Liberalism, Communi?y and CuInctel'. 

The paper addresses rights relating to culture, as a particular expression of group 

rights. Although much of thc discussion is relevant to cultures in modern democratic 

societies in general, I should emphasize that tbt focus and boundaries of the argument 

in the paper bave been defined by the debate s u m m b g  Aboriginal cultural rights. In 

addition, where appropriate, I pursue implications of the discussion for Aboriginal 

culaues in a Canadian context in particular.'' 

For the most p.rt, I have limited the scope of the paper to issues raised, or 

alleged to k nised, only by paup rights. In otbcr words, I do not address issues and 

concern in rights analysis that arc raised by individuPl rights (and which may be 



similarly raised by group rights). My assumption is that if rights of a collective nature 

do not raise a unique problem or concern, then their exclusion from recognition cannot 

be justified on that basis. 

F M y ,  I do not atmnpt to respond to criticisms of Rawls's theory, but only to 

explore the implications of his methododology for the recognition of group rights and the 

treatment of rights aad freedoms in conflict. In other words, for the pwposes of this 

paper, I am content to take Rawls's argument as a given ard to explore its boundaries. 

In chapter 1, I will argue that Rawls's political conception of the penon as a fiee 

and equal moral being constitutes the fundamental standard by which arguments for and 

against extension of his constructivist procedure within the boundaries of a modem 

constitutional liberal democracy must be measured. I will argue that cultures are of 

intrinsic derivative, as well as inammental, value to their members and, as such, are 

criticai to their capacity for, and exercise of, their two moral powers, and their ability 

to have and pursue a determinate conception of the good. I will contend that Rawls's 

constructivist procedure, when applied to the basic structure of an open, culturally 

heterogeneous modem constitutional democracy, must recognize that 'equal liberty to 

participate in, pmducc and enjoy one's own culture' is justified as a basic liberty. 

Finally, I will argue tbat refusal to recognize 'equal liberty to participate in, produce and 

enjoy one's own culture' as a basic likrty privileges tbe members of majority cultures 

arbitrarily h r n  a moral perspective, and denies to persons who are members of minority 

cultures recognition of their status as fkcc sad equal moral beings. 



In chapter 2, I will examine Rawls's approach to the specification and adjustment 

of the basic liirties in the fowstage proces~. In pafticular, I wiU describe how Rawls's 

constructivist procedure also quires tbat the basic Liberties be specified (and adjusted, 

if necessary) in accordance with the concept of significance in the following sequence: 

At the coLlStitutiona1 stage, delegates to the constitutional convention must specify the 

basic liberties in the constitution in the form of rights or 6reedoms. or a combination of 

rights and fkedoms. At the legislative stage, legislators then must develop legislation and 

policies concerning the protection and provision of the goods necessary to give effect to 

the rights and fkeedoms which specify the basic liberties. The judicial stage involves the 

assessment and enforcement of claims that protection or provision of a particular good 

in a particular form is necessary to give effect to a right or freedom which specifies a 

basic liktty. 

In chapter 2, I also consider general methodological questions relating to the 

justification of rights-claims and the resolution of conflicts among rights and freedoms. 

Let me clatify: the justification of a tights-claim involves the process of assessing a claim 

that a particular good should be the object of a right or M o m ,  or in other words, that 

protection or provision of a panicular good is acceaspry to give effcct to a right or 

freedom. Conflicts most commonly arise when various goods claimed to be ~lcccssary to 

give effect to a single right or Morn conflict or their interaction diminishes the 

effcctivencss of that right or M o m ,  or when the goods necessary to give effect to 

dirrkrent rights and fkdoms conflict. 



Unfortunately, efforts to assess the justEcation of rightsslaims and to resolve 

conflicts of rights d freedoms have been plagued by a lack of substantive criteria that 

would enable the development of a coherent scheme of rights and fteedoms. This has 

resulted in the prominence of the "argument from anarchy" l9 which has tended to exclude 

horn protection all but the most traditionally recognized rights and M o m s .  This 

problem is compounded in the case of group rights by the perception, descn'bed above, 

that the firndarnental values and principles which underlie group and individual rights are 

incommensurable and that group rights are illiberal. It is in the context of these concerns 

that I will examine Rawls's approach to the specification and adjustment of the basic 

liberties and its imp1ications for the recognition and interpretation of group rights and for 

the treatment of rights and freedoms in conflict. 

In chapter 3, I will consider two issues that are raised uniquely by group nghts- 

claims and are common to all such claims - the! ~uestions of the recognition of communal 

goods as legitimate objects of rights-claims, and of groups as rights-claimants. 

I assume in the paper that the constitutional rights end fiecdoms which implement 

Rawls's basic liberties must purport to secure goods whose moral desirability can be 

expressed in tenns which refer to bcntfits to, for, or fnm the point of view of 

hdividual~. However, it dots not follow that these goods must be capable of enjoyment 

or enforcement by separate individuals, but rather only tbat their moral desirability can 

be expressed in terms which ultimately refer to benefits to, for or from the point of view 

of members of thc group. taken together. I wil l  argue tbat communal goods may be 

legitimate objects of risatp-claims. 



In chapter 3, I will also propose a methodology for the treatment of group rights- 

claims to c o m m ~  goods that differs somewhat in its fofus from that advocated by 

many propoamts of group rights. In particular, it displaces the inquiry from one that 

concentrates primarily on the nature of groups capable of being rightsclaimants to one 

that addresses, first, whether a claim can be characterized as communal (in that the good 

claimed can only be claimed by a grwp and not by individuals because it is not 

iodividualizable); second, whether the good claimed is one whose moral desirability can 

be expressed in terms which ultimately refer to benefits to, for or from the point of view 

of members of the group, taken together; and f d y ,  whether protection or provision of 

the good which is the object of the rights-daim is necessary to give effect to the right or 

M o m  which is asserted as the justifying basis or ground of the claim, judged by 

reference to Rawls's process of specification and adjustment and the concept of 

significance. 



CHAPTER 1 KYMLICKA, RAWLS, AND CULTURE 

Some h'beral theorists are attempting to define a relationship of individual to 

community that reflects the place of and need for community in people's lives and its 

impact on individual goals, identity ard agency. This redefinition of the relationship of 

individual to community necessarily rquires a reassessment of the relationship of 

individual to collective rights. 

Many h'beraIs who reject an atomistic conception of liberalism do think a 

balancing of collective and individual rights is possible. For example, Will Kymlicka has 

argued persuasively that ll'beral theory can accommodate certain rights claimed by 

cultural minorities under particular historical circums*lrres. He contends tint liberalism 

can accommodate collective rights concepts and that, in some circumstanws, even in 

liberal theory, coiledive rights must limit individual rights. 

Kymlicka takes the position that cultural membership is of fbndamental 

importance for individuals because their cultural srmctufe provides them with a "context 

of choice" essential to meaningfbl individual autonomy and their pursuit of a good life. 

The value of a culture and the jostification for ncognizing anpin rights necessnry to 

support a culture m mad in the signifi~~lrrr of cultural membership to individuals. 



Kymlicka sees cultural membership, viewed as a context of choice, as a social 

primary good within John Rawls's theory of justice1. For this reason, and because he is 

also concerned that his argument not be used to protect a 'particular preferrrd vision of 

what sort of character the community should haven2 which could limit rather than 

promote the ability of members to judge the value of their life plans, he is carefbl to 

distinguish his endorsement of cdtural structure as a "context of choiceU"om the 

"character of a cultural community w4. For example, he states that 

cultural community enters our self-understandings by providing a context 
of choice within which to choose and pursue our conception of the good 
life. This dentandkg of cultural membership doesn't involve any 
necessary connection with the SW ends which characterize the culture 
at any given moment. The primary good being recognized is the cultural 
community as a context of choice, not the character of the community or 
its traditional ways of life, which people are fkee to endorse or ~ j e c t . ~  

Cularral community as a context of choice is a social prhnary good "in its 

capacity of providing rneauingfid options for us, and aiding our ability to judge for 

ounelves the value of our We-plansn6. 

Kyxnlicka &fines cultural community in this sense as 'the existence of a viable 

community of individuals with a shared heritage (language, history, etc.) '? 

Having shown that cultural community as a context of choice is vital to the ability 

of individual members of cultures to make mcaOiaBful choices about their gods and life- 

plans, and, therefore that liknl theory should accord cultural membership an important 

role, Kymlicka then argues that some minorities in liberal societies, notably Aboriginal 

communities, f rc  b q d i t i e s  in the security of their wacxt of choice, and thot these 



According to Kymlicka, certain collective rights for Aboriginal people are 

necessary to conect tbe advantage that non-Aboriginal people have before anyone 

(notiody) makes their choicesg, and to ensure that the culhlral structures of Aboriginal 

communities are as secure as those of non-Aboriginal c~mmunities'~. For example, the 

preservation of a minority group's cultural existence might rewire recognition of its 

rights to Limit the mobility and voting rights of members of a majority culture and to 

restrict property rights relating to land occupied by members of the group. It might also, 

in limited circumstances, require restrictions on the tights and liberties of members of 

the community. 

Kymlicka's approach has not escaped criticism. Much of it is related in one way 

or another to his characterization of culture as a context of choice. 

Kymlicka's characterization of culture as an instrumental good has been identified 

as one of the main vulnerabilities of his argument. Even if culture is capable of 

characterization as a social primary good, a pmly instrumental or firnctional defence of 

culture makes it difficuIt to argue that it is not, for the same reasons, entirely fungible.'l 

Kymlicka does address this criticism in response to Bryan Schwartz's apparent 

assumption that the importance of arlmd structure does not email membership in any 

particular communityu. But, in doing so, he seems to concede that members of cultures 

are committed to tbe erds of those CU1turcs. As a result, he appears to undermine his 

own chafactcrization of culture as a context of choice. 

Furthemore, at this point, in arguing for the prese~ation of particular cultures 

because individuals' identitics and agency arc constituted by their culture, Kymlicka 



appears to be pursuing to some degree a cornunitarian line of thinking which he had 

earlier rejected. 

People are bound, in an important way, to their own culaual community. 
We can't just transplant people from one culture to another, even if we 
provide the opportunity to learn the other language and culture. Someone's 
upbringing isn't something that can just be erased; it is, mi will remain, 
a cuostjtutive part of who that person is. Cultural membership affects our 
very sense of personal identity and capacity. 

The connection between personal identity and cultural membership 
is suggested by a number of considerations. Sociologists of language note 
that our language is not just a neutral d u r n  for idendfying the content 
of certain activities, but 'itself is content, a reference for loyalties and 
animosities', a 'marker of the societal goals, the large-scale value-laden 
arenas of interaction that typify every speech community'.. . . Likewise 
cultural heritage. the sense of belonging to a CUIturaI structure and history, 
is often cited as a source of emotional security and personal strength. It 
may affect our very sense of agency? 

This suggests that cultural structure is crucial not just to the pursuit 
of our chosen ends, but also to the very sense that we are capable of 
pursuing them efficiently.'* 

In these and other ways, cultural membeqbip seems cmcial to 
personal agency and development: when the individual is stripped of her 
cultural heritage, her development becomes stunted.. . . Ami so respecting 
people's own cultural membership sad facilitating their transition to 
another culture an not equally legitimate options. ... 

The constitutive name of aut cultural identity may be the result 
of coatingat ficts about existing forms of social life, rather thanun,ivcrsal 
featurcs of human thought and deveIopment. But whether universal or not, 
this phmomcmn exists in our world, and is manifcstod in both the 
kaefits people draw from their cultural membership, sod tbe hsrms of 
enforced assimilation. . . . So it seems that we should interpret the primary 

In other words, Kymlicka sams to k arguing that culture is a social primPry 

good on the basis of its imtcmmdl6 value to individuals, and that its value is 



independent of specific cultural ends and, simultaneously, that particular cultures are of 

value to their members becaw the totality of the cultural ends which characterize the 

culture constitute their identity and are crucial to their capacity for agencyu. Yet, once 

Kymlicka c o d e s  the latter point, it is difficuit to see how he utn maintain the 

argument that protection of a cuiture does mt involve protection of at least some cultural 

ends, even if only indirectly. It is also difficult to see how he can portray culture as 

being solely of instrumental value. l8 

According to Donald Lenihan, this tension between Kymlicka's objectives is fatal 

to the success of his enterprise. 

... Kymlicka is labowing to fit what are, in the end, some 
genuinely commuoitarian intuitions into what is decidedly a Kantian mold. 
On the one hand, he wants to see tbe self as historically situated, 
genuinely able to identifjt with the world in which it finds itself. But, on 
the other, he wants to liberate it from the parochial and often repressive 
ties of the cultural world. His likral commitment to autonomy convinces 
bim that we must be fne to stand apan so we may judge rationally and 
critically for ou~seIves what is good and what is not. But, as Kymlicka 
himself so often notes, by what staadards will we judge if not those 
derived from our cultuse? And where will we find the values which shape 
aur moral existence if not in the midst of those simple worldly 
relationships which brought us imo king? From what other vantage point 
or position could we possibly survey the moral world other than our own 
-s? 

If Kymlicka's argument fsils here - and I think it is clcar that it 
doa - it is because the philosophical rrsou~ccs of thc moral theories he is 
wofkingwitbrrrnot uleqrrofttothctaskhcscts. Comcmpom liberal 
theory, insofu as it can be used to protcc? d t u d  membership at all, 
conceives of it as m imtmmcatnl good whose value lies in thc nagc of 
opportunities it makes available to particular individuals. In short, it has 
moral significance only insof& as it afllw some individual's well-being". 
But the moral category of individual w c l f i ,  it turns out, i s  very shaky 
gmund on which to ma an argument for the protection of cultural 
mrmbership. An adequate defense cm be mourned, if at all, only by 



admitting that some forms of community - in particular, cultural 
membership - are intrinsic goods.S0 

Although Leniban may be correct in ide-g Kymlicka's dilemma, in my view, 

be is too quick to state that liberal theory is inadeqyate to the task Kymlicka sets. This 

paper will involve in part an exploration of the criticisms of Kymlicka's work and of the 

potential of liberal theory to deal with them and to build upon Kymlicka's insights. 

In particular, in the following sections of this chapter, 1 will argue that Rawls's 

political conception of the person as a fkee and equal moral being constitutes the 

fundamental standard, or "deep assumptionw in Waldron's terms, by which arguments 

for and against extension of Rawls's constructivist procedure within the boundaries of a 

modem constitutional democracy must be measured. I wiU argue that cultures are of 

intrinsic derivative, as well as instrumental, value to their members and, as such, are 

critical to their capacity for, and exercise of, their two moral powers, and their ability 

to have and pursue a determinate conception of the good. I will characterize tbe social 

primary good that protects culturaf interests differently from Kymlicka, in a way that, 

I believe, may circumvent the dilemma in which his analysis placed him. Specifically, 

it is my conternon that Rawls's constructivist procedurr, when applied to the basic 

structure of an open, cultunlly heterogeneous modern constitutional democracy, must 

recognize tbat 'equal likrty to participate in, produce and enjoy one's own culture' is 

jutifkd as a basic liberty. Finally, I will argue that refusal to ncognitc ' q m l  liberty 

to participate in, produce and enjoy one's own culture' as a basic liberty privileges the 

members of majority cultures arbitwily from a m o d  pcrspcctive, and denies to persons 



who are members of minority cultures recognition of their status as free and equal m o d  

beings. 

B. RawIs's political conception of the person 

1. The sequence of Rawis's collStNctivIst procedure 

Rawls's procedure is constructivid', or nonfoundationalist. It does not begin with 

the assumption tbat there are fkst principles in moral theory. Nor does it claim universal 

authority for the principles of justice derived from its application to a particular subject? 

The subject to which Rawls applies his constructivist procedure in Political 

Liberalism, and that with which this paper is most commed, is the basic structure of 

a constitutional democracy under modem conditions. Given the diversity of what he 

descnis as "nesonable comprehensive doctrines"" in a modem constituti0na.l 

democracy, Rawls limits the scope of his theory to a public conception of justice which 

is capable of being the subject of an overlagping c o a s t d .  

The prhiples of justice are the result of a proctss of construction with a specific 

sequence. It is important to distinguish three points of view in this SCQUCIXC: "that of 

ourselves - of you and me who am elaborating justice as fnimcss oad emmining it as a 

political conception of justicems; the political conception of citizens in a well-ordered 

society as fne and equal moral beings which we (you aad I) draw from the fbmhmental 

values implicit in our public culture; md the parties in the original position who 

~ ~ C S C I I ~  the rational aspects of the political wnecption of citims. 



The secpence of construction is the following: "You and I" are faced with the task 

of settling the principles of justice from a structural perspective in a modern democratic 

society. The principles of justice must embody "the fair term of social cooperation" in 

a modem democracy? 

a) As a fim step, we Qou and I) draw the fundamental organizing idea "of 

society as a fair system of cooperation over time, from one generation to the nextw2', 

from fundamental ideals and values shared and implicit in the public culture of a 

democratic society? This idea is developed in conjunction with two companion ideas, 

also implicit in our public culture: Rawls's political conception of the person and the idea 

of a well-ordered society. It is important to note that the ideas derived from our public 

dture are not merely empirical. They must conform "to our considered judgments about 

what Lird of persons we would lilrt to be and [produce] principles of justice wbich 

conform to our considemi judgments about justice. 

According to Rawls's political coaception of the person, citizens in a fair system 

of cooperation are, and recognize themselves to be, ftee and equal moral perso*. 

Rawls defines a 'wellordmd society' in a modern democracy as one that is 

effectively regulated by a public political co~lception of justice? W means that (a) "it 

is a society in wbich everyone accepts, and knows that everyone else accepts, the very 

same principles of justicewn; (b) "its basic st~~turc  - tbat is, its main political and social 

institutions and how they fit together as one system of cooperation - is publicly known, 

and with good reason klicvcd, to satisfy tksc plinciplesa~; and (c) "its citizens have 

a normally effective sense of justice and so they generally comply with society's basic 



institutions, which they regard as just. In such a society the publicly recognized 

conception of jwice establishes a shared point of vkw from which citizens' claims on 

society can be adjudicatedwY. 

These ideas can be united under the 'reasonabk' and the 'rational' terms of social 

cooperati~n?~ 

b) At the sezond step, the 'rrasonable' and the 'rational' are then  presented 

in Rawls's original position. Rawls describes the original position as a "mediating 

conception", a "device of representation" that mediates between the idea of society as a 

fair system of coopention, Rawls's political conception of the person and the idea of 

society as well-ordered on the one hand, and the defmition of the principles of justice on 

the other." 

The 'reasonab1e' (including such features as the capacity to have a sense of justice 

and the M o r n  and equality of each) is used in the argument fot the various constraints 

built imo the original position. These include the formal constraints on the concept of 

right that any conception of justice must satis@ (such as the conditions of generality", 

uni~ersality'~, publicitfg, a principle of ordering of conflicting clairnSa, and the 

condition of finality"). the veil of igno~aa~e'~, the symmetry of the parties to the original 

position which follows from the description of the citizens as equal m o d  beings43, and 

the fwt that the parties are choosing principles that are to regulate the basic structure of 

sociep. 

Tbe "rational" (emompasing primaHy the freedom of citizens in the well- 

ordered society pnd their capacity to fonn, mist, md pursue a conception of the good) 
- - - C 

. --. 



is qresented in the original position in that the parties seek to secure the social prhnary 

goods necessary to realize the powers of moral personality, and adopt the maxhnin rule4* 

as the suitable principle of rational choice under conditions of uncertainty. 

C) Next, the parties to the original position select the principles of justice. 

Rawls descnis the two principles of justice that would be chosen in the original position 

as follows: 

Each penon has an equal right to a fully adequate scheme of equal 
basic liberties which is compatible with a similar scheme of liberties for 
all [the Principle of Equal L1kayl 

Social and economic ineet ies  are to satisfy two conditions: 
First, they must be attached to offices and positions open to all under 
conditions of fair equality of opportunity; and second, they must be to the 
greatest benefit of the least advantaged members of society [the Difference 
Princi~le]~ 

The descriptions of the well-ordered society and the political conception of the 

person, the original position, and the principles of justice must all coincide with "our 

considered judgments upon due reflection". Rawls descri'bes this process as one of 

d) The principles of justice selected in the original position govern each 

successive stage of d c c ' i i o ~ ,  that is, the constitutional convention, legislative 

assembly, rrad judicial review stages. 

The particular ordering of Rawls's co~l~t~uctivist procedure is important. For 

examp1e, sow of Rawls's critics have sought RawWs conception of the person or moral 

subject in his description of the partics in tk original position. However, this approach 

overlooks the role of RawIs's political co~lccption of thc person, which prrocdcs the 



originai position in the constructivist process and which founds it as a device of 

representation from which the principles of justice emanate. It is in the description of the 

politlcaI conception of the person, rather than that of parties to the original position, that 

Rawls's moral subject can be found." 

2. A description of Rawls's polftlcal conception of the person 

According to Rawls, the citizens in a weu-ordered society are, and recognize 

themselves to be free and equal moral persons. 

Citizens have two powers of moral personality, a capacity for a sense of justice 

and a capacity for a conception of the good. 

A sense of justice is the capacity to understand, to apply, and to act from 
the public conception of justice which characterizes the fair trims of social 
coopration. Given the nature of the political conception as specifying a 
public basis of justification, a sense of justice also expresses a willingness, 
if not the desire, to act in relation to others on terms that they also can 
publicly endorse. ... The capacity for a conception of the good is the 
capacity to form, to revise, and rationally to pursue a conception of one's 
rational advantage or good. 

In addition to having thcsc two monl powers, petsons also have 
at any given time a &tambate conception of the good that they ~IY to 
achieve. Such a wmcption must not k undemood narrowly but rather as 
including a conocption of what is valuable in human life. Thus, a 
conception of the good normally consists of a more or less determinate 
scheme of final ends, that is, ends we want to r c a b  for their own sake, 
as well as attachments to other pcraoas .ad loyalties to various groups and 
~ i a t i o ~ .  Thcse attachments and loyalties give rS to devotions and 
afktions, ad so thc fl- of the persons Pad associations who are 
the objects of these sentiments is plso a part of our conception of the 
good. We also copllcct with such a cooccpion a view of out rehation to 
thc world - religious, philosophical, ad moral - by ref- to which the 
vahE and significance of our ends md attachmenss arc WdtlStOOd. 
Finally, persoas' co~lccptions of the good arc not bxcd but form and 



develop as they mature, and may change more or less radically over the 
course of life.4g 

Persons are regarded as fiee and equal by virtue of possessing to a requisite 

minimum degree the two moral powers (capacities for a sense of justice and for a 

corntion of the good).% The two moral powers are "the necessary and sufficient 

condition for king counted a full and equal member of society in qyestions of political 

justice. "" 

Citizens are viewed as free in three respects: 

[CJitizens are free in that they conceive of themselves and of one another 
as having the moral power to have a conception of the good. This is not 
to say that, as part of their political conception, they view themselves as 
inevitably tied to the pursuit of a panicular conception of the good that 
they affirm at any given time. Rather, as citizens, they are seen as capable 
of revising and changing this conception on reasonable and rational 
grounds, and they may do so if they so desire. As fkee penons, citizens 
claim the right to view their persons as Wependent fiom and not 
identified with any particular such conception with its scheme of final 
ends. Given their m o d  power to form, revise, and rationally pursue a 
conception of the good, their public identity [or institutional identity or 
their identity in basic law] as fiee persons is not affected by changes over 
time in their determinate co~lception of it? 

Citizens also view themselves as ikee in that they regard themselves as self- 

authenticating sources of valid claims, as d h h t  from situations where "their claims 

have no weight except insofat as they can be derived fkom the duties and obligations 

owed to society, or ftom their a s c r i i  roles in a socY hierarchy justified by religious 

or aristocratic valuesw ? 

That is. they regard themselves as king entitled to make claims on 
their institutions so as to adv- their comxptions ofthe good (provided 
these wnceptions fpll within the range permitted by the public copccption 
of 



The third respect in which citizens are viewed as free is that they 
are viewed as capable of takixtg responsibility for their ends and this 
affects how their various claims are assessed. . . . [GJiven just background 
htitUti0p~ and given for each person a fpir index of primary goods (as 
mphd by the principles ofjustice), citizens are thought to be capable of 
adjusting their aims and aspirations in the light of what they can 
reasonably expect to provide for. Moreover, they are viewed as capable 
of rmxicting their claims in maners of justice to the W s  of things the 
principles of justice allow? 

Citizens are q a l  in that "they each have, and view themselves as having, a right 

to equal respect and considention in determining the principles by which the basic 

arrangements of their society are to be regulated" .% Baynes notes that "[tlhis notion of 

the e w t y  of citizens in determining the principles of justice is more fundamental than 

(and the basis for) the ideals of equality that are institutionalized in the basic structure 

of society . . . . It is based on their common status as moral beings. 

Rawls has increasingly redied in his recent work upon this political conception of 

the person to specify and justify the social primary goods, including the basic liberties 

contained in the first principle of justice. Moreover,. it ..hi -inv&t 'li 'GI%' of .-the 
r ) .  - 

constitutional convention, legislature and judicial review stages. As Rawls notes, it also 

serves as the acriteri~n of significance" in light of which potentially conflicting basic 

3. The rehationship of RawIs's political conception of the person to the social 
~rhnoryEoods 

Rawls invokes the political conception of the person iu ordg to specify and 

justify his list of social primary goods. 



The list of social primary goods provides a criterion which, given the veil of 

i @ 3 d 9 ,  mows the parties in the original position to evaluate the available principles 

of justice by estimating how well thy  secure the social primary goods essential to realize 

the higher-order interests corresponding to the two moral powers and determinate 

conceptions of the good of the persons for whom they act as 

The main idea is that primary goods are singled out by asking 
which things are generally necessary as social conditions d all-purpose 
means to enable persons to pursue their detenoinate conceptions of the 
good and to develop and exercise their two mod powen? 

According to Rawls, the List of social primary goods "provides, given the fact of 

reasonable pluralism, the best available standard of justification of competing claims that 

is mutually acceptabIe to citizens The social primary goods and their 

justification by reference to Rawls's political conception of the person provide the basis, 

in Rawls's recent theory, for an overlapping ~ m e n s u s . ~  

The five lcinds of social primary goods (which Rawls notes may be added to 

should it prove necessary)@ are: 

a. the basic liberties covered by the first principle of justice (which include liberty 

of wascierre and freedom of thought, political likay including the right to vote 

and be eligible for public ofice, M o m  of the pmon along with the right to 

bold personal p e  rod M o m  from arbitmy arrest and seizure, fieedom 

of spcech a d  associationc): "these liberties arc the backgrormd institutional 

conditions xmcssacy for the dtve10pment rad the full srd informed exercise of 

the two m o d  powers . . .; thee liberties m also indispensable for the protection 



of a wide range of determinate conceptions of the good (withh the limits of 

justice)". 

M o m  of movement and fke choice of occupation against a backpound of 

diverse opportwlities: "these oppommities allow the plrsuit of dive= W ends 

and give effect to a decision to revise and change them, if we so desire". 

powers and prerogatives of offices and positions of responsibility in the political 

and economic institutions of the basic structure: "these give scope to various self- 

governing and social capacities of the self". 

income and wealth: "income and wealth are needed to achieve directly or 

indirectly a wide range of ends, whatever they happen to be". 
* 

the social bases of =@respect: "these bases are those aspects of basic institutions 

normally essential if ci- are to have a lively sense of their own worth as 

persons and to be able to develop and exercise their moral powers and to advance 

their aims and ends with self-confidence" 

The list of social primary goods "may be made more specific at the constitutional 

and legislative stages, and interpreted even more specifically at the judicial stage"". 

The argument in this paper wiU focus only upon the basic liberties c o v d  by th 

first principle of justice.@ 

4. The subject of RawWs const~ctivist procedure 

Rawls's principles of justice m the outcome of a coLlStNCtivist pmccdurc appIicd 

to the basic stn~tutc of a constitutional democracy lltder modem conditions. By a 



society's 'basic structure', Rawls means its "main political, social and economic 

institutions, and how they fit together into one unified system of social cooperation from 

one generation to the nextn70. 

This concept is significant for a number of interlocking reasons. Fint, Rawls's 

political philosophy does not attempt, in Kni Nielsen's words, "to erect an ahinorical 

Archimedean point from which to assess social institutions generally and across- 

cultures "71. Rawls is conceraed only with principles of justice which are consistent with, 

and a nflection of, the basic conceptions of our polititxi culture, that is, a constitutional 

democracy under modem conditions. Moreover, given the diversity of "reasonable 

comprehensive dochims" in a modern constitutional democracy, Rawls limits the scope 

of his theory to a public conception of justice which is capable of being the subject of 

an overlapping consensus. He appeals to our firmly held convictions as "provisional fixed 

points that . . . any reasonable conception [of justice] must account fornn. For these, we 

must look to our public political culture, kluding its maiD institutions and the historical 

traditions of their iaterptttation. "as the shared fund of implicitly recognized basic ideas 

and principles 

Acconihg to Rawls, we must "wlkct such settled convictions as t&e belief in 

religious toleration and the rejection of slavery and try to organize the basic ideas and 

principles implicit in these convictions into a coherent political conception of justice"". 

Rawls's hope is to 

formuhe these ideas a d  principles clearly enough to k combined into 
a political conocption of justice congenial to our most firmy k l d  
convictions. W e  express this by saying that a political coweption of 
justice, to be acceptable. must accord with our considered cc)nvictions, at 



al l  levels of geamlity, on due reflection, or in what I have called ... 
"reflective equilibrium". 7s 

This leads to a second point. A conception of justice will only achieve a basis for 

political agreement "if it provides a zeasonable way of shaping into one coherent view 

the deeper bases of agreement embedded in the public political culture of a constitutional 

regime and acceptable to its most firmly held wnsidered convi~tions"~~. Any one of our 

considered judgments may be challenged in an attempt to gather them into a coherent 

whole. 

The romption of justice which results assists us to f'ind a public basis for 

political agreement in circumstances of disagreement. And this raises the issue of the 

nature of justification in Rawls's theory. 

[Jlustification is not regarded simply as valid argument from listed 
premises, even should these premises be true. Rather, justification is 
addressed to others who disagree with us. Therefore it must always 
proceed from some consensus, from prrmires that we and others publicly 
recognize as me; or better, publicly recognize as acceptable to us for the 
purpose of establishing a working agreement on the fhdmental ~estions 
of political jutice. . . . 

Rawls thinks that by so procccdiog, by so conceiving of 
justifcation and by so appeahg to comidcred judgements in wide 
reflective equilibrium, he can vindicate his coaception of jutice as 
h i t a w s  over its rivals. An important mason for his wnfidcnce is his 
belief "that the basic ideas of justice as faimtss . .. [m] implicit or latent 
in the public culture of a democratic society." Justice as fpirruss, he 
believes, gmcnlhes ood makes explicit snd more pmcise what we already 
implicitly believe in such societies. If that were not so, it would lack its 
power to justify. It w d d  just k another philosopher's oollst~ction.~ 

Rawls's political liknlism docs not claim to compete with tbc various traditional 

philosophies but 'is comructcd for a political theory. utilizable by people in 



social ~rdeting"'~. For Rawls, "the -cation of a conception of justice is a practical 

social task rather than an epistemological or metaphysical problemn79. This social task 

involves identifying a reasonable public basis of political agreement?. In his recent work 

since A Theory of Justice, Rawls has expIicitiy avoided reliance upon "claims to universal 

truth, or claims about the essential nature and identity of personsW8l. His reasoning is 

that, in a modern constitutional democracy, no consensus on metaphysical doctrines is 

possible. As Nielsen notes, 

[wlhatever may have been true for a person doing political philosophy at 
the height of the Middle Ages, where a certain reflective consensus could 
rea~011iibly be assumed on metaphysical doctrines, no such consensus 
obtains, or is likely to obtain, in our secularized liberal societies. A public 
conception of justice, for a political philosophy must, if it is to have any 
hope at all of being publicly accepted, be a conception which is 
philosophically neutral. That is to say, applying the principle of toleration 
to philosophy itself, it must make no epistemological, metaphysical or 
metadcal  claims or at least not make any such claims if they are the 
least bit controversial in contemporary democracies. If a political 
philosophy does not obsme these coOStraiDts, it will have no chance of 
being an account of justice gaining any kind of extensive consensus. It is 
vital, Rawls argues, that justice as faimcss or my political conception of 
justice that aspires to be more than idle utopian prattte, be philosophic~l~ 
neutral? 

According to Rawls, the moral concepts upon which he relies in Political 

Libemiism, including his political comcption ofthe person, are valid for his purposes not 

because tbty are 'true', but because they arc shared, and implicit, in the p U c  culture 

of a modem democratic political tradition. Their validity lies in their moral objectivity, 

or 'rrasonablcness', rather than thcu moral rmtheo However 3, as Rawls states, "moral 

objectivity is to be undetstood in tmns of a suitably coastnrtcd social poiat of view tbst 

all can acceptmu, then it is  critical to the moral legitimacy and stability of the prirriplcs 



of justice in our societya that they be the outcome of a constructivist pmcess in which 

all are represented or, in other words, b m  which no category of persons, or conceptions 

of the good, bas been excluded. 

On this point, it is important to note that aspects of Rawls's description of the 

principles of justice are limited by certain restrictions that he places upon the scope of 

his analysis for purposes of simplicity. In Political Liberalism, he specifically 

acknowledges that his constructivist procedure focuses on only a few long-standing 

classical pmbIems within liberal-democratic societies. 

Rawls also uses certain simplifying assumptions to 

achieve a clear and uncluttered view of what, for us, is the fundamental 
question of political justice: namely, what is the most appropriate 
conception of justice for specifying the terms of social cooperation 
between citizens regarded as free and equal, and as normal and fully 
cooperPtiqg members of society over a complete life?= 

An example, particularly relevant to the topic of this paper, is Rawls's 

identification of the subject of the constructivist procedure in Political Liberalism as the 

basic structure of a closed md serkwuained d m  democmic 

For the purposes of this argument, Rawls zecognbs only those forms of social 

diversity that were historically generated from within hital-democmtic societies, such 

as competing religious, philosophical, and moral doctrines which have developed since 

the Reformation. He mnlres no apologies for doing so. Nor does he consicier this a 

limitation of his analysis. Rather, he specifically contemplates that the conceptions ond 

princip1es urived at by the application of his ooIlStNCtivist procedurr to classical 

problems and a simplified description of a modern democratic society will provide 



guidelines to assist in applying the procedure to new problems and circumstances", 

parties and subjects. 

For example, recently, in "The Law of Peoplesmm, Rawls has used his 

conseuctivist procedure to develop a conception of justice for a new subject, the law and 

practices of the society of political peoples (as opposed to the basic structure of a modem 

constitutional democracy considered in Political Liberalism)). The parties to the original 

position are, therefore, representatives of peoples, including non-Wral or hierarchical 

societies (as opposed to the representatives of persons considered in Political Liberalism). 

The political conceptions that are relevant to the constmctivist procedure, such as the 

description of a well-ordered society in such circumstances, also different from those 

drawn from the public political culture of modem democratic societies. 

My objective in this paper is not nwly  as ambitious. I am simply concerned with 

applying Rawls's constructivist procedure to the basic structure of a culturally 

heterogeneous modem democratic society. In other words, the forms of social diversity 

that the prace&re must accommodate are those generated in an open society by virtue 

of the contact of different cultural and ethnic communities, as well as those that were 

historically ~nemtcd from within Iriral-democratic societies. I will also argue that 

Rawls's treatment of the classical aspects of ktemgeacity e1lc0untcrPA in a closed, 

traditional liberal society (specifically, the diverse religious, philosophical and moral 

doctrioes) provides a pattern of analysis for exteasion of the co-vist procedure to 

those forms of hctemga&y which arise in m open modem democratic society. So the 

subject of thc coilStNCtivist proccdurr is the slmt, that is, thc basic st~~chuc of a 



modem democratic society; but the society is open h d  of closed. I will assume, for 

the purposes of the argument, that Rawls's political conception of the person and his idea 

of a well-ordered society remain as described in Political Liberalism. 

Rawls argues for the list of social primary goods by reference to his political 

conception of the person. I will argue that the redefinition of 'society' u open, and the 

notional inclusion of representatives of the members of different cultural communities in 

the original position, must have the result of expanding Rawls's list of social primary 

goods to include 'equal liberty to participate in, produce and enjoy one's own culture' 

as a basic l i i .  

The role of Rawls's political conception of the person as a free and equal moral 

being is particularly important, therefore, kcause it underpins the constructivist 

aoaly~is.~ It constitutes tht hdamental sraadacd by which arguments for and against 

extension of Rawls's constructivist procedure within the boundaries of a modem 

coIlStjtutional democracy must be measured. 

C. Roblems identified with KymUcka's ehpracterhtion of culture as a soeinl 
p r t m v s m  

Peter Beason's criticism of the effcctiveness of Kymlicka's categorial distinction 

between culture as a context of choice rod the character of a culture goes to the core of 

Kymlicka's objective aad analysis: 

Kymlicka acver shows that a context of choice is mything other than the 
totality of fonns of life, leks, and valuable options it offers: it is 
conceived as providing a m g e  of options, which is never more than the 



sum of its parts. Viewed in itself, this conception of context does not 
incorporate any standpoint or category whatsoever that aamxnds,  while 
preserving, its constituent parts. But these pam are values and ends, 
whose essential intelligibility lies in their being something to be chosen. 
Tbut does not seem to be any basis for making the kind of categorial 
distinction that Kymlicka's argument -ires. 

Cenainly , from a psychological, sociological, or developmental 
standpoint, individuals may relate to their cultural context as something 
given llnd not chosen. Subjectively, it may thus be distinguishable from 
the character of their culture, which consists in particular evolving 
practices viewed as the outcome of its members' choices. But this 
diffe~nce between the two senses of culture is one that exists solely for 
the individual members of the culture taken one by one, and then only as 
part of a process that is differentiated on the basis of time: in culture as 
context, the particular ends and values are viewed as given by an 
individual who is about to choose, whereas, as constitutive of the 
character of the culture, the very same ends are represented as the 
achievements of individual choices. Thc crucial point is that the context 
is constituted through and through by features that are intelligible as ends- 
to-be chosen. Culture as context and the character of culture have exactly 
the same 

The significance of this criticism is that a failure to distinguish context and 

character means that one cannot argue that cultural membership, as defined by Kymlicka, 

is a social primary good within Rawls's theory of justice. In fact, Bemn nates that, 

"with the collapse of the distinction, there is no stopping short of the c~mmunitarian 

conception . . . Th failure to distinguish context and cbaractcr also, ncccssarily , has 

an impact on the legitimacy of viewing cultural mmkrship as a good which may, in 

S O ~ C  C-, lhna Rawls's basic libcrtics? 

Kymlicka's definition of cuIhure as "the existence of a viable community of 

iadividuals with a shared heritage (language, history, etc.)" seems to c0ry.l.de that 

cuIblrts have historically kcn constituted, at least in part, by specific shard cnds and, 

presumably, continue to be so. Momver, it does seem that if the value of culture, for 



Kymlicka's purposes. lies in the fact it provides a range of options from which its 

memkts choose their goals a d  come to see their valuew, cuItural ends are implicit in 

the fact that any given culture recognizes or gives signififance to certain options and not 

others. And, although Kymlicka is concerned to point out that changes in the norms, 

values and their aaendaot institutions in a community do not amount to loss of a culture, 

the disintegration of a comrnuaity must relate in same measure to the disintegration of 

the (totality of) ends which its members share. 

However, in my view, while knson's objection to Kymlicka's characterization 

of cultural context of choice as a social primary good is persuasive, it is not definitive 

of the question whether culture must be recognized and protected in some form as a 

social primary good. In the following section of the paper, I will show that Rawls 

characterizes 'eqpal ir'berty of conscience' as a social primary good and justifies this 

primary good by reference to his political conception of the person precisely because of 

its relatiomhip a determinate conceptions of the good. 

D. Rawls and equal liberty of consdenre as a social primary good 

As Rawls set out in A mory of lustke a d  reiterates in Political Litremiism, the 

panics to the original agreement are subject to a veil of ignorance which deprives them 

of knowledge about thir particular situations or conceptions of the good. They do know 

that many different religious. philosophical and moral beliefs and forms of conduct exist. 

and that some are minority views potcaiPlly subject to the will lad whims of the 



majority. They h o w  that they and tbe persons they represent affirm specific religious, 

philosophical and moral views, but do not know what they are, or whether they are a 

majority or a minority in society. As a d t ,  their responsibility is to Secute principles 

of justice which will protect those forms of belief axxl the institutions which are necessary 

beliefs and conduct amount to particular constellations of visions of the good does not 

preclude equal liberty of conscience from being a social primary good? Quite the 

opposite. Equal liberty of conscience is a social primary good by virtue of the 

'givenness' of the beliefs which it protects, their 'non-negotiability', "given an 

understanding of what constitutes a religious, philosophical, or moral view"? According 

to Rawls, equal liberty of conscience is a social primary good precisely because the 

religious, philosophical, lad moral views and forms of conduct which it protects exist 

as aRiCUIations of the mlationship of individuals to the world, the points of reference 

which give rise to conceptions of tbe good, and by which conceptions of the good, aims 

and attachments are uoderstoood.n 

[while the paxties cannot be sure tht the persons they represent affirm 
[religious, philosophical, ad monl views of their relation to the world] 
I shall assume that these persons mtmalfy do so, and in any event the 
parties must allow for this possibility. I assume also that t h e  religious, 
philosophical, and moral views arc already forwd d M y  held. d 
in this seast given. Now if but oat of tbc alternative priaciplcs of justice 
avdable to thc partics guamms equal h i  of conscience, this 
principle is  to k adopted. Or at least this bdds if the conception of justice 
to which this priaciple klongs is a workable conception. For the veil of 
ignorance implies that the parties do not know whczha the klkfs 
espoused by the petsons tbey rrpl#lcat is a majority or a minority view. 
They curnot take chraccJ by permitting a lesser h i  of coascieacc to 
minority religions, say. on the possibility tbat those thy rcpmcnt espouse 
a majority ot dominant religion and will therefore have an even greater 



Liberty. For it may also happen that these persons belong to a minority 
faith and may suffer accordingly. If the parties were to gamble in this 
way, they would show that they did not take the religious. philosophical, 
or m o d  convictions of persons seriously, and, in effect, did not know 
what a religious, philosophical, or moral conviction was. 

Note that, strictly speaking, this first ground for liberty of 
conscience is not an argument. That is, one simply calls attention to the 
way in which the veil of ignorance combined with the parties' 
responsibility to protect some unknown but determinate and affirmed 
religious, philosophical, or moral view gives the parties the strongest 
reasons for securing this l i i r ty .  Here it is furdPmentd that affirming 
such views and the conceptions of the good to which they give rise is 
recognized as non-negotiable . . . .w 

Rawls provides two other grounds for the protection and priority given equal 

liberty of conscience in his theory. Both 'concern the relationship of equal liberty of 

conscience to the moral capacity of persons to form, mise and pursue conceptions of 

the good. First, equal Ir'berty of conscie~~'~ is a precondition to the development and 

exercise of this capacity; and this capacity is a means to the development and pursuit of 

cooceptio~~ of the goad." Second, equal l i i  of conscience is necessary to the 

afthation of the religious, philosophical, or m o d  traditions that incorporate "ideals and 

virtues which meet the tests of our [delibetative] reason and which answer to our deepest 

d e s k  Prd affectionsa1O0. On tbis approach, "this rationally affirmed relation k w e n  

OPT deliberative repson ami our way of life itself becomes part of our determinate 

According to RawIs, tkse three grounds for equal libmy of conscience are 

related as follows: 

Lnthcfim,co~~ccptio~~~oftbcgoodrrrrrgPrdedrsgiwnradfirmly 
mted; and s k e  thm is a p W t y  of such conoepions, each, as it were, 



principles of justice which guarantee equal liberty of conscience are the 
only principles which they can adopt. In the next two grounds, 
conceptions of the good art seen as subject to revision in accordance with 
dehirative reason, which is part of the capacity for a conception of the 
good. But since the full ad informed exercise ofthis capacity rrquirrs the 
social conditions secured by libaty of conscience, these gmunds support 
the same conclusion as the first.1m 

in my view, tkeforr, Rawls's rationale for the protection of equal liberty of 

conscience as a social primary good undercuts any argument that would deny some form 

of recognition and protection of culture as a social primary good merely because of its 

relationship to determinate conceptions of the good. 

At the foundation of Kymlicka's argument lies the recognition that conceptions 

of the good are situated within cultural horizons. I wiU argue in the following section of 

the chapter that the capacity to form, =vise and pursue conceptions of the good is 

inescapably linked to what Joseph Raz descn'bes as tbe "social forms "la which constitute 

each culture. 

I will also draw the parallels between the social forms which constitute cult we^'^ 

and the philosophical, religious, and moral beliefs and forms of conduct which Rawls 

considers worthy of protection in order to show that Rawls's gmunds for the protection 

and primacy of equal h i  of wnscic~~ce arc WWnguishab1e from those applicable 

to qutstions of culture. 

I should clarify my metbod at this point. 

In the previous sections, I have demonstrated that a Rawlsinn analysis requires 

that the social primary goods. inchlding thc equal basic l i ~ t s .  bejustifd by ref- 

to RawIs's political conception of the person as a frrt and equal m o d  being. In the next 



section of the chapter, I will argue that, in an open, culturally heterogeneous society. 

'equal Irirty to participate in, produce and enjoy one's own cuiture' is justikd as an 

equal basic Liberty. To this end. I will argue that cultures are of intrinsic derivative, as 

well as instrumental, value to their members and, as such, are critical to their capacity 

for, and exercise of their two moral powers, and their ability to have and pursue 

determinate conceptions of the good. 

It is important to emphasize, therefore, that in drawing parallels between the 

social forms which constitute cultures and philosophical, religious and moral doctrines, 

I am not asserting that an argument for 'equal liberty to participate in, produce and enjoy 

one's own culture' must be derived from an argument for 'equal liberty of conscience'. 

It can, and must, be justified entirely Mependently of any anaIogy to questions of 

conscience, by virtue of the role that cultures play with respect to individuals' moral 

powers and determinate conceptions of the good, informed by Rawls's concepts of 

reciprocity, mutual respect, and overlapping conseasus. This is my primary argument. 

To the extent I compare the social forms that constitute culture with philosophical, 

moral and religious doctrines in the paper, I do so only because the comparison 

highlights the identity of their roles vis-a-vis hdividuals' co~lceptions of the good. This 

secondary argument should be seen merrly as a technique for underscoring the 

similarities in their roles and challenging the arbitruhss of contrasts in their status, not 

as a necessary elemm of an argument for cultural protcctioneLW 



E. Culture, social fonm, and social prlmorg gaods 

Every culture, at any moment in time, is a collection of the artidations shared 

by its members, as a culhnal community, of their relationship to the world, the socially 

determined forms ad standards upon which their conceptions of the good, aims and 

attachments are based and by which they are understood and measured. It is also the 

source from which new culturally determined social forms and standards emanate. Of 

course, within every culture, this constellation of group articulatio~ls, social fonns and 

standards, is constantly shifting and changing. '06 

Social forms are public perceptions of forms of belief and action shared within 

a social community.1m Joseph Raz describes social forms as "the public perception of 

common social forms of action" la. Elsewhere, he descrr'bes &em as consisting of "shared 

beliefs. folklore, high culture, collectively shared metaphors and imagination, and so 

on. " lo9 

Raz argues that a person's well-beinguo is largely determined by his ot her 

goalsm; a petson's important immediate goals are generally nested in larger 

comprrhcnsive goals112; success in one's c o m p r e ~ i v c  goals is among tk most 

important eIernents of om's well-being1*; and a pcnon can have comprehcmive goals 

only if they are based on existing social 

Social forms "deliocnc the basic shape of the projects and relationships which 

C O ~ W  humPn well-kiag'.'* 



It is important, at this stage of the discussion, to note a characteristic of social 

fonns that can be perceived most clearly in their relationship to the goals of members of 

the community. 

Social forms can recognize and accommodate 'variations on the common themes' 

that exist within a community. According to Raz, 

[tJhe -is that comprehensive goals are inevitably based on socially 
existing form is meant to be consistent with experimentation, and with 
variations on a common thme and the like. It is no more possible to 
delimit in advance the range of deviations which stil l  count as based on a 
social form than it is to delimit the possible relations between the literal 
and the metaphorical use of an expression.u6 

Raz states, for example, that 
,ic; - . -  . * -- - - - .  

*- r 

[a] comprehensive goal may be based on a sock form in being a simple 
instance of it. An ordinary conventional marriage in our society can be 
used to illustrate what marriage is We. It exemplifies a widely shared 
social form, while king also an iastPocc of a comprehensive goal of the 
people whose marriage it is, and who want it to be (or remain) a success. 
Many marriages, perhaps all, are not that conventioaal. They are based 
on a shared perception of a social fonn while deviating from it in some 
mspects. They are deviations on a common theme, and they can typically 
be that because the social form itself recognizes the existence of 
variations, or even their importarre. A couple may evolve an 'open' 
maniage even though this form is unknown to their society. But an open 
marriage is a relation combining c1ements of a wnveational mnrrisge and 
of a stxual pursuit which is kept fke of emotional involvtmnt. It is a 
combination of elcmcnts of two socially recognizable 

Social fonns arc incorporated into ow individual coxmptions of the good. W e  

affm social forms as part of our conceptions of tbc good. In this way, the social forms 

which constitute each community arc intrinsically (derivatively), as well as instrumentally 

valuable to the individual members of that community. 



Raz describes the significance of goals to the people that hold them in the 

following passage: 

I w the term [goals] broadly to cover [a person's] projects, plans, 
relationships, ambitions, commitments, and the Ore. Since they are his 
goals he guides his action towards them, they colour his perception of his 
environment a of the world at large, and they play a large part in his 
emotional responses and his imaginative musings. They play, in other 
words, a conscious role in his life. They are not merely unknown forces 
... . 118 

In this section so far, I have shown that cultures are of intrinsic derivative, as 

well as inanmental, value to thi members and are critical to their capacity for, and 

exercise of their two moral powers, and their ability to have and pursue determinate 

conceptions of the good. It is my contention that, in an open, culturally heterogeneous 

society, 'equal liberty to participate in, produce ard enjoy one's own culture' is justified 

as an equal basic liberty by virtue of the roIe that cultures play with respect to 

individuals' moral powers and determinate conceptions of the good, informed by Rawls's 

concepts of recipracity, mumi respect, Pad overlapping c o ~ l ~ e u s .  

At this point, I will pursue a S C C O ~  argument which compares the social 

forms that constitute culture with philosophical, moral and religious doctrines. This 

comparison is intended to highlight thc identity of their roles vis-a-vis individuals' 

conceptions of the good and to challenge the arbimrbms of contrasts in their status. 

The force of this secondary argument depends upon tk degree to which the social 

forms which constitute culture and philosophical, m o d  and religious dcmines may 

legitimately k cornpared. In this context. UKCC imporcant related points should be noted. 



First, Rawis's description of the general and comprehensive doctrines that the 

parties in the original position must protect by means of principles of justice which 

guarantee equal liirty of conscience is very broad, as it must be if it is to meet his 

ideals of reciprocity and mutual respect, and the requirements of overhpping consensus 

and the concept of fke public reason. 

For exampIe. Rawls states that a workable conception of justice 

must allow for a diversity of general and comprehensive doctrines, and for 
the plurality of confIicting, and indeed incommensurable, conceptions of 
the meaning, value and purpose of human life (or what I shall call for 
short 'conceptions of the good') by the citizens of democratic 
societies. 

Rawls describes general and comprehensive doctrines in the following passage: 
.- . -* --  .- - .- 

- - -  - *v 

A moral conception is general if it applies to a wide range of subjects, and 
in the limit to all subjects mivemliy. It is comprehensive when it 
includes conceptions of what is of value in human Me, and ideals of 
pmod character, as well as ideals of fiendship and of familial and 

- -. associational relationships, and much else that is to inform our conduct, 
and in the Emit -to our as a wWe: A copception--&. .my. - - 
comprehensive if it covers all recognized values and virtues within one 
rather precisely articulated systern; whereas a conception is only partially 
oomprchcnsive when it comprises a number of, but by no means all, 
nonpolitical values ond virtues and is rather loosely articulated. Many 
religious and philosophical doctrines aspire to be both general and 
comp~~htnsive.~ 

In "Kantian Constructivism in Monl Theoryw, Rawls has observed that 

long historical expttiencc suggests. and mpoy plausible seflections 
c~d%m, tbat on [religious, philosophicaI, or moral doctrhs] lrtasoned 
and u n w e d  a&rament is not to be upemd. Religious and 
philosophical views express outlooks toward th world and our lifc with 
aac another, severally and co1lcctivcly, as a wbole. Our individual and 
associative points of view, intellectual affinities ami a f f i ive  mchmcnts, 
arc too diverse, especially in a frce democratic society, to allow of lasting 
and reasoned agnemcnt. Many c011ccptions of the world can plausibly be 



constructed from different standpoints. Diversity natudly arises from our 
limited powm and distinct perspectives.. . 

These passages also lead to a second point: Rawls's description of the general and 

comprehensive doctrines that the parties in the original position must pnncct by means 

of principles of justice which guarantee equal liberty of conscience is purposive in its 

nature. General and comprehensive doctrines must be protected by 'equal liberty of 

conscience' because of the particular roles they play with respect to conceptions of the 

good and Rawls's political conception of the person.lP 

It is important to note, therefore, that the only relevant point of comparison 

between philosophical, moral and religious doctrines and culture for the purposes of my 

secondary argument relates to similarities in their roles vis-a-vis Rawls's political 

conception of the person (most directly, the second moral power) and cowptiom of the 

good, not to similarities in the nature of the doctrhes and of culturem. 

The third point b tbat, in this regard, Rawls's limitation of his argument to the 

tok that philosophical, mod and ~ligious doctrines play with respect to conceptiops of 

the good and his discussion of 'squal b'berty of conscience' as a social primary good is 

a firnction of his mttbodology: he restricts thc application of his coIlStNCtivist profedm 

to classical Pspccts of heterogeneity generated fkom within a closed liberal society. For 

Rawls. tbc cprestion of social primary goods (and the equrl basic likrths), in fict the 

question of justice itseU, is driven by th hct of pluralism in society. Wbrrr (and to the 

extent) tbat is no hctcrogedty, where thclc arc no canpaiqg claims, questions of 

justice do not In tk closed society which Rawk psw as his model for the 

puxposcs of argument, with the exception of religious, philosophical ad mod doctrhes. 



culture is assumed to be shared. By contrast, in an open, modem democratic society, 

pluralism extends beyond qyestions of religious, philosophical, ard moral doctrine, to 

other areas of In other words, questions of justice are raised by the diversity 

of cultures in an open society.'" 

As Rawls stated in "Fairness to Goodness", 

the original position does not presuppose the doctrine of abstract 
individualism. . . . mhe parties in the original position are presumed to 
larow whatever general truths characterize the dependence of individuals 
on their social background. The account of primary goods does not deny 
these facts, long recognized by social theory and common sense. The thin 
theory of the good holds that human wants have a certain structure which, 
in conjuDction with the strategic feature of primary goods, supports the 
reasonableness of the motivation assumption, given the constraints of the 
original position. The required structure of wants ard the strategic role of 
primary goods is not the doctrine of abstract individualism." 

To use Rawls's terms, then, the 'structure of human wants' which must be taken 

into account by parties in the original position who are selecting principles of justice for 

an open, modem democratic society would (and must) include culture and the 

conceptions of the good which cultures h e .  

In w*, in the context of my secondary argument, I would argue that, in an 

open, culturally heterogeneous society, protecting the M o m  and integity of the 

internaI life of cultural communities and the ability of members of those communities to 

form, pnsue and mise tkir colrcptiom of the good by refc~~nce to, d in the context 

of, their own cultures has the same impoimportnncc to members of minority cultures that 

p r o w  the integrity of religious, phildsopbical, and mod doctrks has to minorities 

in Rawls's otberwist culbrrplly h o m o g ~  society. 



To recapitulate the secondary argument: Accotding to Rawls, equal liberty of 

conscience is a social primary good because the religious, philosophical. axxi moral views 

which it protects exist as artidations of the relationship of individuals to the world, the 

points of reference which give rise to conceptio~~~ of the good, and by which conceptions 

of the good, aims and attachments are understood. The partks to the original position 

know that many different religious, philosophical and moral beliefs views exist, and that 

some are minority views potentially subject to the will and whims of the majority in the 

absence of a commitment by the parties to equal liberty of conscience. 

For the reasom set out above, one can substitute for "religious, philosophical, and 

moral beliefs and conduct" the "social forms that constitute culturesn, because they play 

identical roles with respect to conceptions of the good and Rawls's political conception 

of the person. In an open democratic society, different cultures, and the social forms 

which constitute them, exist, and some are in a minority. 

It is my contention that 'equal liberty to participate in, produce and enjoy one's 

own culture' may be justified as a social primary good, having the same priority as equal 

of conscielwm, on identical grounds.ug 

It should k notad that tk outcorn of both my primary and secondary arguments 

step removed from Kymlicka's attempt to dist@guiyh culture as context from 

character of a culture, and his characterization of culture as context as a social primary 

good- 

On my approach, culture as context (ad the integrity of dturaI  communities) 

is not a social primary good, but ratkr is pon of what is king ptotected by the social 



primary good of 'equal liberty to participate in, produce and enjoy one's culture', as are 

the social forms that constitute culture. They bear the same relationship to this primary 

good that philosophical, religious, and moral beliefs and conduct do to the primary good 

of 'equal liberty of conscience'. This, I hope, circumvents the problems that Kymlicka 

had with his proposed social primary good of culture being perceived solely as a 

collection of ends, the risk of petrification and majority control if one protected the 

character of a cultural community as a social primary good. and the difficulties and 

limitations of his resulting instrumental characterization of culture.'m 

I also hope that the description of the social primary good as a liberty will clarify 

exactly what is at stake in the argument, and dispel any notion that members of minority 

cultures are claiming what are often disparagingly referred to by members of majority 

p u p s  as 'special rights'. It also underscores that an 'assimilate or disintegrate' approach 

to minority cultures, such as Bryan Schwua's, is untenable on a Rawlsian analysis. 

The social p r i m  good of 'cqull h i  to pvticipate in, produce and enjoy 

one's own culture' is justified by ~tfcrence to the two moral powers and the determinate 

conceptions of the good that comprise Rawls's political conception of the person m the 

same way as 'equal hirty of conscience'. If, as I have argued, the sociaI forms which 

constitute each culture play the same role with respect to umcepti011~ of the good as 

'religious, philosophical, and m o d  beliefs and forms of conduct', then it is difficult to 

justify on any princip1ed basis their exclusion from recognition d protection if one 

recognizes 'equal h i  of conscience' as a social p- good. If the social forms 

which constitute each culture arc of intrinsic derivative, as well as instrumental, value 



to members of that culture and are critical to their capacity for, and exercise of, their two 

moral powers; and their ability to have and pursue a detenainate conception of the good, 

then refusal to recognize 'equal likrty to participate in, produce and enjoy one's own 

culture' as a basic liberty priviIeges the members of majority cultures arbitrarily from 

a m o d  perspective, and denies to members of minority cultures recognition and 

protection of their status as free and equal moral beings. 

According a Rawls's theory of justice, the selection and implementation of the 

principles of justice are done in a four-stage process. with increasing societal and 

personal information being available at each stage.131 

In this chapter, I have argued that Rawls's constructivist analysis, when applied 

to the basic structure of an open, culnually heterogeneous modem constitutional 

democracy, must recognize 'equal liberty to participate in, produce and enjoy one's own 

culture' as a basic liberty included in the first principle of justice. 

In the next chapter, I will examine Rawls's approach to the specification and 

adjustment of the basic liberties in the four-stage process. In particular, I describe how 

Rawls's constructivist analysis also rrquirrs that the basic liberties be specified (and 

adjusted if necessary) in the foUowing swpence: At tbc constitutional stage, delegates to 

the constitutional wnvention must specify the basic liberties in the constitution in the 

form of rights or freedoms, or a combination of rights and freedoms. At the legislative 

stage of kwls's four-stage process, legislators must develop legislation and policies 

concaning the pmtecfion and provision of thc goods nccasq  to give effcct to the rights 

and freedoms which spec4 tbe basic liberties. Thc judicial stage involves the assessment 



and enforcement of claims that protection or provision of a particular good in a particular 

form is necessary to give effect to a right or M o m .  

I will also examine some implications of Rawls's approach to the specification and 

adjustment ofthe basic liberties, and the principles which govern the four-stage process, 

for the recognition and interpretation of group rights and for the treatment of rights and 

m o m s  in conflict- 

In chapter 3, 1 will consider two issues that are raised uniquely by group rights- 

claims and are common to all such clahns - the questions of the recognition of communal 

goods as legitimate objects of rights-claims, and of groups as rights-claimants. I will 

propose a methodology for the tteatment of group rights-claims to communal goods that 

differs in its focus from that advocated by many proponents of group rights. 

DescnM somewhat differently, the next two chnpters will examine aspects of the 

equation: A bas a right to X against B by virtue of Y. 

The five main elernem here are: fint, the subject (A) of the right, or rights- 

holder; second, the nature of the right; third, the object (X) of the right, or what it is a 

right to; fourth, the respondent (B) of the right, or the persons who have the correlative 

duties; rrd fifth, the @tQ4 basis or ground (Y) of the right.132 

Chapter 2 will address Rawls's methodological approach to the specification and 

adjusbmcnt of the basic li'berties in the form of rights, Morns ard Mtutional rules, 

which is preliminary to an examhation of princip1es governing the justification of rights- 

claims, and the molution of conflicts among rights and M o m s .  In tmns of the 

equation set out above, therefore. Chapter 2 will examine the justifying bases or grounds 



of rights and rights-claims, and chapter 3 will address controversial questions relating to 

the subject of the right, or rightsholder (groups), and the object of the right (communal 

go=w 



CHAPTER 2 TEE SPECIFICATION AND ADJUSTMENT 
OF THE BASIC LIBERTIES IN RAWLSIAN 
ANALYSIS: SOME IMPLICATIONS 

In the previous chapter, I have touched on the fact that, in Rawls's constructivist 

analysis, although the equal basic liberties are identified by the parties in the original 

position as essential all-purpose means to realize the objective of guaranteeing the 

political and social conditions for citizens to pursue their good and to exercise the moral 

powers that characterize them as &ee and equal, they are only implemented in any 

rnpaningfbl sense in tht subsequent three stages of Rawls's four-stage process. 

Rawls describes this process as one of 'specification' and 'adjustment' of the basic 

liberties. In other words, the basic liberties are implemented at the constitutional and 

legislative stages and are assessed and dorced at the judicial stage of the four-stage 

process. as increasing societal and personal information becomes available, to create a 

coherent and fully adequte scheme available to all on equal terms.* 

In this chapter, I will exnminc how RawIs's coLIStNCtivist analysis deals with the 

implemclstation of the basic liberties, tbc priority of rights and fircdoms over societal 

interests, md the treatment of conflict* rights md ficedoms. 

My hope is that the discusion of these mctbodologial questions, infomad by 

Rawhian analysis, m y  clPtify the nrturc of govmmat obligations to implement the 

basic i'bcrtics, and the stambnb for limitiqg rad d c f h g  the rights and fkwloms of 

individual members of a group wbcn thcy conflict with group rights (and vice versa). It 

may also assist in the development of an approach to the balancing of conflicting rights, 

48 



and of rights and societal interests, that differs somewhat from that currently confounding 

Chaner analysis. 

A. The speeir~cation and adjustment of the equal basic liberties in Rawls's four- 

The f m  principle of justice is: 

Each person has an equaI right to a fully adequate scheme of equal basic 
liberties which is compatible with a similar scheme of l i m e s  for all.' 

Lrr this section of the chapter, I will examine what Rawls means by a "fully 

adequate scheme of equal basic liirties which is compatible with a similar scheme of 

liberties for aLlW. However, fint, I must raise two preliminary points that are necessary 

to set the context of the discussion. The fitst addresses the priority and inalienability of 

the equal basic liberties. The second deals with Rawls's conception of the role of the 

four-stage sequence as it relates to the equal basic liirties. 

1. The priority and inaljen4hWy of the equal basic Eiberties 

The priority of the first principle over the second, and over societal interests. 

rrmPias unchanged from that set out in A -05 of lr~rn'ce.~ 

The priority of the cqual basic h i e s  means that a basic l i i r ty  can be limited 

or dcnicd only for the sake of one or more other basic h ~ t s  and never for ~C~SOIIS of 

public good or of perfkctionist values.4 This priority rlso means that the basic liberties 

cannot be justly denied to m y  person, or group of persons, or even to all citizens, "on 



the grounds that such is the desire. or overwhelming preference, of aa effective political 

majority, however strong and enduringn .' 

The basic liberties are also inalienabie, with the result that any agreement by 

citizens which waives or violates a basic hirty has no legal force. Even though such an 

agreement may be entirely v o l m ,  it is ineffective to alter citizens' basic liberties in 

the context of the basic structure. In other words, the inalienability of the basic liberties 

does not prevent citizens, even in a well-ordered society, from attempting to cin=umscribe 

or alienate one or more of their basic liberties. However, the institutions of the basic 

stmcture will not enforce undertakings which waive or limit the basic libenie~.~ 

Although I will discuss these points funher below. I should emphasize here that 

the priority of the equal basic likrties is the priority of the f && of basic liberties, not 

of any particular liberty; the basic likrties are specified and mutually adjusted at the 

stages of the four-stage sequence that follow the original position; and the processes of 

specification and adjustment irr integrally connected and occur simultaneously. 

2. The equai basic Uberties and Rawh's fouf-stage process 

According to Rawls, the objective of the parties in the ori- position is "to 

gumntce the political and sociaI conditions for citizens to pursue their good nnd to 

exercise the moral powers that characterize them as fice and The parties 

recognize the social primary goods. of which the equal basic h i e s  are a category, as 

essemirl all-purpose means to r e a h  this 



At each succeeding stage of Rawls's four stages, the decisionmaking panies are 

subject to fewer constraints on the idonnation available to them, and the objective 

identified in the original position and its expression become more detailed W concrete. 

It is imporrant to note that this objective and its relationship to the moral powers 

and determinate conceptions of the good remain unchanged at the later stages, but their 

infricacies and implications become more apparent as the veil of ignorance is lified and 

as the basic liberties are specified and adjusted to one another at each stage. Rawls's 

four-stage profess might be demibed as one in which the objective idenwied in the 

original position is increasingly elaborated and refined as greater knowledge of social 

circumstances becomes avaiIablem9 

In the originaI position, the parties identify the two principles of justice (including 

the equal basic liirties encompassed by the fmt principle of justice). 

As noted earlier, the constraints of the 'reasonable' at the original position stage 

include the formal constmints on the concept of right (such as the conditions of 

generality. d v d t y  , publicity. a principle of odering of conflicting claims, and the 

condition of finality), the symmetry of the parties to the original position which follows 

fKnn the description of citizens as equal moral kings, the fact that the Pprties are 

choosing principles that are to regulate the basic stmture of society, and the veil of 

ignorance. 

At the constitutional stage, the equal basic h'berties are specifkd and adjusted in 

the form of ajust political p r o d u e  and wnstitutional pamntcs of rights and freedoms 



in such a way as to protect what Rawls descriis as the 'cend range of application' of 

the basic liberties.lQ 

Because the parries to the constitutional conventon are now coasnained in their 

decisionmaking by the principles of justice", the veil of ignorance is  partially lifted. The 

parties are aware of thoretical principles of social theory, the relevant general facts 

about their society, such as its naaual circumstances and resources, its level of economic 

advancement and its political culture, but h o w  nothing of personal particulars, such as 

the social positions, natural attributes and specific interests of individuals, or their 

conceptions of the good? 

Legislators' greater lolowledge of the circumstances of society at the legislative 

stage, as it relates to the basic Ir'berties, enables them to develop legislation and policies 

concerning the protection and provision of the goods accessvy to give effea to the rights 

and freedoms identified at the constitutional stage in order to prow the 'central range 

of application' of the basic b.btrties. 

The legidators arc conmhed in their decisiomnaking by the principles of justice 

and wnstitutional limits.* They are aware of the full range of social and economic facts 

applicable to their society but know nothing of personal particuiars? 

As it relates to the basic liberties, ttw judicial stage involves the assessment and 

enf'orcement of claims that panicular goods should be the object of coIlStitutional rights 

and f'recdoms or, in other words, that protection or provision of a particular gaod in a 

particular fonn is nccesssy to give efffect to a right or ficcdom so as to protect the 

'central range of application' of the basic liberty which that right or M o m  specifies. 



Judges are constrained by the principles of justice, the coIlStitution, legislation and 

policy. As Rawls notes. " [a]t this stage everyone has complete access to al l  the facts. No 

limits on knowledge rrmain since the full system of  rules has now been adopted and 

applies to persons in virtue of their characteristics and circwnsuuws. 

3. The process of  cation and adjustment of the equal basic Uberties 

In response to Hart's criticism in "Rawls on Liberty and its Priorityn 16, Rawls, 

in "The Basic Libenies and Their Priority" and Polirical Liberalism, has attempted to 

provide satisfactory qualitative criteria for how the basic liberties are to be further 

specified and adjusted to one! another as the fim principle is applied at the constitutional, 

legislative, and judicial stages, and as social circumstances are made irwwn.17 

a) The steps in and adjusting the equal basic liberties 

The steps in specming and adjusting the basic li'bcrties to one another are the 

following: 

1. The special role and central range of application of each basic liberty are 

identified in order to guide the processes of specification and adjustment 

at the later constitutional, legislative. and judicial 

The special role of each basic likay is referable to some aspect 

of what is essential for the development and full and informed exercise of 

the two moral powers md for the protection of a wide range of 

determinate collceptions of the good. 



The cenaal range of application of each basic liberty consists of 

the righ~, fi.eedoms Md institutional ~ l e s  necessary to the performance 

of that role, together with the conditions necessary for their effective 

exercise. Ig 

2. The basic liberties are specified at the later stages in the fonn of rights, 

freedoms a d  institutional rules. These are self-limiting and adjusted to 

one another to create a coherent and fully adequate scheme of basic 

liberties. 2o 

As Rawls notes, "once we have a number of b i c ]  liberties which must be 

fbrther specified and adjusted to one another at later stages [as social circumstances are 

made known], we need a criterion for how this is to be 

The purpose of the exercise, to which such a criterion is related, is "to establish 

the best, or at least a fully adequate, scheme of basic li'berties, given the c-s 

of 

b) The purpose of Spccir~cation .ad adjustment: the meaning of a ' M y  
adequate scheme' 

The rights, M o m s  and institutional des  which dctine the basic libemes must 

be djustcd so that they fit into a cohcrcnt s c b c  of li'btrtits. 

She the basic b'btrtics may be limited when they clash with ont mother, 
none of these liberties is absolute; nor is it a mpimnent that, in the 
finally dedjusted scheme, all the basic liberties are to be eqwlly provided 
for (whatever that might mean). Rather, bowmr these h i e s  are 



adjusted to give one coherent scheme, this scheme is secured equally for 
all  citizens? 

To this end, the first principle of justice states that "each person has an equal right to a 

fully adecpate scheme of equal basic liberties which is compatible with a similar scheme 

of liberties for all"." 

It is important to ME, therefore, that it is the scheme of equal basic liberties, not 

any individual basic liberty, which Rawls descnis as 'fully adequate'; and that scheme 

must be compatible with a similar scheme of liberties for all. 

The basis for identifyinb the best, or a fully adequate scheme 

Rawls notes that 

it is tempting to think that the desired criterion should enable us to specify 
ond adjust thc basic li'berties in the kst, or the optimum, way. And this 
suggests in tum that there is something that the scheute of basic b i l e s  
is to maximize. .. . But in fact, . . . the scheme of basic liirties is not 
drawn up so as to maximiae anything, and in particuIar, not the 
development and exercise of the mod powers? 

Rather, thcse li'bcrties and thek priority are 

to guamee equal& for all citizens the sOCiO1 conditions essentzal for the 
e q u a t e  dcvelcrpment md them1 d h$iomd aercise of these powers 
in . . . "the two m m a l  cases. 

The concept ofthe 'two ~ c n t a l  cases', then. sets the boundaries of the scope 

of the parties' objective in Rawls's four-stage process. RawIs defines the 'fhdamental 

cases' in the following passage: 

The first of these [fuobmentr] cases is cormedcd with a capacity 
for a sense of justice a d  concera~ the application of tk pri~~iplcs of 
justice to the basic stnrturr of society md its social policies. ... The 
second fbdamcntal case is comwctcd with the capacity for a conception 



of the good and concern the application of the principles of deliberative 
reason in guiding our conduct over a complete We. . . . What distinguishes 
the fbndarnental cases is the comprehensive scope and basic character of 
the subject to which the principles of justice and of deliberative reason 
must be applied? 

The equal basic liberties are related to the two m o d  powers and to the two 

fundamental cases in which these powers are exercised in different aad particular ways. 

The equal political li'berties a d  fi.Cadom of thought are to secure the h e  
and informed application of the principles ofjustice, by means of the full 
and eHective exercise of citizens' sense of justice, to the basic structure 
of society. . . . These basic liberties rquire some form of representative 
democratic regime and the repuisite protections for the m o r n  of 
political speech and press, M o m  of assembly, and the like. Ll'berty of 
conscience and M o m  of association are to secure the full and informed 
and effective application of citizens' powers of deliberative reason to their 
forming, revising, and rationally pucsuiug a conception of the good over 
a complete We. The nmaining (and supporting) basic liberties - the liberty 
and integrity of the person (violated, for example, by slavery and 
serfdom, and by the denial of M o r n  of movement and occupation) and 
the rights and liberties covered by the rule of law - can be connected to 
the two fundamental cases by noting that they are necessary if the 
preceding basic h'berties are to be properly guanateed.2a 

a) ' S ~ I C ~ ~ C ~ '  as the d d o n  applied ia orda to pmduce a M y  adequate 
scheme 

The criterion which is applied to specify the basic liberties at the constitutional, 

legislative and judicial stages in the fonn of rights, freedoms and institutional des,  and 

to a d l t  these rights, freedoms and institutional ruks in order to produce a fully 

a liaaty is more or less signiricant depending on wkthcr it is more or 
less essentially involved in. or is a more or less nccess~ry institutional 
means to protect, the full and info- and effetivt exercise of ttr moral 



powers in one (or both) of the Wo fundamental cases. Thus, the weight 
of particular claims to [tights, freedoms and hitutioIlSil rules which 
specify the basic likrties] are to be judged by this criterion? 

The concept of significance is relevant to both specification and adjustment. It 

governs whether a claimed right or fkeedorn is protected as specifying a basic libeay. For 

example, some kinds of speech, such as libel aad defaaration of private persons, as 

opposed to political figures, are not protected as specirjling the basic liberty of freedom 

of thought (and in fact, as private wrongs, may be offenses) because they have "no 

significance at all for the public use of reason to judge and regulate the basic structurew3L. 

In other words, such forms of speech have no significance to the first fuadamental case, 

to which M o m  of speech is relevant. 

Rawis describes the role of significance in the adjustment process as follows: 

[w]e try to identify the more essential elements in the central range of 
application of [a] basic hkrty. We then proceed to funher extensions up 
to the point where a fully m t e  provision for this liberty is achieved, 
unless this Iiberty has already become*self-limiting or conflicts with-more 
significant extensions of other basic liberties. As always, I assume that 
these judgments are made by delegates and legislators from the point of 
view of the appropriate stage in the light of what best advances the 
rational jmmSt of the representative qupl citizen in a M y  ade~uate 
scheme of basic fibcrtied2 

of the rights, fkdoms Pnd institutional rules which specify the basic liberties; and within 

the category of regulation, the difference between self-limitation and mutual adjustment. 

i) Regulation 

Rawls states that 



[i]n understanding the priority of the basic liberties we must distinguish 
b W e n  their restriction and their regulation. The priority of these 
liberties is not infringed when they are merely regulated ... in order to be 
combined into one scheme as well as adapted to certain social conditions 
necesmy for their enduing exercise. So long as ... "the central range of 
application" of the basic liirties is provided for, the principles of justice 
are fi~KlIed.~~ 

In contrast to restriction, regulation does not restrict the content of the basic 

hitties and therefore is not inconsistent with their central role. 

The basic birties (as specified in the form of particular rights, fkdoms and 

institutional rules) may be self-limiting and may also be adjusted to one another by 

regulation. The principles which apply to determine whether Limitation by regulation is 

appropriate appear to be similar in both cases. In the case of a self-limiting M o m ,  

right or Wtutiod rule, reasonable regulation is appropriate in order to secure on a 

footing of equality the central range of the basic liberty (which it specifies) or, more 

precisely, the most signi£icanf hkrty, in the fundamental case. In the case of mutual 

ad-, the consideration is that the basic liberties constitute a femily, tbt members 

of which have to be adjusted to om another to gusr~atet the central range of these 

h'berties, or the most significant scheme of li'berties, in the two firndamental cases. The 

regulation of rights, freedoms, and institutional rules (which spec4 a basic h'berty) to 

safeguard the central range, and more significant extcmionr, of other ~ ~ ~ O J I I S ,  rights, 

or institutional d e s  (which specify other basic liberties) does not restrict the content of 

the hittics affcctcd and thcrcfm is consistent with their central role. The mutual 

adjusmvm of the basic libdcs is "iustified on grounds allowed by the priority of these 

Iikrtks as a f d y ,  no one of which is in itself 



It is important to note that the self-limitation and mutual adjustment of the 

freedoms, rights and institutional rules which specify the basic liberties are grounded 

solely on the significance of those f'reedoms, rights and Wtutional rules as defined by 

thir role in the two fundamental cases, and this adjustment is guided by the aim of 

specifying a fully adequate scheme of basic liberties.35 

Self-limitation 

Self-knitation of a basic liberty is necessary, according to Rawls, because "the 

requirement that the basic liberties are to be the same for everyone implies that we can 

obtain a greater liberty for ourselves only if the same greater liberty is granted to 

others " . * 

So, if the extension of a right, M o m  or institutional rule (which specifies a 

basic liberty), when granted to all, would be so unworkable or wcially divisive that it 

would reduce the cffcctive scope of the basic likrty at issue in the fundamental case, that 

extension may be regulated, provided this is done on a footing of cquolity. As Rawls 

notes, in such circumstnnces, in order to secure the most sigd?cant liberty, delegates to 

a constitutional convention who are guided by the rational interest of the representative 

equal citizen in a m y  cde~uate scheme of basic liberties will abandon clnims to 

mregu!ated extemions of the h i  and adopt reasonable 



Muaul adjustment 

Rawls also addresses the vestion of the regulation of basic liberties to guarantee 

the central range and more signifhm extensions of other likaies. 

He emphasizes that "the basic liirties constitute a family, and that it is this 

family that has priority and not any single hherty by itself? The processes of 

specification and ad@stment are simultaneous. The basic liberties must be "ad@ted to 

one another and cannot be specifkd individually".3g Rawls notes that not to adjust some 

basic liberties in the light of others is to "fail to see a constitution as a whole and to fail 

to recognize how its provisions are to be taken together . . . . "" 

Rawls sets out a number of conditions that apply in circumstances where a right, 

freedom or institutional rule (which specifies a basic liberty) must be adjusted to secure 

the central range or more significant extension of a competing basic h k y .  This mutwl 

adjustment is a process of regulation, not ~estriction. So the first condition of adjustment 

is that &re be no restrictions on the content of the right, M o m  or institutional rule 

being Wad. Second, the ammgcmcnts must mt impose an undue burden on the various 

groups in society to which the right, M o r n  or institutional rule is relevant and must 

offat them all in an equitable marnut. Finally, the various ngulations of a right, 

M o r n  or institutional nrk must be rationally designed to secure the central range or 

more significant extension of the competing basic l i i r ty? 



ii) Restriction 

The threshold for iustifying d c t i o n  of the basic Ii'berties is extremely high. 

According to Rawls, while thc basic liberties 

are not absoIute, they can be rcstficted in their content (as opposed to 
being regulated in ways consistent with maimaining a fully adequate 
scheme) only if this is ~cccss~ry  to prevent a grearer and more significant 
loss, either directly or indirectly, to these 

For example, a constitutional doctrine which gives priority to the basic likrties 

must hold that to restrict or suspend political speech, which specifies the basic liberty of 

freedom of thought, "requires the existence of a constitutiond crisis in which free 

politid institutions cannot effectively operate or take the required measures to preserve 

themselves " . 43 

B. Implications of Rawls's four-stage process and the priority of the equal basic 
liberties for the roeogzition and Weqretation of group rights and for the 
treatment of rights and freedoms in a~aflid 

1. Thc few-stage process is one of hmasing elaboration. Tbe objective of the 

parties in the original position rrmPins unchanged thmu@out. 

One of the implications of Rawls's four-stage process of specification snd adjustment 

of the basic liberties is that it b a pmccss of increasing elaboration, as tbt knowledge of 

social circumstnaces becomes iacrcasing1y available. The objective of the parties in the 

original position to guvnaac the political aml social circumannces for citizens to putsue 

~irgoodudmexe~~isethmonlpwcnthsschatacferizttbcm~~frrtdcqurldoes 

not change as LnowIcdgt bccomcs available, nor does the nlationship of this objective 



to the mod powers and determinate conceptions of the good. Rather, they are enhanced 

by tbe addition of new factors that are a fimction of the incrrwed knowledge of social 

conditions. Moreover, elements such as the potentid for conflict among the basic 

Iiberties and the concept of the two fWamental cases are implicit at the original position 

stage, but in an inchoate form. They exist in tbeir full potentid at the original position 

stage. Their nature and scope do not change at the later stages but, rather, are 

increasingly specified by reference to the particular circumstances of the society to which 

they are relevant. And in this process, as the veil of ignorance is lifted, their intricacies 

and become more apparent. 

2. The specification of the bask liirties in the form of constitutional rights and 

freedoms or as, for example, institutional rules in legislation does not alter their status 

or priority. 

Another important related implication of Rawls's four-stage process, when 

considered in conjuacton with the priority of the basic Iibertics (as elements of the fim 

principle of justice) over dr second principle, mn-basic legal rights and liberties, and 

societal interests, is that the form in which the basic liberties ace specified is irrelevant 

to the issue of their status and priority. For example, the specification of tbc equal basic 

liberties in the form of legislation, regulation or other typcs of delegated authority would 

take priority over specifications of the sccond ptinc'ile of justice, or mn-basic legal 

rights ad h i e s ,  or societal intertsfs, h&dmt a t h e  fonn in which ony oftltmr 

appear. It derives its status Pad priority firom the basic liberty which it specifies. 



Let me clarify: 

Only the equal basic li'berties are specified (and adjusted) at the ~0n~titUtioMl 

stage in Rawls's aualysis. Because legislators are constrained in their decisionmaking by 

constitutional limits, this underscores the status and priority of the equal basic liberties 

over the second principle of justice which is specified at the legislative stage, non-basic 

legal rights and liberties and societal interests. So, in this sense, as is conventionally 

undefstood by lawyers, the constitution takes priority over legislation in that legislation 

must be consistent with the constitution. However, it must also be understood that the 

priority of the constitution in Rawls's analysis is derived from the priority of the equal 

basic liberties (contained in the first principle of justice) which it embodies. 

In this context, then, it is also important to recognize that the specification of the 

equal basic likrties is not exhausted at the constitutional stage. They are further specified 

(and adjustcd) at the legislative stage, and are assessed and enforced at the judicial stage. 

Any such specification derives its status and priority from the basic libcay which it 

specifies, rather than from the form in which it is specified. 

This, I thinl, explains why Rawls, in Polin'caL Likalism and in "The Basic 

Liberties and Their Priority", uses the language of 'rights, ficcdoms (or liberties) and 

insti~tional rules' which specify the basic liberties interchangeably with the concept of 

'basic liirties'. The fonner are not diffcsent in character fbm the basic liirties, but 

are simply specifications or institutio~tions of the basic li'berties at each stage as 

social c- kcomc known. In ot&r words, if and to the extent legislative 



provisions specify or institutionalize a basic hirty, they have the status and priority of 

that basic liberty, as its instantiation. 

3. Constitutional delegates and legislators have a positive obligation to specify the 

equal basic liberties, and courts have a positive obligation to assess and enforce them. 

On Rawls's analysis, coIlStitutionaI delegates and legislators itre bound to specify 

the basic h i e s ,  subject to increasing constraints of the reasonable and iaformed by 

greater howledge of societal facts. 

In both cases, therefore, 1 would argue that a referendum process, if engaged in, 

must be tailored to ensure that consdtutional delegates and legislators do not effectively 

circumvent their obligation to specify the basic liberties by referring the (often 

controversial) questions at issue to voters, in a process where the outcome is governed 

by a majority vote. 

In the case of lcgis1ators, this also suggests the existence of a significantly more 

positive obligation to actively engage in the process of specification and PdiuJrment of 

the equal basic liberties than the more conventional view, which i s  often intefpreted as 

simply rrquiriag that whatever decisions arc made at this stage not be bnsistent with 

the constitution. 

A cctrollazy of this argurnent is that, if governments h v e  an obligation to speciry 

the basic liberties, they should not k capable of arguing that govenmmt inaction with 

respect to the specification of righa, freedoms and institutional d e s  iasulates them fkom 

challenge. 



Moreover, under section 1 of the Chaner, rights and £keedoms may only be 

limited by societal considerations if legislation is passed to limit the right and if it meets 

the section 1 test. A defence of inaction aliows the government to circumvent this 

stanaard by simply not implementing rights and freedoms. In the case of rights and 

fkeedoms which may be controversial among the majority of the population, a defence 

of inaction enables the govenrment to avoid its obligation to respect the rights and 

freedoms of unpopular minorities and to e f feve ly  give priority to societal 

considerations, preferences and even prejudices. 

This positive obligation also has an impact at the judicial stage. If legislatures are 

seen as bound to specify the equal basic liberties, the societal (as distinct ffom the legal) 

onus on rights-claimants is shifted to same degree. In other words, the 'argument from 

anarchy' is untenable at the later stages of Rawls's four-stage SeQuence. Rights-claimants 

would not be obliged to show that their rights-claim should be 'accepted' or 'acceptable' 

in order to be added to a restricted (and relatively wmntroversial) list of goods that 

effect traditionally recognized rights and fhedoms. Rather, the oms i s  on the legislam 

and the courts to actively guarantee and protect the central range of the equal basic 

libenits. All chimants must show is that the good chimed in the rights-claim is 

necessary for that protection. subject to self-limitation, adjustment or restriction if 

warranted. 

Moreover, on Rawls's analysis, the ccrurts have a positive obligation to interpret 

and enforce the fsmily of equal basic h i e s .  In CRarter cases, wnflicting rights and 

fhdoms arc ofken not considered by the courts if aeithcr a pvty nor an inte~cnor has 



the resources or the inclination to raise them. As a result, a body of Chner 

jurisprudence is being built up that is defining rights raised in challenges to legislation 

while overIooking wnflicting rights, often to the detriment of those conflicting rights.' 

On Rawls's approach, arguably, co- would have a positive obligation to consider 

whether and how a rightsclaim would affkct other rights and freedoms that specify the 

basic liberties, and to interpret and enforce the rights-chim be- them in accordance 

with tbat information and the criteria governing the specification and adjustment of the 

equal basic liberties. 

4. The priority of the equal basic liberties prohibits the balancing of the rights, 

freedoms and institutional rules which specify those basic libenies against societal 

inte~ests when they wme into conflict. 

It is clear that provisions such as section lU of the Charter which permit the 

balancing of societal imaests against rights, freedoms and institutional rules which 

speciry the equal basic Iikxties, (and a fodori section 3 f  which permits the restriction 

of such rights and fieeloms by legislatms without any substantive justification 

whatsoever) arc inconsistent with the priority of the equal basic liberties in Rawlsian 

analysis. 

However, given the existence of these sections, I wiII not pursue this isme but 

will consider whether the methodological approach taken by the cowts to the balancing 

of conflicting rights .ad fradoms by mferc~lce to a section 1 analysis is consistent with 

a notion of the priority of rights and fiadoms. I will argue that it i s  neither consistent 



with the priority of rights and fieedoms in Rawlsian analysis, nor with any conapt of 

priority of rights and fieedoms, however derived. 

5. The priority of the equal basic birties prohibits a conflict of the rights and 

freedoms which specify them h m  being itsolved by reference to justificatory principles 

applicable to societal interests. 

First, I will attempt to respond to two possible objections to my use of Rawls's 

analysis in the very specific context of a section 1 discussion. The first possible objection 

relates to whether it is appropriate to apply Rawls's theory to actual situations of 

juridical, legislative and constitutional decisionmaking. I would argue that the relevant 

question in this context is not whezher it is appropriate, but haw Rawls's theory may be 

used to wme to judgments about whether the basic structure of our particular society and 

its institutions are just. The amwet to this westion may be discerned in Rawls's 

description of justice as fairness and the mk of the original position as a device of 

the conception of justice as fainws is addressed to that impasse in our 
recent political history sbown in the lack of a m n t  on the way basic 
institutions are to k arranged if they arc to conform to thc Worn and 
equality of citizens as persons. ... It presents a way for [citizens in a 
constitutional regime] to coaceive of tbcir common and gumteed status 
as equal citizens and attempts to comuct a particular u d m m d h g  of 
m o r n  oad equality with a particular conception of tbe person thought 
to k c o n g ~  to tbe shrrd notions and essential convictions implicit in 
the public culture of a democratic society. Perhops in this way thc impasse 
c o n c a n i q s t h c u n d e ~ o f h # d o m a n d c q u a l i t y c a n a t l t r ~ t b e  
intellectually clarified if not rrsolved." 

J u s t i c e a s ~ s r e c a s t s t h c d o c t r b o f t h c ~ i a l c o ~  ... : 
the foir terms of social cooperation m conceived as agreed to by those 



engaged in it, that is, by fire and equal citizens who are born into the 
society in which they lead their lives. But their agreement, like any other 
valid agreement, must be enfered into under the appropriate conditions. 
In parsicular, these conditions must situate h e  and equal persons fairly 
and must not aliow some persons greater bargaining advantages than 
others? 

The original position, which sets these conditions, is a device of representation that 

models what we regard - here and now - as fair conditions under which 
the fepfesentatives of fkee and equal citizens are to specify the terms of 
social cooperation in the case of the basic structure of society; and since 
it also models what, for this case, we regard as acceptable restrictions on 
reasons available to the parties for favoring one political conception of 
justice over another, the conception of justice the parties would adopt 
idenifiies the conception of justice that we regard - here and now - as fair 
and supported by the best reasons. 

The idea is to use the original position to model both freedom and 
equality and restrictions on reasons in such a way that it becomes perfectly 
evident which agreement would be made by the parties as citizens' 
representatives. . . . As a device of representation the idea of the original 
position serves as a means of public reflection and self-clatification. It 
helps us work out what we now think, once we are able to take a clear 
and uncluttered view of what justice rrpuirrs when society is conceived 
as a scheme of cooperation between fret and eqpal citizens from one 
generation to the nut. The original position serves as a mediating idea by 
which aIl our considmd convictions, whatever their level of generality - 
w h e t '  they concern fPir conditions for situating tbe parties or rtasouabk 
consaDims on ceasons. or first principles and precepts, or judgments about 
particular institutions a& actions - can be brought to bear on one another. 
This enabics us to establish gmtct cohcrrnce among aII our judgments; 
and with this deeper sclf-undemMding we can attain wider agreement 
among one another.@ 

So junice as fhinms, the original position, and thc stages of the four-stage 

sequence which follow it enable us to clrriry md integrate aur sbarai public values and 

principles, to tease out their implications, ad provide us with a principled and coherent 

"fhmewotk of deliition" or a "guiding frrmc~ork"~ to which we may compare the 



existing basic structure of our particular society and its iastitutiom, and judge their 

justice. 

The second possible objection to my use of Rawls's theory in a discussion of 

section 1 is that, because Rawls's analysis of the scope and content of the basic liberties, 

as specified at the later stages of the four-stage process, is different from that adopted 

by the Supreme Court of Canada in its interpretation of CIurner rights and freedoms, in 

practical terms, a comparison of his approach to their limitation and restriction with the 

Court's treatment of conflicthg rights in a section 1 context would be minimally usem. 

h response, I would observe that in this thesis I have drawn upon Rawls's 

analysis as an influential example of what a liberal theory of justice requires in terms of 

the recognition and treatment of rights and freedoms. In this section of the paper, I have 

not assumed that the Clioner exemplifies Rawls's approach but rather, as indicated 

above, that Rawls's approach provides a basis for coming to judgments about the justice 

of the Chorer and Coaadian legal, social, aad political institutions. 

Rawls's anaLysis of the specification of rights ad M o m s ,  in view of the public 

nature of political liberalism iW, the two hdamental cases and the criterion of 

s ign i f im,  may be analogized to a substantively and pIOCCduraUy principled version 

of what Peter Hogg describes as 'purposive insezp~ttation'~~. For examplc, not PU forms 

of speech would k protected under Rawis's approach, but only those fonns that are 

significant to tbc two fiurdamental cases. However, my argument does not rely upon 

Rawlsian analysis king i d a t i d  to judiciaI analysis of m e t  rights and fircedoms. 

Once one assem that rights and frtcdoms have priority over societal interests (however 



that priority is derived) and that no priority is assigned to any particular right or freedom 

as against any other, it should be obvious that the priority of some rights and freedoms 

is a g e d  if, in cases where they are invoked in support of a law challenged under the 

Chanet, their status in the conflict is resolved by reference to justificatory principles 

applicable to societal 

In addition, in my view, the oms on the government to wet the requirements of 

section 1 may be appropriate for government justifications for the infringement of 

guaranteed rights and freedoms if the name of the societal interests it is asserting is 

unrelated to rights but, if one assumes that rights and freedoms have priority over 

societal interests and that no priority is assigned to any particular right or fkeedom 

against any other, neither the o w  nor the rationale for the Ocrkesfi test (or variations on 

it) is appropriate when assessing conflicting rights and fteed~ms.~ 

One of the most important insights that Rawls offers, and that differs frmn the 

conventional thinlcing of many lawyers, is tbat the basic liberties are specified and 

adjusted at each stage of the four-stage process. This msns tbat the specification of the 

basic li'bcrties in the fonn of constitutionai rights and f W o m  or as institutional rules 

in legislation does not alter their status or priority, and that legislaturrs have a positive 

obligation to specify the basic libertls. 

The implications of this aspect of Rawls's theory for section 1 analysis is that, 

when a right or freedom is protected, promoted, or 'specified' in Rawls's terms, by 

means of legislation, govcrmnem iustifiutiom for 'iofriagiag' gummeed rights or 

fktcdoms in the process of 'specifying' connicting rights or M o m s  must k treated 



conceptually and procedurally differently from justifications involving societal interests 

unrelated to rights. In other words, they must be treated as conflicting rights independent 

of section 1 regardless of the fact the government is the effective actor.5s In Rawls's 

terms, if legislatures arr bound to specify the basic libcnies, they should be capable of 

promoting or protecting rights freedoms by means of legislation (and delegated 

legislation) without that legislation being governed by section 1, provided it can be shown 

that the legislation embodies a specification of a basic liberty. 

Finally, Rawls's analysis of the process, principles and criteria governing the 

specification, self-limitation, mutual adjustment and restriction of the basic liberties 

provides an example of a hmework for a principled approach to 'definitional balancing' 

independent of a section 1 analysis, as a solution to conflicts between constitutional rights 

and freedom. 

6. Rowls's anaIysis of the process, principles and criteria governing the specification, 

self-limitation, mutual adjustment and restriction of the equal basic h i e s  helps clarify 

the thresholds, proocsses and standards applicable to the limitation aad restriction of the 

rights and fiecdoms of individual members of a group in the event of conflict with 

specifications of the 'equal h i  to participate in, produce and enjoy one's own culture' 

(or vice versa). It also clarifies that claims by mn-membe~ to an entitlement to share 

in the knefits associated with p u p  rights-claims, despite their non-membership (by 

ref- to concepts of ~vcrsol i ty  and anti4scriminati011), are groundtess. 



In LiberaIim, Communiity and Culture, Kymlicka achowdges that, in limited 

c i r c u ~ s ,  the pnsemation of a minority group's culhlral existence might require 

restrictions on the rights and freedoms of members of t&e community. He states that 

[nlothing in my account of minority rights justifies the claim that a 
dominant group within the cultural minority has the right to decide how 
the rest of the cornmew will use or interpret the community's culture. 
My tbeory suppom, rather than compmmises, the rights of iudividuals 
within the minority 

[A]ny liberal argument for the legitimacy of measures for the protection 
of minority cultures has built-in limits. Each person should be able to use 
and interpret her cultural experiences in her own chosen way. That ability 
requires that the cuItural structure be secured from the disintegrating 
effects of the choices of people outside the culture, but also requires that 
each person within the community be f k e  to choose what they see to be 
the most valuable from the options provided (unless temporary restrictions 
are needed in exceptional circumstances of cuImd 

Kymlicka also seems to contemplate the possibility of consuaints on rights and 

M o m s  in non-id& situations if a community would disintegrate unless a right or 

freedom of its members were restricted so that, presumably, the very existence of the 

cultural mmmunity as a context of choice is at risk.s8 

Both situations raise the spectre of cultural protection justifying what Kymlicka 

describes as "iuibcral Inmilms". 

If certain liberties really would urvlermine the very existence of the 
comUIlj.ty, then we should allow what would otherwise k illi'beral 
wrarres. But mtse mcasumi would only k justified as terngomy 
mcsams, casing the shock which can result from too rapid change in the 
character of a culture (be it endogcnous1y or exogcb~~~Ly caused), helping 
the culauc to move carefully towards a M y  tr'bcral society. The ideal 
would still k a society wbac every individual is fne to choose the life 
she thinb best for her from a rich array of possibilities o f f i  by the 
d d  fimcme* .*. 



This short-term strategy of restricting h i e s  in order to promote 
the longer-term ideal of full Iikral freedoms has its dangers. Measures 
that are initially defended as unavoidable temporary restrictions on 
individual liberty may come to be defended as inherently desirable. Should 
it be the case that temporary restrictions are likeIy to be seen as desirable 
in themselves, rather than as necessary mcPnucs to achieve the ideal state 
of affairs in which tky are absent. then the Strategy must be reassessed. 
We need to know more about how societies disintegrate, and about how 
we can reduce the birth-pangs of likralization, before we can make any 
general statement about when illiberal measures can be justified on the 
grounds of respecting cultural membership. . . . 

In any event, this possibility - that in rare cases certain temporary 
illiberal measures can be justified by appeal to the importance of cultural 
membership - does nothing to warrant the pervasive liberal fear about 
recognizing that imp-. It has no application to most cultures, and 
anyway does nothing to challenge the view that the long-term goal - the 
ideally just cultural community - is one in which every individual has the 
full range of civil and political likrties to pursue the Me she sees fit." 

I would like to pursw Kymlicka's concern about "illid measures" briefly in 

the context of my ~ n t  that liberty to participate in. produce Pad enjoy one's 

own culture' is an equal basic liberty having the same priority as the other basic iikrties 

contemplated by Rawls's f h t  principle of justice. If the 'equal liberty to participate in, 

product and -joy one's own culture' bas the same priority as the other basic liberties, 

specifications of the other basic li'berties may be limited and even restricted in 

appropriate ciraunstPaces when protection of the f d y  of basic liizties, of which the 

'equal libeay to m i p a t e  in, produce rad enjoy om's own culture' is a member, 

requires it. 

It may be useful h a ,  as well, to rccaU Rnwls's distinaion betwen regulation 

and restriction. Most conflicts ktwccn specifications of the equal basic Iriirties may be 

resolvable by means of self-limitation a d  mutual d . a t  (as opposed to restriction), 



in such a way as to respect the status and priority of the family of equal basic liberties. 

If one accepts the argument iu this paper that 'equal l i k ~  to participate in, produce and 

enjoy one's own culture' may be justified as an equal basic li'berty, then it follows that 

it and the other basic liberties may k self-limiting and mutually ad@ted in accordance 

with Rawls's criteria and that, rather than derogating from likral values, this self- 

limitation and mutual adjustment promotes the "fully adeqyate scheme of equal basic 

Libertiesw re+ by the f m  principle of justice. 

Moreover, even if the equal basic liirties must be restricted, provided that 

restriction is justified by Raws's criteria. it cannot be described as "illiberal", because 

it is "necessary to prevent a greater and more significant loss ... to the equal basic 

liberties" .* 
On this point, as well, it should be noted that all the basic liberties are potentially 

in conflict, as Rawls indicates in his d i i i o n  of freedom of political speech and the fair 

value of the equal political h i s .  Questions of sc~limitation, mutual a d . e n t  and 

Cestriction are not raised uniqueIy, or even pthnnrily, by group rights. 

Finaily, I will argue in chapter 3 that grwp rights must purport to secure goods 

whose moral dcsirabitity can be expressed in tcmw which refer to benefits to, for, or 

ftom the point of view of individual members of a group c o n s i d d  together. This 

location of the value of communal goods in their worth to mcmbm of the group 

considered together (ud, in the context of the particular argument made in c h a m  1, 

tht characterization of ' e q d  liberty to participate in, produce md enjoy one's own 

culture' as P basic liberty by ~fcreme to RawIs's political conception of the person as 



free and equal) should help allay concern about any 'innate illiberalism' of group rights, 

and about the incommensurability of values and considerations relevant to the resolution 

of conflict between group and individual rights. 

Two related points Rmain to be made about group rights, and specifically, given 

the focus of chapter 1, about specifications of the 'equal liberty to participate in, produce 

and enjoy one's own culture'. The equal basic likw itself is universal. Every individual 

is entitled to an equal liberty to participate in, produce and enjoy her own culture. 

However, each culture, like each religion, is different. So it follows that the equal liberty 

associated with each culture may require the provision, protection or, in Rawls's terms, 

the 'specification' of diierent goods as necessary to effect it. Whereas at some level of 

abstraction (for example, at a constitutional level), the equal liberty and even broad 

categories of goods necessary to specify the equal libmy may be characterized in 

universal terms, at subsequent stages of specification (for example, at the legislative and 

judicial stages), some of the particular goods mcessary to guarantee the central m g e  of 

application of the likrty to each uniw culture may be Merent. 

This has implications for the seFlimitation, mutual ad@ment and restriction of 

the rights and M o m s  that specify the basic Iikrtics. Although the processc~ and 

criteria governing specification, self-limitation, mutual d . n t  and rmriction are 

universal despite dWerences in cultures, the e n d - d t  of such processes and the 

application of Rawls's criteria for the family of basic hhnies guaranteed to the members 

of each culture may be somewhat difkent between cultuns, because the s@ficati011~ 



of some of the basic gberties and thus their interaction, regulation, and even restriction, 

will be unique to each culture to some degree. 

It also has important impiications for those situations where wn-members dispute 

their exclusion from benefits associated with communal goods enjoyed as a firnction of 

the exercise of a group right to those goods by a group of which they are not members 

(often ostensibly on the basis of claims to the universality of rights and d- 

discrimination conce!pts). This objection exhibits a misunderstanding of the concepts of 

group rights and communal goods, and a distortion of the locus of universality, upon 

which the claim of discrimination is then founded. 

For the reasons set out above, the concept of universality cannot be understood 

to found an individual claim to enjoy the benefits associated with communal goods 

rrecessary to effcct the basic liberty to participate in, pIOduce end enjoy a culture of 

which one is not a member (especially given the fact that, at the same time, one is 

entitled to enjoy the benefits of the particular communal goods occessary to effcct the 

basic liberty in relation to one's own culture). Similarly, concepts of discrimination 

cannot apply to the exclusion of persons from the benefits of the communal goods 

necesssry to effect the basic libmy to a culture of which they are not members. Put 

bluntly, non-members camtot use the concept of equality tights to fne ride on interests 

in communal goods they do not share. 



CEAlTER 3 CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS, GROUPS, 
AM) COMMUNAL GOODS 

A. Group righteclahs: communal goods, and groups as rights&hants 

It is important to recognize that the substantive questions of the criteria governing 

the justification of rights-claims and the treatment of conflicting rights and fmxioms 

examined in the previous chapter are distinct from issues relating to the nature of 

claimable goods and the entities which can claim them. 

In order to respond effectively to those who would assert that only individuals are 

capable of king rights-holders, propo~nts of group rights must also address the 

f0Uowing questions: can gmups uniquely mrh claim to certain categories of goods? Are 

there such things rs communal goods that cannot be tbe subject of individual rights 

claims? Arc groups morally capable of king rights-claimants? 

1. Commtmplgoods 

Some goods, by their nature, may only be clrimd by groups. approach to 

rights that only r e q p k s  clrims to goods tbat ue individualizable' is incapable of 

r c o m m o d a ~  such claims. On this view, the substantive question wncaaiog the moral 



importance of the interests asserted in such non-individualizabIe goods to groups and 

their members i s  never addressed. In my opinion, if wn-individuabble goods (such as 

culture) can be contemplated as having moral importance to individuals, as I argue in 

chapter 1, then the legitimacy of any refusal to recognize the possibility of rights-claims 

to such goods must be subject to carefirl assessment. 

As a first step, at this point of the paper, I will identify the characteristics of 

goods that are non-individualizable, to which rights-claims may only be made by groups, 

if at all. This discussion draws heavily from Denise R6aume2 and, to a lesser extent, 

Jeremy Wa.Idron3. 

a) Public and communal goods 

Joseph Raz defines "pubfic gods" as those goods from whose benefits no 

member of society can involuntarily be excluded4. If a good is provided at all everyone 

w l  be abk to benefit from its enjoyment. 'Ibis may be d e m i  as a n o n ~ c ~ i l i t y  

criterion? In tbis context, the designation of a good as public requires a prior delineation 

of the entity or group for whom it is public. 

As RCrumc notes, oomc public goods apply to groups which arc nancdiy dcfined. 

For example, "[all1 CIlladiPns and Americans benefit in mn-excludable ways from a 

healthy Great bkes system. but everyo~lt else in the world can k exduded fnw those 

benefits. "6 

Ocba public goods apply to groups which arc coltvcnnbnally or nde-ned, 

rather than natwally &lbd. In such cases, membership in the groups is defined by 



social rules, not natural facts. For example, "[nJationaI defence is a public good for al I  

Caaadiaas, but we can and do exclude anyone not resident in the region politically 

defined as 'Canada'. "' 
Public goods may be either universal or partial. Goods that apply to all members 

of a given wciety are universal public gods. Partiof public goods are public only for 

those who are members of an independently d e M  group within a given society. 

Partial public goods may be defined by reference to natural facts or positive rules. 

An example of a partial public good involving a nawally defined group is the control 

of a contagious disease to which only one segment of the population has a genetic 

susceptibility. An example of a rule-defined group is a private dub. As Mume notes, 

Mor all those who are members, the club's facilities are a public good, 
though they are not public for those who do not meet the membership 
criteria. Cases involvipg rule-defined groups may present the hmhcr issue 
of the justifiability of the criteria for inclusion in the group. For any given 
good it might be argued tbat the group should k expanded or contracted. 
This normative question may be very important, but it does not change the 
public nature of the good. To mat something as a public good 
presupposes some previously defined group for whom it is a good; but it 
is an ioacpendent m o d  qystion whether that definition is 

Public goods may be inherent or contingent. An inherent public good "is one from 

which it is logicalIy impossible to exchde anyom. The diffuJc benefits arising from an 

open and tolerant society provide m example. A contingent public good is one from 

which it is logically possible to exclude some, but because of additional, contingent 

cormakts this is not a practical possibility. 



Goods may be also be contingently public where, although the physical or 

technological means to exclude people exist, a rule or ruks create nonnative barriers to 

using them. In other words. the rule creates a public good.IO 

Wume now tbat "[tlhere is a fuaber definhg characteristic of a public good, 

namely that it be non-rival in consumption: it must be the case that consumption of the 

good by one individual does not reduce the level of consumption by  then."^^ This is 

a necessary feature of public goods.* 

WhiIe not technically a feature of pure public goods, the feature of being jointly 

or publicly produced is characteristic of many of them." Goods that are publicly 

produced require many participants in their production. 

Raz's argument against the existence of an individual right to public goods relies 

on the foct that public goods usually cannot be individually produced, and on the 

resulting difficuIty of justiryiag the imposition on others of either very onerous duties or 

duties affecting a large number of people. However, as RCDume notes, while this 

consideration may be relevant at the stage of the substantive moral argument, 'it ignores 

the prior structural condition for a sound claim of individual right that the good be 

individually enjoyable. " 14 

Rtsumc defines an individual right as a claim which a single human king is 

entitled to assert even if no one else benefits from the exercise of that right and even if 

it requires some sacrifice fnrm othcrs. 

Thctefoh such a right can k claimed only with m t  to goods or 
opportunities tbat can be individualized, that is, a good in which one's 
i m c r r s t c a n b e ~  . *  . fmm, and possibly apposed to, that of othm. 



Whether one can have a right as an individual to any good depends 
upon whether it is one which is WividuaIizabIe in the above sense, that 
is, whether it is a good the enjoyment of which should, and herefore can, 
be satisfied even at the expense of some interest of everyone else? 

According to Wume, this condition can be met in the case of pubiic goods that 

may be enjoyed individually (even in cases where they cannot be produced indi~idually)'~ 

and are therefore valuable for a completely hdividualizable aspect of om's being. 

By contrast, a category of public goods such as, for example, a cultured society, 

which are bothprodueed ond enjuyed jointly are not individualizable. Mame describes 

these as "participatory goodsw. For the purposes of the paper, I wiU describe them as 

'commuaal goods". 

By fat the greatest value in a cultured society inherently involves the 
presence of others who have similar interests and with whom one can 
interact and share that culture. The value of such a good is panly 
constituted by a particular Lind of participation. Such goods, which I shall 
ull 'participatory goods', involve activities that not only quire  many in 
order to produce the good but are valuable only because of the joint 
involvement of many. Tbe publicity of production itself is part of what is 
valued - the good is the participation." 

According to Rhume, the nature of aspects of a public participptory good (such 

as the good of minority language education) that considered on their own, could be 

individually enjoyed (such as, for example, rcess to the physical failitits of a school) 

is dictated by the public participatory nature of the core good: 

(Thc] corn good [of a minority language education] is participatory. It 
involves an activity which, at krst in psrt, requirrS a group both for its 
provision and for its enjoyment. . . . 

The participatory mtm of the core good of a bibgml education 
systemmustcoloutarr~oftbcotherrspcuofthtgood ... 
. Access to the physical fdities, the fbdmmx of the larger pup's  
lipguistic identity. 4nd greater cultural diversity depcod for their existence 



on the health of an activity which inherently re-s participation. . . . I 
have argued that an individual cannot claim a right to a participatory 
good. Fot these reasons there can be no individual rights to any of the 
package of goods which make up a comprehensive education system in a 
minority language. S k  the core good is good only for a group, any right 
to a bilingual education system can be held, if at all, only by a minority 
language p u p .  la 

In brief, Rhme is arguing that 

public goods are goods that are mn-excludable, non-rival in c o ~ p t i o n ,  and 

often jointly or publicly produced; 

public goods may be naturally or rule-defined. They may be universal or partial. 

If piutial, their partiality may be defined by reference to natural facts or positive 

rules. They may be inherent or contingent; 

public goods which may be individually enjoyed may be the subject of claims of 

individual rights, even though they may be jointly produced; 

however, there are certain public goods - public participatory (or communal) 

goods, that is, those whose production and enjoyment are joint - to which a claim 

of individual right is untenable because tbcy are not individualizable; 

public participatory (or communal) goods can give rise to a claim of a group 

right. 

if the core good is puticipatory (or conmnuapl), other aspects of the good which, 

considered on their o m  couId be individually enjoyed, must also be considered 

communal. 



2. Groups as rightsclaixnants 

Assumiog, then, that thm are goods which, by their nature, may only be claimed 

by groups, the next westion that must be addressed is whether there is something in the 

nature of groups (as dhhct, for example, from individuals) that inherently, or from a 

moral perspective, precludes them from king rightsclaimants with respect to such 

goods. 

In this section of the paper, I wiU address the interrelated questions, which have 

plagwd proponents and opponents of group rights alike, of the moral status of groups 

and whether there are limits to the types of groups that are capable of being rights- 

claimants. I will argue that assessment of the m o d  status of groups as a precondition 

to their characterization as entities capable of being rights-claimants is inappropriate and 

unnecessary. In my view, in the context of p u p  rights-claims, the critical (and only 

relevant) @om from a m o d  point of view are whether the communal good being 
. .. 

claimed by the group is defined by reference to-its wozth @.memqCrs- of the group, and -- : . '-: -' * - . C - .  r * - -s-* - 
.,;s-5 " .+'..) - . -  v:. A -  

whether, in iny dvtn &se or category of cases, protection or provision of the particular 

good claimed is ncccssary to give effcct to the right or M o r n  at issue. 

a) The m o d  vdue of 0dmmunPl goods 

I will sssume for the purposes of tbe paper, in agreement with Jemy Waldr~n'~, 

that the language of tights &odd not simply be used to express the moral desirability of 

some object or stat of affairs. 



I will also assume that rights must purport to secure goods whose moral 

desirability can be expressed in terms which refer to benefits to, for, or from the point 

of view of individuals.m 

However, it does not follow, as many believe, from the premise that rights must 

purport to secure goods whose mod desirability can be expressed in terms which refer 

to benefits to, for, or from the poht of view of individrroLr that this m o d  desirability 

related to individual well-being must be capable of being characterized individ~~li~cailty 

or, in other words, that these goods must be capable of enjoyment or enforcement by 

separate individuals. 

The value of communal goods lies in their worth to members of the group 

considered together a d  not as individual recipients of benefit.21 

In my view, locating the value of communal goods in their worth to members of 

the group makes a search for an independent moral value of groups superfIuous and 

inappropriate. Furthermore, as I will argue in the next section of the paper, attempts to 

delineate nrd delimit the nature of groups which hove sufficient moral value to be 

capable of being rightsclaimants and to have rights are flawed in both theory and 

application. 

b) The moral status of goups md groups capable of being rightdaimants 

Much of the academic analysis of group rights has focused on identifying and 

delimiting the nahut of entities tht arc capable of characterization as rights-chimants. 

The question of what entities purlify as groups has become hrxtricably linked to the 



questions of which entities are capable of king rightsts-claimants, and which should have 

rights .* 
The discussion has been largely informed by a social ontology which, as Iris 

Young notes, presumes the individual is ontologically prior to the social? 

As a result, much of the discussion of the nature of groups has focused on models 

of aggregates and associations, both of which are individualistic concepts. Some writers, 

usually opponents of collective rim, see a l l  groups as aggregates or associations, 

whereas others, most often proponents of group rights, have used the models of 

aggregates and associations to contrast and distinguish certain entities that qualify as 

groups capable of being rights-claimants. 

In both cases, the debate has been driven by what Dark= Johnston describes as 

"the argument from anarchynu, the concern that, if ail groups were capable of claiming 

rights, the very concept of rights would be meaningless. It has also been driven by the 

related concern chat individual rights not be overwhelmed by group interests. 

0 A~grrg- 

Iris Young d e s c n i  aggregates as "merely arbitrary classifications of individuals 

according to attributes which arc extend to or accidental to their identitiesm*. As a 

result, the aggregate madel conceives of individuals as omlogically prior to the 

collective. 

Owen Fi dMqpMd betwren "gmups" ad haphazard aggregates as Mows:  



I use the term "groupn to refer to a social group, and for me, a social 
group is more than a collection of individuals, ail of whom, to use a polar 
example, happen to arrive at the same street comer at the same moment.26 

Micbael McDonald hs suggested a set of left-handed goalies or red-headed 

d e f e w  men in a hockey kague as examples of an aggregate? 

All commentators agree that aggregates cannot be rights-holders. However, some 

writers suggest tbat all groups are only aggregates. For example, George Sher 'uses the 

arbitrariness of aggregate classification as a reason not to give special attention to 

groups "": 

There are really as many groups as there are combinations of people; and 
if we are going to ascribe claims to equal treatment to racial, sexual, and 
other groups with high visibility, it will be mere favoritism not to ascribe 
similar claims to the* other groups as well." 

However, I think it is foir to say tbat, among legal theorists, the view that alI 

groups are simply aggregates is a minority one. 

ii) Associations and p u p s  capable of king tights-claimants 

One idcntifyiog aspect of associations, at least in a rights context, is that their 

members are similuly situated individual rights-hokkrs. lndividuahable claims that may 

be made by the association on behalf of its members cannot be said to be claims to 

wmmtlnal goods, in the sense d c s c r i i  above. 

M y .  Michael McDonald hss dmmgwkd 0 .  bemeen groups hat are capable 

of fuactioning as collective rights-holders and pssociations which are only capable of 

chiming rights on a "chss actionw basis: 



I draw a distinction between a group's having a right and its members 
having that right. . .. The existence of similarly situated rights-holden 
does not then make a group'which can hold, exercise, and benefit from 
collective rights. I reject ... as a cardidate for collective rights what I 
have descri i  as a c k s  ucziun concept of coilcave Hghts. On the class 
action concept, the group as o right-holder serves as a convenient device 
for advancing the multiple discrete and severable interests of similarly 
situated individuais. . . . A major aim of group rights is to protect interests 
which are not &us severable into individual interests for the rights in 
question b e f i t  the group itself by providing a collective benefit. 
Moreover, group rights paradigmatically involve the collective exercise of 
rights through the use of grmp decision-making mechanisms. Collective 
benefit and collective exercise are not then captured by the class action 
conception of collective rights? 

UnWre the aggregate model, "the association model recognizes that groups are 

defmed by specific practices and forms of association. Yet, like the aggregate model, 

the association model conceives of individuals as ontologically prior to the collective. 

There is considerable confusion in the literature in the concepts governing the 

characterization of associations and gtoupsn because of the linkage made between the 

question of what entities may be characterized as groups with those of which groups are 

capable of being rights-claimams, and which should have rights. 

Because many writers are reluctant to see associations as rights-holders, they have 

attempted to cbaracterh them as excluded from thc category of groups. Opp011cnts of 

collective rights tend to cbarPctcrize all groups that are not simply aggregates as 

sssociations incapable of having rights? Upon closer examination. what p ~ o p o ~ ~ ~ n t s  of 

co11ective rights appear to k .ttcmpting to do, in e~=1uding associations fmm the 

category of groups, is to exclude them from the category of groups that have sufficient 



Yet, in my view, when considered in accordance with the veery criteria adopted 

by these writers, the category of groups cannot be distinguished on a principled basis 

fnnn the category of assochtions. The d t i n g  risk is that claims to morally valuable 

goods may be excluded from rights-protection based upon an arbitrary preliminary 

Some proponents of coIIective rights descni groups capable of king rights- 

holders as bound by shared understandings and rules. For example, McDonald argues 

that 

[a group's] members must see themselves as normatively bound to each 
other such that each does not act simply for himself or herself but each 
plays her or his part in effectuating the shared normative understanding. 
Shared understandings cover such key aspects of group life as membership 
and decision-making rules. That there is a shared undemanding is a 
matter of social fact and not merely a matter of legal assignment or 
ascription. .. . 

Similarly, the material or "objective" factors that give rise to the 
existence of a group must be distinguished fkom the undetstanding itself 
or "subjective factors". Subjective factors are crucial; it is the existence 
of a shared Ubderstaadiqg that makes diverse individuals into a group. 
This is not to deny the i m p o m  k t  that shared undcrsta~&gs can both 
be positively comlated with certain objective features like a shared 
heritage, language, belief or social condition. and also focused on such 
objcctive conditions in various ways. Thus, a groupconstihrtibg 
Mderstand@ may well be created amongst individuals who hove ken 
selected for oppccssion because of thcir cthnicity, race or language. Since 
objcctive frdon may thus provide a focus for a shared UnACrstarding, 
tbcy are often important in comctly intcrprrtisB a shared UIIC1CcSEmding 
because they help the imciprcttr to see the PO& of various mrms t&t 
uise out of a gmupcOIlSti~~tiIlg lldmmmg. 



However, although criteria such as rule-following and shared understandings 

distinguish associations and groups from aggregates, they do not appear sufficient to 

definitively distinguish groups ftom associations. 

Another criterion developed to distinguish groups from associations relates to the 

volumarincss of the relationship of the individual to the collective entity. 

For example, in 1986, McDonald devised a notion of "self~011ection"~~ to 

distinguish collectivities from aggregates which are "other collected". He also identified 

two forms of self-collection, one based on will or choice (W), and the other based on 

internal recognition of some significant commonality (R). The former would produce 

"artificial" collectivities such as clubs, teams and governments. The latter produces 

"natural " collectivities which include, for example, families, communities ard societies. 

According to McDonald, "naaual" wllectivities have a stronger claim to recognition or 

moral importance than collectivities that are "srtificia.1" because "R-factors are more 

basic or deeper than W-factors in the determination of identity and weware of the 

collectivity and, through it, i individual 

h my view, although a V O ~ U I I ~ S  factor might provide a basis for 

distinguishing some types of associations hwn groups, it b ineffeetivt to distinguish the 

category of associations from that of gnwps and, moreover, inappropriate if the 

conseqyencc of the distinction is to exclude Clltities which fpil to mcct the lsquirsd 

thxeshold firom king conridend capable of claiming rights. 

In a recent article, McDonald suggests " p p v p o ~ e l ~ "  as a criterion for 

distinguisbins associations from groups upable of king rights-claimantc: 



mhe most important candidates for collective rights, f m e s ,  minority 
groups, nations and the like, could well be described aspurposeless. Their 
goals are extremely broad; their shared understandings encompass ways 
of life and a set of social meanings for their members. That h, s h a d  
understardings in this case provide a context for shared purposes. They 
are purposeless too in the seme that they smckdly have goals which do 
not refer to ulterior purposes; a prhnary goal is simply being together. 
Think of fiiendsbips and the Iike in this connection. In brief, there is an 
important subcategory of pups that it is harder to describe or define in 
terms of ulterior purposes. I will d e m i i  these as communities, in 
contrast with other groups tbat can largely be defined in terms of their 
purposes, such as cofporations, labour unions, and sports associati~ns.~ 

It strikes me that the assertion that groups capable of being rights-claimants are 

purposeless depends entirely upon the definition of "purpose" one adopts. In other words, 

one can COIISUUC~ the content of the criterion in such a way that it is ~elf-fuflliing.~ A 

distinction made between groups capable of being rights-claimants and associations based 

upon a criterion of purposelessaess/purpose (or, for that matter, upon one of choice) also 

relies upon the very form of social ontology about which McDonaId expresses 

scepticism ." 

Frances Sveasson invokes multidimensioaality as a distinguishing factor: 

Surrly there is a politically and morally significant diffcreme between the 
American Medical Association or the National Rifle Association on the 
one hand, and the Fmh-spcPlas of Qu&cc or the Amish in 
Pennsylvania on the 

She sees the distinction in dimensional compkxity: 

[The multidimensional group] is a group with many &~rIochhg 
dimasions or facets shard by its members - in an ideal case, for 
example, language, religion, ethnicity, race and historical experience. It 
is comp~~knsive, in that mtmbtrs express virtuslly aU of their sociai 
idemitits through the group." 

M y  spaking, ... the more dimensions a group has, the stronger its 
claim to special status. It is dimensional complexity which prodllces such 



characteristics as endurance over time, stability of identity, systemic 
interdependence, and relative autonomy, and these in rum play a crucial 
role in qualifying groups for special status while avoiding the problem of 
open-endadness? 

The diffidlty with Svensson's argument, k McDonald's, is not that her criteria 

would include such groups in the category of group rights-c-ts - most persons who 

are prepared to contemplate group rights a aIl  would agree with Svensson that a group 

which shares a common language, religion, ethnicity, race and historical experience is 

likely to be a strong candidate for group rights. The problem is that the saw standards 

serve as criteria for exclusion.43 

Both McDonald and Svensson, in these excerpts, appear to be using factors such 

as voluntarimss, multidimensionality ard purposelessness as positive correlates for 

group constitution of individual identity. In other words, they seem to be linkiog the 

capacity of a group to be a rightsclaixnant with the moral value of that group to its 

membership. They appear to link the moral value of a gmup to the fat that it coIIStitutes 

(to some degree) the individual identities of its members. 

This link is made more clearly m McDoaald's meat work: 

is plausible to dcscrik the object of the latter as an identirying p u p .  
Allegiance to an identifying group stnranrs personal identity; it indicates 
who I am. At its most prof- level, the loss of membership in an 
kkdying goup is a loss or shattering of pcrsmal identity. This could 
alternatively be labeHcd as a cl~llrnvnrtonmr 

. . fmture or m i;riinfiiing one. 
Even in a highly pluralistic context lilrt ap own, it will be the case, 
 contra^^ to received h i  dogma, tht thc most p f d  sorts of self- 
identification arc aon-voluntary and not a matter of choosing to idcPtify 
with some group or otha. A d  even f a  vohmtsry &ntikation, our 
iadividurl aptions fot -011 ' are most oftm strongIy limited by 
deeply rooted objdve rod subjective fmrs including those set by such 
pmcacs as socialirntion and acculturati~n.~ 



Similarly, Iris Young states that 

k]lmup meanings m y  constitute people's identities in terms of the 
cultural forms, social situation, and history that group members know as 
theirs, because thtse meanings have either been forced upon them or 
forged by thcm or both? 

Unlike the aggregate model of groups, the association model 
recognizes that groups aze defined by specific practices aad forms of 
association. Neveztkless it shares a problem with the aggregate model. 
The aggregate model conceives the individual 0s prior to the coUective, 
because it reduces the social group to a mere set of attn'butes attached to 
individuals. The association model ah0 implicitly conceives the individual 
as ontologically prior to the collective, as making up, or constituting, 
groups. 

A contract model of social relations is appropriate for conceiving 
associations, but not grmps. Individuals constitute associations, they come 
together as h d y  formed persons and set them up, establishing rules, 
positions, and offices. The relationship of persons to associations is 
usually voluntary, ard even when it is not, the person has nevertheless 
usually entered the association. The person is prior to the association also 
in that the person's idemity and sense of self are usually regarded as prior 
to ad relatively independent of association membership. 

Groups, on the other hand, constitute individuals. A person's 
particular sew of history, affinity, and separateness, even the penon's 
mode of reasoning, evaluating, and expressing feeling, are constituted 
partly by her or his group affinities.' 

I do not dispute that groups that constitute individual identity have moral value. 

I do, however, question the feasibility and utility of attempting to draw a clear distinction 

between  ups" a d  "associations" for the pwposcs of assigning moral value. 

In my view. there b no princip1d basis fot definitively distinguishing between 

asso~iatiom md groupd as identity COILSfituthg entities. Assuming a cokctive entity is 

Jcca to hve m o d  value kause it coastihncs iadividual identity, the category of 

associations (as Clltities that do not constitute hdividU81S) can only be e x c W  from the 



category of p u p s  capable of king rightsclaimants (as entities that constitute 

individuals) if one 

asserts that it is theotctically possible to draw a clear line between the category 

"associations" and the category "gropps" based upon a social ontology that 

presumes Widuals arr ontologically prior to associations but not to groups, and 

that it is empirically possible to distinguish accurately between them; and/or 

regardless of the social ontology espoused, is prepared to draw an arbitrary line 

between the category "associations" and the category "groups" on the basis, 

presumably, of a determination of value associated with the degree to which these 

entities are seen to constitute individual identity." 

Collective rights theorists must ask themselves the following ~estions: If the 

moral value of groups lies in the fact they constitute individual identity, to what degree 

and in what ways must they constitute individual identity in order to have moral value? 

It is indisputable that certain entities constitute identity in a more fundamental way than 

others, but how does one draw the line in any principled way to exclude some and 

include others as morally vaiuable? This would a p p r  especially problematic when the 

persons drawing the line arc most often not even members of the p u p s  affected. 

I Jlaauld clarify that I am not engaging in this exercise for the purpose of 

dcmonstrating that os~ociations Bhould hve collcctivt rights. In k t ,  for ~ I I S  related 

tothmturrof~g~sndtbtarbstMtivemonlrrsessme~tofthcimportance 

of interests claimed as rights, I think it most unlikely that groupings typically conceived 

of as associations can clljm collective rights. In my view, however, any argument that 



an entity is unable to claim rights should not be based upon its lack of status as a group 

or as a group having moral value, but should be founded upon less arbitrary criteria that 

relate to the nature of claims and rights, rather than to the nature of groups. Otherwise, 

one risks excluding claims to morally valuable goods from rights-protection. 

I am raising the issue of the characterization of associations because it highlights 

the theoretical problcms and arbiaviws of the existing methodological approach to the 

discussion of p u p s  as rights- claimant^.^ A methodological approach that focuses upon 

the nature of groups as a prelimhary to assessing whether they can and should be rights- 

holders is also problematic in its applicati~n'~: 

The process of definition and representation is almost always engaged in by 

persons external to the groups being defioed. 

The impetus to defm the nature of groups is driven by considerations and in 

accordance with criteria external to the groups. 

The pupose for which the defiaition of the nature of a group is sought dictates 

and, in a rights context generally restricts, the nature and scope of the definition. 

The definition risks being b a n ,  as the only definition of a group's nature for 

all time. 

Tht definition risks being fio2cn, as the only definition of a pup's nature for 

5lll puposes. 

'I& definition may not reflect a group's own ~ ~ L ~ S C ~ O U S I ~ C S S  of its identity, or may 

reflect at most only one aspect of a group's sczlse of identity. 



Ultimately, this approach results in the depoiiticization of the issue of collective 

rights because the focus becomes fixed on and distracted by the question of the 

nature of groups rather than on injustice suffered by groups and the claims or 

tights necessary to remedy or avoid injustice. 

Finally, and most importantly, if one asmmes, as I do, that for the purposes of 

rights analysis, goods must be of value to individuals, (although not individualizable in 

tenns of enjoyment or edorcement), then the independent moral value of the group that 

claims the good on behalf of its membership is incidental. The moral entities at issue, 

the entities for whom communat goods must ultimately be sufficiently important to be 

characterized as rights, the entities who benefit from collective rights and the associated 

imposition of duties upon others are individuals, as members of the group considered 

together. 

This being said, it should be noted that, in practical terms, groups that are in a 

position to claim communal goods at all, and in particular to claim rights to communal 

goods, will gamally, by that nkaionship of grwp. wtembem md goodr done, be groups 

that c ~ l s t i ~ t e  in part the identities of their individual members. 

B. A p m p d  meLhodoIogy for group r ights-chh ta communal goods 

Given that, in my view, the existing method010gical approach to group rights is 

flawed in both thtory ud application, aml that tbtse difficulties appcat to lie in the 

attempt to d e w t e  and delimit tbt puun of groups that can be rights-clrimsnts and 



should have rights, I will propose a methodology that displaces the inquiry from one that 

focuses primarily on the nature of groups capable of king tights-clairnants to one that 

addresses, first, tbe nature of collective claims that may be made by groups and, second, 

the types of claims that may qualify as something to which the claimant has a right. 

1 should note fim. though, tbat aspects of membership may raise critical threshold 

issues in the context of group rights-cIaims. 

For example, there is some controversy about whether the number of members 

within a group is relevant to the strength of a group right once that right has been 

established, or only to the initial establishment of the right. Rhume's view, which I 

share, is that the number of members within a group is relevant only to the establishment 

of a right, ond not to the strength of the right: 

[Nlumbers count in the first instance -use we are concerned with the 
provision of  goods which inherently mire  participation amongst 
m m k r s  of the group both for thc provision of the good and for its 
enjoyment. Tat sorts of goods which fit this description tend to be things 
like the communal practice of a religion or a language which are complex 
group practices rrquidng a certain number of members in order to be 
viable at all. This is most obvious in tbc case of a language. ... [Tlhe 
survival of a language rrquirrs a certain aiticol mass of qmkers. It 
scems likely that the same is true of religious, cultural, and ethnic groups. 
Under these c- the= can be a gmup right only if thrr is a 
group - that is, enough participauts to make the group practice a viable 
ore. This consttutcs an important between group and individual 
rights - the latter ut often thought to k so vrhuble precisely bccause the 
munkr of those who sbare one's interest is imlevant to whether it ought 
to be protected. However, although numbers arc impomt to group rights 
in this respect. I would argue, against Raz, tbat they have m fitlther 
relevance. If the group meets the viability test, numbers are irrelevant in 
establirhisg tbc weight of its right. They go towards the e- 
condition for a group (as right-holder). but not to the weight of its 
interest. As long as the gmup is viable it does not matter whcthcr it hss 
one hyndred or one million mcmbas. Rather, the stmgth of its claim 



depends on how important the continued existence of the group is to its 
members. This does not vary with the rmmkr of paai~ipants.~ 

If a person claims an entitlement to membership in a grwp from which he or she 

is excluded, he or she may raise cpestions of the moral legitimacy of the exclusionary 

criteria for membership." If a person is a member of a group making a rights-claim, he 

or she may dispute the representativeness of those who artidate and make the claim to 

a communal good on behalf of the group, or the process of defiation and 

repre~entation.~ Where some members of a group are unwilling to participate in the 

production and enjoyment of the communal good claimed, and the right to the good 

cannot be effected without duties being imposed upon them which require their active 

participation, they may assert that the nature of the good as a communal good requires 

that which cannot be cornpeIIed - willing participation? 

These issues, if raised, must be addressed as a preliminary to the assessment of 

a group rights-claim, because they go to the root of the elements required for a claim: 

the existence of r group and the validity, as a communal good, of the good to which the 

group lays claim.Y 

Orre thse preliminary issucs have ken resolved, if raised. 1 propose that the 

focus of the inpuiry be shifted to th following: 

a) The first question would k whether a c u m  is oac that can k characterized as 

communal: is the good claimed onc that can only k claimed by a gmup and not by 

individuals because it is not individualizable. 

In other words. the inquiry is shifted fmm the name and characteristics of the 

group to the nature of the claim (such as a claim dated to culmre) as one which can 



only be made by a group. Only limited types of claims may be characterized as 

communal. 

In this context, as described below, in any given case, one would aim have to 

examine whether the particular group can make a claim to the panicular goad claimed. 

b) Tbe good claimed must be one whose m o d  desirability can be expressed in terms 

which ultimately refer to bmfits to, for, or fiom the point of view of members of the 

group, taken together. 

c) If these two requirements are met, the question would be whether the claim may 

be characterized as something to which the claimant has a right. Not al l  claims qualify 

as rights-claims. Protection or provision of the good which is the object of a rights-claim 

pursuant to a constitutional right (such as, for example the right 'to participate in, 

produce a d  enjoy one's own culture') must be necessary to give effcct a tbe right or 

M o m  which is asserted as the justifying basis or ground of the claim. Determination 

of the relatiomhip of a particuk good claimed to the right or M o m  at issue would be 

judged by rcfercnce to Rawls's process of specification and adjustment, aud the criterion 

of significamx discussed in chapter 2? 

This substantive mod assessment rebuts the "argument from anarchy". I should 

explain this comment. The argmat from auarchy is utmable giwn that the particular 

good claimd in a rights-clrim must be necessary to cfffcct a right or M o m ,  which in 

turn specifics a basic liberty. Protection or provision of the good at issue in any given 

case or category of cases is a specification of a basic h i  in accordance with Rawls's 



process of specification and a d . e n t  amd the criterion of significance (and is traceable 

back to that basic liberty). In other words, there is no 'anarchy' to argue from? 

I see this methodology as having a number of advantages: 

I believe it is capable of creating meaningful space for groups to selfdefine and 

shape representation, rather than itself imposing structures and categories of definitions 

upon them. It should be capable of enabling groups to be subjects, rather than objects, 

of di~course.~ This addresses two issues: who defines the group, and who sets the 

framework within which the definition is made. 

I recognize that, regardless of the methodology adopted, any inquiry directed to 

the recognition, interpretation d enforcement of group tights (or even to the societal 

recognition of group claims that are not rights) would be, at least in part, externally 

driven because the processes of recognition, interpretation and enforcement themselves 

implicate a larger social (and coIlStitutional) ordep. However, a &centering of the 

existing facus upon tbe nature of groups capable of king rights-holders and the 

consequent rc~lssessment and reonemstion of the role that tbc larger social order may 

legitimately claim would enable groups both to seIfdcfine ad to have more autonomy 

to control the process and pu~poses of rcprcsatati~n.~ 

The group seIfdefinition and representation in the methodology that I propose 

relate to the nature of the claim made -at any given time and only incidentally to the 



maue of the group making the claim. For exampIe, if the collective claim made is a 

claim to cultural preservation, the group making the claim wodd have to represent at 

least one aspect of its identity in a way that is relevant to the cultural claim being made. 

In other words, the representation in a particular case would be relative only to the 

nature of the collective claim being made. Moreover, it could be different in the event 

a claim of a different nature were made. 

In my view, a decentering of the focus on the nature of groups capable of being 

rights-holders to the nature and scope of collective claims also allows group 

representations to shift according to changing circumstances, internal and external, and 

in accordance with different purposes." 

By focusing on collective c b  rather than the nature of pups ,  the 

methodology may be more responsive to the needs ad priorities of groups than one 

which makes the meeting of seeds conditional upon a prior external evaluation of the 

nature of the p u p  asserting the accd. 

A focus on collective claims rather tban the nature of groups might also contribute 

to making the invisibility of the collective privileges of majority groups in tbe social 

order visible. For example, if culture is a good that can only k collective. the 

pteemiacw of the majority cuiture(s) can only be explained in collective tams. As 

such. it can k argued that a majority culture enjoys privileges as a favoured culture as 



a function of its being the culture of a favoured collective entity. This might help to 

discredit the generally derogatory assdon that rights claimed by "minorityw groups are 

"special tights", by highlighting the enjoyment by majority groups of similar rights. 



CONCLUSION 

In this paper, I argue that Rawls's political conception of the penon as a fire and 

equal moral being constitutes the fbdamental stpndatd by which arguments for and 

against extension of Rawls's coIlStNctivist procedure within the boundaries of a modem 

constitutional liberal democracy must be measured. I argue that cultures are of inninsic 

derivative, as well as ixmmmetal, value to their members and, as such, are critical to 

their capacity for, and exercise of, their two moral powers, and their ability to have and 

pursue a determinate conception of the good. I contend that Rawls's constructivist 

procedure, when applied to the basic structure of an open, culturally heterogeneous 

modem wnstitutional democracy, must recognize that 'equal liberty to participate in, 

produce and enjoy one's own culture' is justified as a basic liberty within the meaning 

of his fim principle of justice. 1 also attempt to show that refusal to recognize 'equal 

liberty to participate in, produce and enjoy one's own culture' as a basic liberty 

privileges the mcmbtrs of majority cultures arbitrarily from a m o d  pcrspcctive. In other 

words, rcfpspl to rrcagnizc an 'qual h'krty to participate in, produce and enjoy one's 

own culture' does not mean tbat the cultrues of all groups arc cqgally unprotected. It 

means chst the culturr(s) of my gmup(s) in a majority arc txclusively privileged. 

My hope is that rooting the extension argument in Rawls's first priDciplc of 

justice will avoid the various co~orovmies sllrmundiag Rawls's second prhiple of 

justice and its priority. It should also circumvent some of thc objections made to aspects 

of Kymlicka's analysis, such as the controversial issue of comptnsatioo for cultural 
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circmstances independent of Rawls's Difference principle. The argument should avoid 

the problems that Kymlicka had with his proposed social primary good of culture being 

perceived solely as a collection of ends, the risk of petrification and majority control if 

one protected the character of a cultural community as a social primary good, and the 

difficukies and limitations of an instrumental characterization of culture, 

By giving the status of a liberty to aspects of culture, and by showing that culture 

is a communal good. I hope to have achieved several objectives. The first is to make 

culture visible to members of majority cultures, to clarify that culture can only be 

communal, and therefore that the preeminence of majority cultures in any society is a 

function of the preeminence of majority communities. 

Second, I have also attempted to underscore the pervasive Wity of culture - that 

culture is a fature of our existence in communities. We actively create and enjoy culture 

by our very involvement in communities. But majority cultural communities are more 

able to create the culture of our social and public institutions tban minority communities. 

One need only consider the ways in which it is almost exclusively majority cultures that 

on rep~seDted and created in the communiCEItions media or, for that maw, any medium 

or smrtun (iachding political structures) which rely upon hdividuaIs as consumers (or 

upon numbers of individuals). When culture is invisible. this pcrvasiw qyality results in 

the quiet Pnd inevitable imposition of majority cultures upon members of minority 

groups. Therefore, regardless of the particular nature of protection provided by a likrty 

to culture, I would argue that making culture and its pmccscs visible in the context of 

a liberty is itself of value to minority co~mdties. 



I think, however, that it is possible to view the creation of majority culture(s) in 

our society as something actively (and disproportionately) promoted by many of our 

social and political institutions. If so, the 'equal liberty to participate in, produce and 

enjoy one's own dture '  of minority ~~Itural groups may require that they be provided 

with forms of protection or promotion that will guarantee the l i i r ty  to them in a 

meaningful way. Aboriginal cultures, in my view, bave an additional, unique claim on 

government. Active attempts by governments, over a considerable period of time, to 

assimilate Aboriginal peoples and eradicate Aboriginal culhues and languages represent 

an interference with Aboriginal peoples' equal l i i  to participate in, produce and enjoy 

their own cultures and demand a remedy. 

The study of Rawls's four-stage pmcess and the priority of the equal basic 

liberties in chapter 2 provides principles to guide the specification of the basic liberties 

in legislation and the assessment of rights-claims (including group rights-claims). First 

and, fnrm a political perspective perhaps most importantly, it provides a rebuttal to the 

'argument h r n  anazchy' that has ken influential in prcventing tht recognition of group 

rights. I argue that the argument from anarchy is untenable given that the particuiar good 

claimed in a rights-claim must k acccssuy to effect a right or M o m ,  which in turn 

specifics a basic h i .  Pmtcaion or provision of the good at issut in any given case 

or category of cases is a specification of a basic hirty in accordance with Rawls's 

process of specification and adjustment axxi the criterion of significance (and is traceable 

back to that basic h i ) .  



This phase of Rawls's constructivist analysis also has sevetal implications for the 

nature of the obligations placed upon governments and the courts to implement the basic 

hirties. 

Specifically, I argue that constitutional delegates and legislators have a positive 

obligation to specify the equal basic liberties in order to actively guarantee and protect 

their central range. I also argue that courts have a positive obligation to assess and 

eaforce the family of equal basic liberties. 

Rawls's analysis of the process, principles and criteria governing the specification, 

self-limitation, mutual adpstment and restriction of the basic Liberties also provides 

principles and criteria to guide the resolution of conflict between rights and libemes, 

which may help alleviate the concerns about culrural rights requiring "illiberal" 

constraints on individual rights and freedoms that have plagued efforts to provide 

meaningful protection to Aboriginal cultural rights. In particular, I argue that, if the 

'equal likrry to participate in, produce and enjoy one's own cuIture' has the same 

priority as the othet basic liberties, specifications of the 0th basic liberties may be 

limited and even restricted in appropriate circumstances when protection of the family 

of basic liberties, of which 'eqwl liberty to participate in, produce and enjoy one's own 

culture' is a member, rrqoirrs it. Rawls's discussion also helps clprify the thresholds, 

processes and stnndntds applicable to the limitation and restriction of the rights and 

freedoms of individual members of a group in the event of conflict with specifications 

of the 'equal likrry to participate in, produce and enjoy ope's own culture' (or vice 

versa). 



I also address some implications of Rawls's analysis for conventiotlal approaches 

under the Charter to the resolution of conflict between rights and freedom, and between 

rights axxi fhedoms on the one hand and societal interests on the other. 

In particular, I argw that the form in which the basic liberties an specified is 

irrelevant to the issue of their status and priority. In other words, the specification of the 

equal basic likrties is not exhausted at the wnstitutionaI stage. They arr further specified 

at the legislative stage, and are assessed and enforced at the judicial stage. Any such 

specification derives its status and priority from the basic liberty which it specifies, rather 

than from the form in which it is specified. 

Rawls's approach to the priority of the equal basic liberties would also prohibit 

the balancing of the rights, M o m s  md institutional d e s  which specify those basic 

liberties against societal interests when they wme into conflict. Similarly, it follows that 

the priority of the equa! basic h i e s  prohibits a conflict of the tights and fkeedoms 

which specify them from being resolved by reference to justificatory principles applicable 

to societal interests. Q would also observe that once one asserts that rights and M o m s  

have priority over societal htemjts and tbat no priority is  assigned to any particular right 

or freedom as against any other, the priority of some rights and M o m s  is infringed if. 

in cases w b m  they arc invoked in support of a law challcngcd undcr the CIianer, their 

status in the conflict is rrsolved by mference to justificatory principles applicable to 

societal interests .) 

The arguments &at the specification of the basic liberties in the fonn of 

constitutional rights md fi.eedoms or as institutional rules h legislation does not alter 



their status or priority, and that legislatures have a positive obligation to specify the basic 

liberties, when considered together, have the following result: If legislaaue~ are bound 

to spec@ the basic libcr&ies, govemwm justifications for 'infringing' guaranteed rights 

and M o m s  in the process of 'spccifyiog' conflicting rights and M o m s  must be 

treated conceptually and procedurally differently from justirications involving societal 

interests unreIated to rights. Provided legislation can be shown to embody a specification 

of a basic liberty, it must be treated as a conflicting right independent of section 1 of the 

Charier regardless of the fact the government is the effective actor. 

I also suggest that Rawls's analysis of the process, principles, and criteria 

governing the specification, self-limitation, mutual adjustment and restriction of the basic 

liberties provides an example of a framework for a principled approach to 'definitional 

balancing' independent of a section 1 analysis, as a solution to conflicts between 

coustitutioaal rights and M o m s .  

Tht study of Rawls's four-stage process and the priority of the equal basic 

liberties also challenges certain commonly held misconceptions about the rrquiremtnts 

of the colrept of universality. Specifically, I argue that the 'equal basic likrty to 

participate in, produce oad enjoy one's own culture' itself is universal. Every individual 

is eatitled to an equal h'berty to participate in, produce rad enjoy het own culture. 

However, each culture is di f f int ,  and the equal l i i r t y  associated with each culture may 

require the provision, protection, or specification of diffc~rrt goods as 1*cess41y to effct 

it. Inother words, somc ofthc particular goods to gmmntccthe central range 

of application of the liberty to each unique culture will be different. 



This argument has the followhg implications: Although the processes and criteria 

governing specification, stElimitation, mutual adjustment and restriction are universal 

despite difTerences in cultures, the end-result of such processes and the application of 

Rawls's criteria for the family of basic h i e s  guaranteed to the members of each 

culture may be somewhat Werent between cultures, because the specifications of some 

of the basic liberties and thus their interaction, regulation, and even restriction will be 

unique to each culture to some degree. 

This also means that the concept of universality (which often founds claims to 

discrimination) cannot be understood to found an individual claim to enjoy the benefits 

associated with communal goods necessary to effect the basic liberty to participate in, 

produce and enjoy a culture of which one is mt a member (especially given the fact that, 

at the same time, one is entitled to enjoy the benefits of the particular communal goods 

neoessary to effect the basic liberty in relation to one's own culaue). 

In chapter 3, I define communal goods as goads whose production and enjoyment 

are joint - to which a claim of individual rights is untenable because they are not 

iudividualizable. I assume tbat rights must pupon to s e a m  goods whose moral 

desirability can k expressed in tcmrs which refer to benefits to, for, or from the point 

of view of individuals. I locate tk m o d  value of communal goods in their worth to 

members of tk group considered together and not as individual recipients of benefit. 

This has allowed me to argue that the assessment of the moral status of groups 

as a precondition to their characterization as entitics capable of king rightscl.imams is 

inappropriate and -, and tbat the critical (ad only relevant) Q U ~ O I I S  from 



a moral point of view are whether the communal good king claimed by a group is 

defined by reference to its worth to members of tbe group, and whether, in my given 

case or category of cases, protenion or provision of the particular good claimed is 

necessary to give effwt to the right or W o r n  which is asserted as the justifying basis 

or ground of the claim, judged by reference to Rawls's process of specification and 

adjustment and the crierion of significance. I also argue that a methodological approach 

which focuses on the nature of groups which may be rights-clairnants is theoretically 

arbitrary and problematic in its application, and that this militates in favour of a 

methodology that displaces the inquiry to one that addresses the nature of claims asserted 

by groups. My hope is that this methodology is capable of creating meaningful space for 

groups to self-define and shape representation, rather than itself imposing suuctures and 

categories of definitions upon them. It should be capable of enabling groups to be 

subjects, rather than objects of discourse. It should allow group representations to shin 

according to different circ9mstaaccJ, internal and external, and in accordance with 

different purpose. It would also k more responsive to the needs and priorities of groups 

than a methodology which makes the meeting of needs conditional upon a prior external 

evaluation of the group asserting the need. 

Finelly, I see the for group rights in this paper, as they relate to 

Aboriginal communities, situated within a larger context. My purpose in the paper is 

limited to showing that certain categories of group rights must k rrcognkd within a 

liberal democratic society. I f m  on zemgnition of the category of group rights whose 

justification is derived from the cxistcme of pluralism in an opcn, culturally 



heterogeneous modem coIlStitutional democracy. In other words, I am dealing with what 

might be described as rights derived fmm 'cqull citizenship' in a pluralistic society. 

I should not be taken to suggest that categories of group rights, such as Aboriginal 

rights related to seEdetcrmiaation or sovereignty, which are derived from prior 

occupation, cannot have a basis for recognition independent of the principles governing 

'equal citizenship'. Quite the opposite. Recognition of such rights might result in the 

exercise of exclusive sovereignty in some areas and shared sovereignty in others (which 

might be conceived of as recognizing 'overlapping citizenships') as weil as 'equal 

citizenship' in yet others. I do not address this issue directly in the paper because it is 

not necessary to the particular argument I am making. However, I would note that. in 

my view, Rawls's recent article, "The Law of Pe~ples"~, lays the foundation for an 

a r m  that his constructivist procedure challenges the conventiond, vhtually 

unexamined, assumption in Corrpda that Aboriginal rights derived from prior occupation 

must be subject to the Ciuutefl (provided onc fim argues for an extension, on a 

constructivist analysis, of his identification of.pcoples with existing ~tates.~) 
5, -- 

I would also suggest that those Aboriginal cultural rights protected by virtue of . . 
#? 

the 'equal citizenship' principles diPauscd in the paper iue distinct from Pad (by virtue 

of and to the extent of this distinction) would continue to be protected independently of, 

and in addition to, cultural guarantees provided by arrangements reached on the basis of 

rights derived from prior occupation. 



Finally, I have assumed that there is a value to challenging the resistance to the 

recognition of group rights on thc basis of principles applicable to 'equal citizenship', in 

an attempt to challenge the legitimacy of the hurdle they appear to present to the 

recognition of Aboriginal rights in any form. 



Notes to Introduction 

1. I use the term 'group rights' and 'collecfive righu* interchangeably throughout the paper. I 
use these tenas to mean rights claimed by groups to communaI goods. I do not mcau to suggest that 
certain individual rights which may be claimed by mcmbcrs of groups may not be equally imponant to 
the welfare of the groups of which they arc a part- However, this paper is limited to examining the 
place of the more controvcfsial category of group or collective rights in liberal theory. 

2. Aocotdiag to Eiseaberg, the d t  of the dominant perspective in CO&N~~O~A jurisprudence 
is that 

[t]ht conceptual, political or legal power amiiiiuted to individual rights means that 
much less power for allcctive rights (or via versa) so that communities arc based 
either on the paramountcy of individual rights or on that of eollcctivt rights- 

The hrst result of fnming conflicts in terms of a competition between 
individual and caIlac6ve rights is that doing so poses d c t s  between individuals and 
communities in terms of fundammtal valws. Rights arc iPstnrmcnts intended to 
protect the most important a d  basic values. Thctefote, a choice must be made in 
cases of d a  to determiw whcthcr the individual right is more firndamtntal than 
the group claim, or vice versa, Not all BCCOUIUS cast rights as absolute claims which 
canuot be violued llndcr any but lhe lms - -. Noncthcltss, the 
rhetoric of rights is wed to invoke r diffircot and less fiexiile set of d e s  than is 
invoked when we spak of mere "btctrsts' or "claimsa. The supposition is tbat the 
absolute values supposedly crpnued by individual ri@ts, on thc one hand, md 
collective rights, OD the otba hmd, arc inconrmarsunble. Tbus, wing the Qminont 
paspaxive ..., ontLladc~rskwhichldndofrigbtrhouldhrveprimacy... . 

Adlwultoftbc&~tparpactiveirtbrattstvrl~rtrtrltrrppw 
to be ~ I e .  No ~ - u p o n  list tanks diffchat rights. Nor, in the case of 
coDnicu rrsollvecl in the coolts, is there my &momtic plocsmat by whicb priorities 
can be set. Thcrefore, the dominnnt perspective frPmes the oaurts* role in terms of 
dsciding between -le md hmdrmebtJ values - ra individual 
tigbt md r collective iight. A third crmscquen# is that, within tbis framework, 
cuurts' dc&ions will Liitcly rppert to be eitber birsad or arbitrary. ("The Politics of 
Individual md Oroup Difknce in c a d i a n  (19W) 27 r-.nufinn 
Jolm8l of Political SciaEe 3,a 7)  

3. F o r a m p l e , ~ p o n i M e r m m p ~ & n r o f t b c t c n o f ~ ~ c l ~ ~ ~ i t r l d o n  
outside the C%tzner weh hotly debated. The text of the Cam& c b  is as follows: 



Notes to Innoduction 

1. The Com'rution Act, 1867 isoammded by adding thereto, immtdiattly after section 
1 &emf, the foUowing section: 

2. (1) The Constitution of Canada, including the Crm4dim Rirrner of Rights and Freedom, 
shall be interpreted in a manner amsistent with the following fundamental characteristics: 

(a) Canada is a democncy committed to a parliamentary and fcdcral 
system of govcmmcnt and to the cuIe of taw; 

(b) the Aboriginal pcaplcs of Canada, bcing the fint peoples to 
govern chis lad ,  have tht right to promote their languages, culnues 
a d  traditions and to ensure the integrity of their societies, and their 
govcmmcnts constitute one of thrct orden of government in Canada; 

(c) Quebec constitutes within Canada a distinct society, which 
includes a French-speaking majority, a unique culture and a civil Iaw 
tradition; 

(d) Canadians and their governments arc committed to the vitality 
and development of official language minority communities 
throughout CaPada; 

(e) Canadians arc committed to racial and ahnic equality in a society 
that includes citiztns fiam many lands who have contributed, and 
amtinut to contniute, to the building of a strong Can& tbat 
reflects its cultural and racial diversity; 

(f) Caaadians arc committed to a respect for individual and colIective 
human rights md fiadoms for alI pcoplc; 

Cg) Cmadhs arc committed to the equality of fcmale a d  male 
petsons; red 

(h) CIPPdians c o n .  the principle of the equality of the provinces 
at the same timt as hcogniziog their diverse characteristics. 

(3) Nothing in this section dcmpm from the powen, rights and privileges 
of the Padiament or the Govewrwat of Canada, or of the legislatuns or 
govcmmcnts of the pmvinces, or of the IcgisIatiw bodies or govmnmts of 
tbt Aborigia8l peq1cs of can&, incl* 8lly pwvcn, rights or privilege 
tcluiPg to language. 



Notes to Innoduction 

4. A nuo thaf defe~es a big NO, Speech given at the 1 lth CitC Libre dinner (Toronto: R o b  
Davics Publishing, 1992) at 57 (emphasis in original) 

6. A nrw, note 4, at 38 (emphasis in origimd) 

7. A mcss, note 4, at 43 

8. Deborah Coyne and Robert HowsefCanada for All Canadians, No Deal, Why Chadians 
shouId rejed the Mulroney Co~~ttihrn'on (Hull, Quebec: Voyageur Publishing, 1992); see also Deborah 
CoyneICaoada for AU Canadians, "The five myths of the yes campaign, Notes for rcmadcs made in 
Albeaa and Manitoba", October 22-23, 1992; Deborah Coyne/Canada for All Canadians, Press 
Release, "Publication of bgal T a t  confirms fatal flaws in the Charlottetown Accordw, n.d. 

9. No Deal, note 8. at 14 (emphasis in original) 

10. No Dm!, note 8, at 15 

11- 'Ihc followhg is a summary (panly in the form of estcerpts) of the points made in this context 
by Lomint Ehastat Wckilib, A.N. Stoat, P.E. Bcason, RJ- Cook, R.J. Daniels, B.M. Di-, 
R.E. Fritz, f .P. Humphrey, H.N. Janisch, R. St. L MacDonatd, W.H. McCo~~~lcll ,  C. Valcke, EJ.  
W e b %  and G. T a t i s  in "Ugal Analysis of the Draft bgal Text Constitutional Proposals, October 
12, 1992 and the Clandian Qlartcr of Rights and Freedomsm, released to the press October 21, 1992: 

Thc Canada clause shifts the ground ftom individual rights against the state, as now embodied in the 
Charrer, to the p r i ~ ~ ~  of collective concrms. 

* The collective rights r e f d  to in the Canada clause are the ~0lIcctivcpowtt5 of the aboriginal 
communities to make laws to fonward their coUcctive iotawu md the power of the Quebec govcmnm~t 
to makc laws to fommd the pmvincc's collective intcrcsts. 

In Pdditim, subsection 2(1)(d) of the Canada clause states that 'rpnadiurr and their g o v ~ t s  arc 
committed to the vitality md dcvclopmc~~t of o f f id  mioority oommunities throughout Canada". Tbc 
clause&rcsm the lifeof thecommnnities,~thrntheirmenrbcn. Itdoes not inclcartcrms 
c a d o r s e c b l r n g w g e ~ g A r s ~ t l t Y r c r ~ ~ , ~ .  16t023,1~)t~it8ffirmothtrrights, 
for example, to fr#dom ofcnprcuioa, that suppon an individual's abiity to choose the Iragwgc of, 
e-g . , c~~~nrrrr. It is the community's, not the individual's, iatchsts thaf arc the subject of 
dm. 



Notes ro Introduction 

This d h m i o n  of collective and political power greatly diminishes the force of both of the equality 
clausts. Subscctiaon 2(l)(e) offers the fimhmml cbaractcriic of racial and ethnic equality and 
subseaion Z(l)(g) of gender qmlity. Both garner the commitmart of Canadians, not of governments. 
But this weaker formulation is not the only failing of these cfslllscs. They an so narrow that they put in 
jcopaidy the broader reading of cquaI citizarsbip that is the comerstone of a just society. 

Turning first to the gcradcr equality clause, one can only hope that it could not dimininh the Charter's 
clear statements of gender equality now fomd m 15 and 28 of the Charter. By privileging 
collective vdues over individual rights throughout the Canada clause, the amended Canadian 
Constitution would invite judges to privilege the priorities of the political majority or the internal, 
traditiod norms of a community defined by language, culture or cthnicity. Majoritatian preferences 
and community traditiops o h  dtnigtate or ignorc the nccds of womca. 

The full flourishing of women as equal mcmbcn of ranadian society depends on much more than 
similar mtmcnt of male aad ftmale persons ... , None of the Charter equality cases have been 
litigated or decided on the nanaw concept of "equality of fcmale and male persons" as listed in the 
Canada clause. They have arisen in the context of a legal system that recognizes ali Chaner rights, 
including fieedom of expression, StCUfity of ?he person, and fairacss in the crimind process, for 
example, to be the entitlements of aIl Canadians. In giving priority to other ideas of sociai ordering, the 
Canada clause may jeopardize these uses of the Charter- 

The commitment of Canadhs to "ncial and c h i c  equality" and the hf- to a "stroog Canada 
that reflccfs its cultural PPd racial diversity" must k u~~~Icrstood in its place in the Canada clause's 
hierarchy of values. This subsection is afforded less importance than that of the two cultural 
communjtics, which will enjoy political power to preserve cultural hcgamny at the expense of Charter 
rights, and abo less than that of the "official language minority communities". The Canada clause 
allows adlure md cthnicity to guide government distniionof burdens and Wfits. The underlying 
idea of the Canada dause is that governments may, and indeui should, b e  priorities in respect to the 
personal chpnctcriaics, ofien immutob1t, tbirt idcatifL people with various cultwes and traditions. lo so 
doing, the d a u ~  meats fiom the Chutct's visioa of a society mdt up of equal individuals. 



Notes to Innadmion 

While 1 am on this point, it should bc noted that Trudclu asserts that he supports Aboriginal 
self-govcmx~~t. I an d y  assume cbrr his appIDacb to the concept of collectivities and p u p  rights 
also informs his defiaition of the nature of sdf-government: 

Now, on my Yes to 'do I kvour aboriginal self-govcmmwt' , not only do I favour it, 
but 1 proposed it first in a White Paper b i ~ k  in 1%9 whcn I proposed the abolition of 
the Indian Act. But the Indians were not rtdy for it, They said no, no, no, not yet, 
give us t h e .  They were psyched out. And in the 80's, I iatroduced a bill in the 
House of Commons, my government did, which pnciscly offend self-goveznumt to 
the native pcopfe, to those who wanted to exercise it and even to the Me. So that's, 
you know, that's old hat. D i f f i i  is, we put it in a law, and it's a law which was 
t;rkcn up by those Man m i  who wanted to take it up. But it is wrong to put it in 
the Constitution until we work out the quirks, to put it in the Constitution, with tbis 
kind of vague project about a third ordcr of government without explaining it to us. (A 
mess, at 72 (emphasis in originaI)) 

... mf you want peace and quiet, you should vote NO to ccmsthtional negotiations. 
The problem of Aborigiaal peoples can be resolved in the legislanuts. And once 
things have settied down, we can talk about how to put that in the ConSti~tion. (at 
33) 

Sc+ Will Kymlicka, Libendism, Om@ a& CUture (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991) at 
141-146 for a nmc rcunte description of the 1%9 White Paper and the reactions to it, set it in the 
context of the particuiar h i  principles which infozmcd it. 

13. sllir would rppu to k borne out, for emnp~t,  in the case of Deborah Coyne, by cbc fact 
that she initiated a court challenge to the pmposd COILStituticmal anmdmcnt pamtaing equal stanrs 
and privileges to New BnmswlnmSwlck's EngIish ad French comarunitics. The amcadmcnt tncks the 
language chat was proposed in thc Chrt io t tc towo~  for a new s. 16.1 of the Chmef:  

Tbe uncodmcnt r#luircs anly the rppmal of tbe New Brunswick legislature and Parliammt. 
How-, Coyncbchrll~rbc~toftbtNewBNDSWjckradfidenlgov~topmcad 
bi la tdy .  Coync's position is that, bcausc the uncndmcnt intnoduaS the amcept of collective or 
group rights iaur tht Cltarter ad, thncby u d a n h s  the principle of the equality of individuats, it 
.ffects rll rmdirm, not just &dents of New Bnmswick. (See Onrwa Citizen, Daccmber 8,9,12, 
1992; Globe 9rd Mail, Jmwy 30, 1993) 



central messages Cmrdimr sent during the r e f d u r n  - they don't want collective rights in the 
Charter and they don't want g o v ~ t s  alone to dctcrmint the country's consti~tional firture-' 
(Ottawa Citizen, Deccmkr 8.9, 1992) 

Cope filed pleadings in the Federal Cowt Trial Division on February 15, 1993. (Globe and 
Mail, Feb~ary 16, 1993). 

14. DCollcctive Entities and Moral Rights: Roblemr in hi-Democratic Thought", (1982) 44 
JoumaI of Politics 21, at 00; Set also Alan Cairns, *Roadblocks in the Way of Constitutional Change", 
(1991) 2 Constitutioaal F o m  54, at 55-56 

If mcta-ethical realism is untenable, then rationally resolvable disputes in cthics become 
possiile only between those who shan certain fimdamental vaIucs or principles in common. So 
it becomes importaat, in the area of rights as elsewhere, for philosophers to identify dearly tbe 
deep assumptions on which their theories depend. If, for example, two differmt theories of 
rights rest on a common commitment to the importapcc of individual Iikrty, there is in 
principle no reason why any detailed disagreements between them should not be rationally 
resoivablc. But if the theories arc based on d i f f i t  fimbmatal values - if, for example, one 
is based on b i  and the other on a commitment to equality - hen. to t&e extent tbat there is 
an iwl;ompati'bilitybctwan thcse deep commitments, there may be no way of resolving their 
surf.. -ts. ("Introduction", Jeremy W d b n  ed., Thcoriics of R i g k  (Oxford: 
Oxford University Rcss, 1984) 1, at 3) 

16. (Cambridge, Mass.: The Bclhup h of H m d  University Press, 197 1) 

17. Note 12. 

18. M y p n p o r e i n ~ p r p ~ i r L i m i t c d m c h o v i o g ~ E r m i n ~ g ~ r i t ~ o f g o u p n g b ~ m o s t k  
recognized within a h i  democratic society. I focus on recognitionof the cawgory of group rights 
whose justifidon is derived from the exhume of p l w a l h  in an optn, culNnlly he terog~us  
modem COOStitutid-. In other words, 1 am deding with what might be described as rights 
&rived fiom 'equal citizenship' in a plumlisac society. 

I should mot be nlrm to ruggest that cuegoics of giwp ri@ts, such as Aboriginal rights 
rrlated to self-onor mwcinty, which am daivd  boln ptior ampaion, crnrrot have ray 
basis for recognition iadcpendent of the principles govcming 'equrl citipcosbip'. I do not rddrws this 
~dirsc tIy inthcpapcr~i t i snotnccmmry to t h c ~ c u l a ~ t  I unmaking. 
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19, Darlene M. Johaston, "Native Rights as Collective Rights: A Question of Group Self- 
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Notes to Chapter 1 

1. Briefly stated, in A ZRcory of J v n i a  (Cambridge, Mass.: The BeUcnap Ress of H m v d  
University Press, 1971). Rawls sought to identi@ the principles of jdu which would apply to the 
basic strucnue of society. Thest principles of justice arc those 

hat h and t a t i d  prisons c~n~erasd to further their own interests would accept in 
an initial position of equality as defining the fundamental terms of their association- 
These principles arc to regulate all fiuthcr agreements; they specify the kinds of social 
cooperation that can be entered into and the forms of government that can be 
established. (at 11) 

Rawls has developed and modified aspects of his theory in his work since A TReory of Jwtice. 
(See e.g. "Fairness to Goodness". (1973) 84 Philosophical Review 536; "Kantian Constructivism in 
Moral Theory", (1980) 77 Journal of Philosophy 515; "The Basic h i e s  and their Priority", S. 
M c M h ,  cd., lk Tamer Lectures on Rvmon Values, vol. 3 (Salt Lake City: University of Utah 
Ress, 1982) 1; "Sociat Unity and Primary Goods", Amartya Scn and Bernard Williams, tds., 
Utilit- and Beyond (Cambridge: Cambridge Univasity Press, 1982) 159; "Justice as Fairness: 
Potitical not Metaphysical", (19m 14 Philosophy and Public Affairs 223; "The Idea of an Overlapping 
Consensus', (1987) 7 Oxford Journal of kgal Studies 1; "The Priority of Right and Ideas of the 
Goodw, (1988) 17 Philosophy and Public Afiairs 251; "The Domain of the Politid and Overlapping 
CanseoJllsn, (1989) 64 New Yo& Univcmty LQW Review 233; Political ~~ (New Yo&: 
CoIumbia University Press, 1993); "'The h w  of bplcs" , Stephen Shutc and Susan Hurley , eds., On 
Human Rights, lk word  Amnesty Lcrnrrcs 199J (New Yo* Basic Boob, 1993) 41.) Many of these 
dcvclapmmts will be discusJcd in this pqm* 'Ihis note, however, is intended to provide thc 
backgrowd to the di*nurion in the text and, unless otherwise stated, is limited to a description of 
Rawls's orighal ugumcnt in A TIicory ofJm*ce. 

b l s  describes this hypothetical initial position of quality of the choosing plrties as thc 
'original position'. Among the essential ft~urts of the oti@ud position is that tbc panics are in 
i g n o w  of their own rb'ities, their psychological propepsitics md caa#ptias of the good, of their 
status and positions in society ud the level of development of the society of which they arc to k 
members, R8wlsdcrcn'berthisurbc'veilofigwrrna'(at 12)Tbeprrpoacofbnriogthtputics 
choose priaciples of justice from behind the veil of ignorance is to elimirrPtc amsideration of morally 
atbitmy amtingcncies, to ensure 
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original position is, one might say, the appropriate initial status quo, and thus the 
fhdamcntal agxmmts reached in it are fair, (at 12) 

Rawls maintains that persons h the St*l sintation would choose the following 'general 
conception' of justice: 

All social values - Liberty and opportunity, income and wealth, and the bases of sclf- 
rrspcct - ate to k distributed cgullly unless the uncquaI disariutionof any. or all, of 
these v dues is to everyone's advantage. 

Injustice, then, is simply inqualities that arc not to the benefit of all. (at 62) 

'Ihc values' which Rawls dcscn'bcs above are all primary goods. Primary goods are 
those goods that ace identified as desirable by persons in the original position bccause they are 

things wbich it is supposed a rational maa wants wbatevcr eisc he wants. Regardless 
of what an individual's rational plans are in dctail, it is a ~ ~ u m c d  that there are various 
things which he would p e r  more of rather than less. With more of these goods men 
can generally be assured of greater success in carrying out their intentions and in 
advancing their ends, whatever these eads may k. 'fhe primary social goods, to give 
them in broad categoics, an tights and h i s ,  opportunities md powers, income 
arxI wealth. (A very impostam primary good is a seast of one's own worth ... ,) 

. ., The main idea is that a pcnoa's good is determined by what is for him 
the most m i d  long-term plan of life given tcasanably favorable circumstances. A 
l~srn is happy when he is more or less sucuddly in the way of carrying out &is 
plau. To put it briefly, the good is the Jatisfaction of rational desire. We are to 
suppose, Um, that erb individual has a rational plan of life drawn up subject to the 
conditions that COPfiOnt him. This p h  is dcsj&ncd to permit the harmonious 
satisf..mofhis intcrww.Itschcdulesrdiviticsso tbatvaiowdcsitcscank 
firlfilled without imdkmce. It is raived at by #ecting other plrnr that we either 
less Wly to ruc#ed or & not provide for such m inclusive urninmmt of aims. 
Gim the rlfenrrrivcs wriIab1e. a ntiaPrl plan k ane which cianot be impfoved 
upon; there is no atbet plan which, taking cvcrything into rccaurrt, would bt 
pref i i l t .  
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(It should be noted that. in his more recent work. Rawh &as wised his justification for the list 
of social pdmyr go& and w w  argues for it by ref- to a politid conception of the pason. 
Rawls's political cmccption of the pnrw md its relationship to the social primary goods wil l  be 
discussed at some lcogth in the paper-) 

RawIs is mainly concerned wit& rocid primary goods, because thcy are most directly under the 
conmi of the basic structurt of (at 62) 

Most of A Z k q  O~IYR~CC h C O ~  with a specid intapmationof cbc general conception 
of justice. described as a conception' of justice. The special conception governs societies which 
bave been developed to tht point that "the basic wants of individuals can be Wfillcd" (at 543) and 
social conditions allow the efftctive cstablishrncnt of the equal basic libcaies (at 152, 542). 

The main f- of this special conception arc tht two principles of justice. 

Each person is to have an equal right to thc most mcnsive total system of qua1 basic 
li'btrtifs compatiile with a similar syacm of hirty for ail- 

Second hinapfe 

Social and ccommic incqualitiies are to be arranged so that they ah both: 
(a) to the grratest benefit of the least advantaged, consistent with the just savings principle, and 
(b) attached to offices and positions open to all under conditions of fair equality of oppoRUlljty. 
(at 302) 

(Now &at, in q m m e  to H.L.A. Hart's criticism in 'Rawls on h i  and its Priority", Notman 
Daniels, cd.. RWdlng &Ms. Cn'tid Srrrdies on RmuIsp A l 'kuty of Ircrn'ce (New York Basic Books 
Inc., 1974) 230, RawS has mOdifjed the description of the first principle of justice somtwhat in his 
later work. It now nds: 

T b c  principles ue oidcrrd lairlly by Rawls in what he descn'ks as 'lexical priority*. 

Fitst Priority Rule Priority of L i i )  

The principles of justice arc to be mked in lexical order and therefore l i i  can be 
restricted only fbr the ukc of liberty. ... 
S a n d  Priority Rule (Thc Priority of Justice over Efficieacy md Welf') 

Tnt second principle of justice is lexically prior to the principle of cfficiw md to 
tbat of 1mPximizir~8 the sum of dv~upes; and frir opportunity is prior to the 
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differcna principle. There are two cases: 
(a) an iwquality of opportmiv must tnhancc the opportunity of those with 

the lcsser opportunity; 
@) an excessive rate of saving must oa balance mitigate the burden of those 

bearing this hardship. (at 302) 

So, when RawIs asks how the difter~llt social primary goods arc to be wcigbed, his answer is 
the following: 

Assuming that the two principles of justice are serially ordered, this problem is 
greatly simplified. The hdaxmatd h i e s  arc always equal, and there is fair 
equality of opportuuity; one does not need to balana thee libcnics and rights against 
other values. The primary social goods that vary in their disuibution arc the powers 
and prerogatives of authority, aad income and wealth. (at 93) 

Two final points remain to complete this summary description of Rawls's pripciples of justice 
and the primary goods. First, according to Rawls, the two principles arc not only justified by the 
fact they would be chosen by pcrsons in the original position, but also by their general accord with our 
considered co~lvictions of justice, *which we now make inmitiveIyand in which we have the greatest 
confidencem (at 19). This accord is reached by a process which kwls d e x n i  as 'reflective 
tquifiirium' . 

By going back and forth, somctimes altering the conditions of the contndual 
circumstanc#, at others withdrawing our judgments and conforming them to 
principle, ... we shall find a -tion of the initial situation that both cxprcsscs 
reasonable d t i o n s  and yields principles which match our considered judgments 
duly pnmed md djusted. (at 20) 

Hiut's dedptiou af the process of reflective equilr'brium is particularly clear: "fRawls] 
envisages that where there me initial discrrpcmcies Wmcn [principles md otdinnry judgments] we 
have a choice of modifLiog the ~ t i o p s  of the initial [original] position in which principles are 
chosen or modifying in detail Ihcjudgmcatsa. (Hart, u 232, note 3) T k  process of reflective 
apdi'brium, then, k eriticrl to -Is's goal of pzinciples whicb illumime 'out ordinary 
judgments md help to reveal r basic stmehue md mhcmce underlying thema. (Hut, at 232) If, for 
example, in the process of reflective equilr'brium, ammibncnt to our judgments re- r change in 
the caditions of tk original position, the nature of the change nQuired will assist to highli@t whether 
the judgmcat is  rrrsanrble or mmmmble. 

Sacond, the selection md implementation of the principles of justice arc doae in a four-stage 
process, with i#.jerrios societal ad pcmmd Wormtion available to the panics u stage: 

[ A ] b  the fitst stage, wbca the partics in the origiual position have chosca the 
princip1esofjua!ia,theymowtoa~atti~amvention.Thcrr, inuxmkcc 
with the chosen principles, they choose r umstitution rad establish the basic rights 
and Ii'kaies of citizens. The third stage is thu of legisluion, w k e  the justice of laws 
mdpoliciesisoonridend; ~~, i fthcyrrrtobejust,~wisfLboththt 
limits hid down in the COIWtimtion and the origidly chosen principles of justice. The 
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fourth and last stage is that of the application of rules by judges and other officials to 
particular cascs. Wan, at 233) 

while culture is ... a crucial component of RawIs's own argument for liberty, he nwer 
includes cultural membership as oat of thc primary goods with which justicc is 
collctmed. While he 15 about the dative i m p t a n a  of Iibcrty cumparcd with other 
primvy goods, he doesn't ask about its relation to the primary good of cultural 
membership. Pethaps . . . he implicitly assumes that the political community is 
culnrralIy homogentous, and hence that no exercise of h i  within the basic 
stnr~turc of the community could afkct cultural membership- But cultural membership 
is still a primary good, consideration of which is an important pan of showing equal 
concern for individuals. This impornu would hve been recognized by the parties in 
Rawls's original position. The relationship between culhual membership and self- 
respect gives the panics to the original position a strong incentive to give cultural 
membership status as a primacy good. As Rawls says, 'the parties in the originaI 
position would wish to avoid at almost any cost the social conditions that undermine 
self-rcsptct' (... p. 440); the loss of cultural mexnbcrship is one such condition. 
Rawls's own atgumcnt for the importance of Ir'beny as a primary good is also an 
argunmt for the importance of culturai mcmbtrsbip as a primary good. (Wii 
Kymli* Liberalism, Cod@ and CirIture (Oxford: CIarardon Rcss, 1991) at 
166) 

3. Kymlicka uses the tcnn 'dtufal communitya. 'eulturPI ~" md "culaarl membership' 
intCrCbSUlgeabIy to dcscrii'be culture as a amtext of choice. (Sat egg. Likdism, C o m m ~ ~ ~ r y  d 
a C I n r ~ ,  note 1, Pt 166-167) 

4. Prm knson desm'bes Kymlicka's rnrlysis of culture as a primary good, and the constraints 
this -on place on the dehition of culture in the foUowing excerpt: 
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tam), just as the basic li'berties are. Now the primiiuy good of cultural membership 
must be fnmed umsist~1t with the h i  premise that the pursuit of ends is a matter 
of fnt individd choice. To meet this rrquirrmcat, Kymlicka introduces a distinction 
between culture viewed as a "context of choice", smd culture defined in terms of "the 
character of a historical communityw- It is only culture in the first sense that 
constitutes a primary good. Conecivcd as a context of choice, culture consists in the 
range of options, the diffcrcllt ways of life, which individuals take as given and fiom 
which they must choose when they decide upon their p r e f d  conception of their 
good. The thought ben is that individuals do not be@ dc novo in fe-oning their 
goals and in deciding how to lead their lives: the process of deliberation and choice is 
situated in an inherited context which provides them with a detCrminate range of 
values and fotms of life. CuItlllt as context is thus not itself chosen. In contrast, the 
character of a particular culture is constituted by shared practices and ends that are 
(potentially) always subject to revision or rejection. On a hirai view, they must be 
fitcly chosen. 

In the light of this distinction, Kymlicka argues that cultud membership (as 
it relates to the context of choice) can and must be f ~ ~ ~ g n i z d  as a primary good if 
we arc to take seriously the very hason that justitis our ascribing firndamentai 
imponanct to the basic t r i e s .  Briefly stated, the hason why we considet the basic 
liberties to be so important is, according to Kymlicka, that they guarantee &al 
anditions that arc naded if persons am to choose coaccptions of their good h l y  
rad iatclligtntly. As conscious and purposive agents, individuals try to achieve goals 
based on the beliefs they have about what is valuabIc. It is aucial to them that it at 
least be possible to form beliefs that att both genuinely their own and rationally 
informed. Thc basic Ir'krties answer this concern. But WviduaIs do not form these 
beliefs dr mwv; they always d t  fiom r pmcss of selecting what seems to be most 
valuable from the various options available, that is, fiom culture viewed as a context 
of choice. Canseqwntly, rrspcct for culnrtpf mcdmship is also needed if their 
amccxn is to beakqutelymct. Thecxbnccofr richmdaccuaculnurlstnrcnrrc 
is rlso au essential precondition of the inuuigent md nmnbgfd fonaPtioo of beliefs 
about the good Me. ("The Priority of Abstma Right, Coastructivism9 and the 
Pbssiiility of Collective Rights m Hegel's b g d  Phikmphyw, (1991) 4 Caoadhn 
Jcruraal of Law rmd Jurispnrdara 257, at 287 ( & q b i s  in original)) 

Rotsctingpeop1efiomChmpcs btbt CblSICtCTof thedfurecan't be viewed I 
protecting their ability to cboosc. On the umtnry, it would be r limitationof their 
ability to choose. for tbe cultlrnl s a u c n ~ ~  as r COIltCxt of choice, on the 
otherhad, (1~00r6 with, ~ ~ O O i l f l i c t r w i t h ,  theh'bcnloaboern for ourrbility 
md fiadom to judge the vrlw of aur lifk-plms. (at 167) 
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[c]ontcmpotary theories of h i  tqualiry seek, in Dwotldn's terms, to be 
'aulowmcot-insensitive' and 'ambition-sensitive'; that is, they seek to e ~ n v e  that no 
one is pcnaIizcd or disldvautagcd by thcir natural or social eadowmcnt, but allow that 
people's faces vary with their choices about how to lead their lives ... , But if that is 
the goal, then it must be rccopnilad that the members of minority culnucs can face 
inequalities which arc a product of their circumstances or endowment, not their 
choices or ambitions. (Liberalism, ~mmwummwuty and Culture, note 1, at 190) 

[we can defcnd aboriginal rights as a response, not to shared choices, but to unequal 
circumstances. Unlike the dominant Fmch or English cultures, the very existence of 
aborigind cultural communities is vulnerable to the decisions of the nonaboriginal 
majotity around them. They could be outbid or outvoted on resources crucial to the 
survival of their communities, a possibility that members of the majority cultures 
simply do not face. As a rrsult, they have to spend their ~ u l c c s  on stcuring the 
cultural membership which makes sense of their lives, somthiog which non- 
aboriginal people get for fiec. And this is true regatdless of the costs of the panicular 
choices aboriginal or non-aboriginal individuals make. (at 1 87) 

Note that the language of bids md votes on resources used in this passage is drawn from 
Dworkin's "auction" or equality of ttsoutes scheme, wbich Kymlicka d e s c r i i  at 187488. 

10. Libcrolism, Clmmud.ty Md Cullure, note 1, at 190 

Kymlickr's definition of r right to cultunl mcmbcnbip does rccm to be unique in the sense 
that it is not rimply m extension of either RnrvIs's first of reoobd principle of justice. Kymiiclca 
defknds a right to cultural tmmbmhip on the rrmc basis u Rawls's agumcnt for liberties of equal 
ci~rmdcrr&fintprincip1cof~ce ,  thatis, bynfcrmocto therb'ityof citiPDtto form lad 

theirkliefirbautvalucu r p t e c o n d i t i o n t o p v r u i D g ~ c n c n t i . l ~ i n  lCdifiga gOOd 
life. (Set egg. Libcrolism, Communiry a d  CWtum, at 163) However, k hem from RawIs in his 
r c h c c  on distri'butive principles. He rlso nquirrs p i  of dirdvrnuge as r pltCQOditi011 to 
cstablishmcnt of the right. (Set t.g. 162, 219, note 7) 
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Kymlicka's particular Ylalysis of cultural mcmbctship as a primary good &as implications for 
its priority relative to the equal basic liberties in the evtnt of conflict. It seems, fmm his discussion of 
the aced to -ct basic h'knies in the event tbc: very txistencc of a culture is thrcatcnsd, that 
Kymlidra contcmplatcs situations w h a t  the eqrul basic h i e s  would not have priority over culture. I 
am unc1ear whahu this is because he sees culnual m r s h i p  as constituting a basic liberty, as being 
a prinrary good that is not a basic h i  but has the same priority as the basic liberties, or because he 
rejects the raia Iedcal priority of the basic limes vis-a-vis culture. Kymliccka must address the 
priority issue in ow of thcse ways, otherwise, as Pctcr Beason observes, even if he is limiting his 
discussion of d c t  to am-ideal situations, unless the existcn# of an institutional fiamcwork 
protecting the basic Ir'berties is thrcatawd, the lexical priority of the basic l i irt ies  would require that 
they be respected even if cultwe could not withstand the challenge. ("The Priority of Abstract Right", 
note 4, at 289, note 5 3  Kymlicka's discussion of principles governing conflict at 198-199 suggests that 
he is describing non-ideal situations. Tbis may explain his apparent discomfort with constraints on 
individual rights and fieadoms in the event of conflict, and his description of mcasucs ncccssacy to 
protect cultural membership as "illlkral" (at 176-17 1) 

In this paper, I take a somewhat differtnt approach- I argue that 'equal 11krty to participate in, 
produce and enjoy one's own culture' is justified as an equaI basic h i  within the meaning of 
Rawls's fim principk. In other words, I am arguing for an extension of Raws's list of equal basic 
lilirtics. If my argument is succcssfirl, this has s e v d  implications- For example, it circumvents the 
choice/circumstances dcbafc (at last at the stage of establishing the basic h i ) ,  the various 
conmversics surrounding Rawls's second principle of justice and its priority, and questions rclatiog to 
the approprirtencss of cornparsation, such as those raised by Wesley Cooper. Roof of djsadvautagc 
would not be a prreOLdition to tstrbtighmat of the equzl basic b i ,  but would be one ( i i m t )  
factor relevant to the ~iculationof the rights, freedoms and institutional d e s  wbich specifL it, and the 
duties vsociated with m. Conflict between the ‘equal basic h i  to participate in, produce and 
enjoy one's own arlture' and other basic liberties would be resolved by ref-= to Rawls's conflict 
principles, and thcrcfort would not taise the specae of 'illr'beral" mcasum. 
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... KymlicWs insvumtlltal conception of d n m  docs not just discc,urage US 

fiom prtserviag distinctive cultures - it implies that there ue no distinctive culture to 
preserve. If my choice I rmLt is iafowd by my cultural history, aud no response to 
my cultmat history cur k inconsistent with my culture, I perpetuate my cuInuc w 
matter what choiccs I make. CBut d ] ~  every reaction to my culture, no matter how 
hostile, pcrpetuatt it? 

No doubt betwen onbodoq md rpostvy there is a continuum of adaptation 
which Lhc canccpt of culNal prc~~tyation somewhere arbitrarily severs. But to avoid 
this line-drawing problem by defining 3U ~Uftures as value-neutral is to prevent the 
drawing of l k  between cultures. If cultures arc indistinguishable, the right of 
culnual preservation is reduced to nonsense. (at 253) 

Finally, Bin& maintains that "Kymlicka's value-neutral notion of culture tcrics on an 
unrealistic distinction between past traditions and future gods". (at 254) 

. . . On one haad, as Kymlicka bimsclf aElmowlcdgcs, we choose among goals defined 
and made meaningful by tradition. Even in assessing the c o n s e q u ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~  of our actions 
for we popuiate the hture with people committed to the same traditions to 
which we art committed. 0x1 the other hand, in choosing a future, we also interpret 
tradition and so choose a pan. Just as we make the futart rnrnningfirl by linking it to 
the past, we makc thc past nvnningfiirl by imagining it as the portal to a better hture. 
(at 

In reducing tfadition to a value-neutral, decision-making tcchno10gy, 
Kymlicka imgine a temporal gap baween the bonds of mmmon culture and the 
contingc~cy of individual choice. He thcreby fotgcts thrt culture, although common, 
is itself M anam of contingency. The choices that culture informs arc never mtrtly 
private, because they rffcct the idauity of every -cipant in the dm. Why do 
participants in a cultwe so o h  contcst the umniug of its amstitutivcoditiom 
lnacad of politely apcmg to dhgrcc about future goals? The llwwer lies in the fact 
that by contesting a common past thy uc Pssatiag political claims over one mother's 
powers. TbeyrtfiuctoacpamtethdribdividtlPla&fIDmtheirrhuedhist~ry 
b e c r r u s c t b c y ~ ~ t o ~ t i o m o ~ c ~ ~ ~ t b c r - ~ ~ ~ ~ , t r e r t t h t ~ a a i v e  
Qtenninotion of their selves as a matter of individual choice. 

Any ugument for group mtcmmy brsod on r right of cultural pmewation 
must rhrav1aJge thu cultural -tiom me not simply inherited by individurls. They 
are common property that we can amkt use of only by invoking - or inventing - a 
common ptllpose. Culau# annot k dhmiled. (at 255) 
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l . Liberalism, Cb-ry and Culncre, note 1, at 176. ?hit exarpt reflects Kymlicka's 
perception of his dilemma. As Donald fml3ran notes, 

Kymlicka's attempt to fill in the gap he has found in his Rawlsian argumcnt seems to 
me to nm afoul of his own distinction between the character of a culture and its 
firnction as a context of choice. For his atgumcnt mts squahIy on the claim that the 
chmzaer of cultural e o m * t i c s  has a moral significance which political 
b t i tUt i0~~  and P ~ C C S  must rrsgeCt. h t  this p d d y  what the charaacr/COxlkXt 
distinca'on seems to deny. ( " h i m  and the Problan of Culwal Manbetship: A 
Critical Study of Kymlicka", (1991) 4 Canadian Jo& of Law and Jurispmdence 
401, at 416 (emphasis in original)) 

However, Kymlicka's resulting wilIingness to see the constitutive nature of cultural identity as 
"the result of contingent fm abut  existing forms of social lift, rather than of universal fcatutes of 
human thought and developmc~~t" (Kymliclta, at 176). and his suggestion that this connection between 
personal identity and cultwal membership may be explained in tenns of "sociological considetations 
about language, psychological considerations about how well people adjust to change, etc." (Leaihan, at 
417) provide a weak foundation for a claim to cultural mcmbcrship as a primary good. (Cmihan, at 
4171418) 

16. Josqh Raz describe5 the d i f f h n a  between iastrumcntal and hainsic vduc (and derivative 
and ultimate value) in his discussion of capacity for rights. 

Being of ultimate, i.c. non-dcrivativt [that is, not deriving its value from its 
amm'bution to somctbirrg ek] ,  value is being intrinsically valuable, LC. being 
valuable irdepardenty of ane's instnuncntal value. Something is iPstrumcntally 
valuable to the extent that it derives its vrluc from the value of its consequences, or 
from the value of the consequences it is likely to have, or h m  the value of the 
conseqwaccs it cm be used to produce. Having inainsic value is king vduable even 
apart from one's iPJtrumcDtd value. But not everything which is ioaiosically valuable 
is also of Ultimate value. 
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My proposed principle of capacity for rights entails that those who regard the 
exislcact and well-being of (some) dogs as merely dctivatively valuabk (even if thcy 
believe them to k intrinsically vduablc) are committed to the view that dogs can have 
no rights though we may have duties to pmtcct or promote their well-being. For such 
people dogs have the same m o d  standing that many ascrii to works of act. Thcir 
c xismcc is inainsicallyvaluable inatmuch as apprcct*ation of art is inninsically 
valuable. But their value is derivative and not ulthaw. It derives from their 
conm%ution to the weil-being of persons. 

. . . [Olrlly those whose well-being is of ultimate value can have rights . .. . 
(me Morality of Frendbm (Oxford: Clarendon Press, f 986) at 177) 

But ... rights [of which w o r n  of expression is an example] can be based on the 
iastrumenta.1 vaIw of the interests of such people* (at 180) 

17. For example. in a note to his disksion of Charles Taylor's position on historical 
communities, KymIicka stares that 

[plerhaps Taylor only meant to emphasize the way that cmmm.ity is important to 
individuals inninn'rsliy as well as insuumcntally. Since individuals are constituted by 
and tlmugh interaction with others in a network of cultural practice, there is no such 
thing as an individual prior to S O C I * ~ ~ ~ .  The value that society has to individuals is a 
non-contingcnt one. 

All of that is me. But it doesn't warrant Taylor's abandopmcbt of the plateau 
of individual equality. For the claim tbat individPJs, not commuaities, arc the 
ultimate btarcrs of m o d  value is simply a recognition of the scpantcness of 
eopscjol~m~~d. It mry well k rbat mcmbaahip in a community panidly defines my 
identity, md bcacc defines the conditions of my fioutishiag. But it is still me who 
d m  or flourisha, md it is my (and other i P d i v i U ' )  mftieripg or flourishing that 
gives COPrrmPlljty its monI aatus. As Galston says, 'While the fonnative power of 
society is surely decisive, it k n e v a t h c l ~  in&* that arc being shaped. I may 
rhmrenrythiagwithothcrs. But it isItbrtrhu#thcm-miadepcPdcat 
caucioumcs, r tcprrrtc locus of pleasure md pin, r cicmmd being with 
~ t o b c r d v r n a d o r ~  ... . A c a p u o E c o f t b i r f w x o f t h e ~  
ofCOMCiowacssQetnotfibracl~~qu#timoftbewrysirrwhich~~nwunity 
forms out intacEtr a d  ;Icntity. If Taylor's camm was with the impoarnce of 
amamity to individual welfare, then he has no huoa to rbrrndon the egalitarian 
plateau. @ikmkUm, Gmmmiry und Ckhre, note 1, at 244, note 3 (emphasis in 
0figiW) 
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in community, for many people, at least, is a hdarmtal  intrinsic good, not mmly a 
s t r i m m i l  condition for the avcatful pursuit of other goods or a means of aquiring 
them. In many cases the community that is most important in the individual's life will 
be a culnual (as opposed to a political, p ~ b f ~ o n a l ,  or d e t i c )  corrrmunity. Nothing 
in liberalism or its understaading of human good pnduda it from acicnowfcdging this 
basic truth. (Secession: Thc Mortzli@ of Poli'tr'cal Diwrcefiam Fon Sirmter to 
Lihuminr'rr and @&ec (Boulder, Colorado: Wcstview Ress, inc., 1991) at 34 
(emphasis in original)) 

19. Note chat LcnJhm uses the term 'well-kiag' differently fiom, and more namwly than, Raz. I 
descni Raz's approach to wcU-king later in this chapter. 

when communitarians say that Rawls is too 'individualistic' or too 'rationalistic', they 
need not be interpreted as saying that he has no place for culnue, society and history. 
It is rather that his unequivocal commitment to the primacy of autonomy pitches moral 
discussion about the self at a level which is simply too abstract to takc account of its 
intimate connection with some particular historical situation- Culture, to a pure 
rational will, can have no significance beyond the function of providing options - a 
mntcrt - in which it can cxcrcise its autonomy. What both communitarians and 
Kymlich have recognized, is tbat our particular relation to a piuticular culture has 
moral siBnificancc which the abstmx level of description docs not touch. This is the 
gap in the argument Kymlicka is trying to fill. 

Kymlickaisthustryingtomrlrt~ofsomcthingvgr important Ina 
nutshell, he is uying to situate the self  and st i l l  preserve its autonomy, somtthjllg he 
fcvs c o m m u n i m  cannot do. And, igdad, no one these days denies that there is 
sometiu'ng tight about 'situating' the self. The real issue is this: how fhr away from 
raticmht amceptions of the self a n  you go befm the notion of autonomy dhppam 
dto8ethcr? How piuticnlorized cm we makc the self WOE the will just disso1vts in a 
welter of socirl forces? Kymliclcr knows tbu if he gives the self over to history, its 
&story's) multifirrious, chaotic forws wiIl nuh in rmd ovczwbelm it. 
Deuching the mtonomous li'knl will fiom its Kurtian f m o n s  is a aim 
bushms. If we go too far, we lme it nrtrarl kfm the dements. Tbea it wil l  be lost. 
KymliclP, I think, aces a storm on the horkm- He fhn the loss of r finn f;buadation 
for both the self's right rad its power to rct raording to self-impossd, rationally 
justified, rtrabrds of morality. Rrwls, while claiming to eschew Kant's ontology, 
mains amugh of the firmcwork to provide a nrdder for such an ugumcnt. But, the 
c l # r i c u o n o f K y m l i c l u ' s i r u p ' v i n g i f d i r u ) i y c f i m , ~ ~ ~ g l l t ~ ~  
tightly to rutonomy steers one rwry not toward, a deeper m h t a d b g  of the 
monl daifil.-arr! of cultural mmbad@- ( ' L i i i i  ad tbe Problem of Culnrral 
Memknbip', note 15, at 419 (eqhash in original)) 

21. w s  dgaiks the idea of 'politicrl c€mmlaivism' in me following m e :  

Tbe principles of politicdjustice arc the result of r procsdurc of COOSttuCtion in 
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which rational persons (or tbcir reprt~~tatives), subject to reasonable conditions, 
adopt the principles to regulate the bpdc mUeW of society. 'Ibe principles that issue 
from r suitable proccdurt of OO-O~, one that properly CX~T~SSCS the requisite 
principles and eunccptions of practical reason, I tbinL of as tcasomble. The judgments 
those principlc~ support  SO fcaSdILab1~- Whm rhm a reasonable poliaul 
conception of justice, they havt a basis on which public discussion of fiJnAnmmtal 
political questions can proceed and be mamaably decided, not of course in aU cases 
but we hope in most cases of coLlStj~tiOPaf essentials auci matters of basic justrUStrcc. 
(Potitiu~l Libcrrrltjm, note 1, at xx) 

a constructivist view such as justice as fairness, and more general IibetaI ideas, do not 
begin fiam universal f i t  principks having authority in all cases. In justice as fairness 
thc principles of justice for the basic structure of society arc not suitable as fully 
general principles: They do not apply to all subjects, not to churches and universities, 
or to the basic stnrcnues of all societies, or to thc law of peoples. Rather, they are 
constructed by way of a reasonable procedure in which rationat parties adopt 
principles of justice for each kind of subject as it arises. Typically, a co~l~t~ctivist 
doctrine procads by taking up a scrics of subjects, starting, say, with principks of 
political justice for the basic saucture of a closed md scIf-comabd dcmocmtic 
society. That done, it that wotks forward to principles for the claims of hm 
g d o n s ,  outward to principk for the law of paoples, and inward to principles for 
special social questions. Each time the oomtmctivist procedurr is modified to fit the 
subject in question. In due course all the nuin principles am on hand, including those 
a#deb for tbt various politid duties and obtigations of individuals and assochiom. 
Thus, a~visth'kraldoctriwisuniversalinitsnrchonceitis extczsdedto 
give principles for dl politically relevant subjects, including r law of peoples for the 
most coarprehauive mbject, the politid society of peoples. Its authority hsts on the 
ptiDcipIcs md amceptions of pnctical reascm, but rlwrys on these as suitably djustcd 
t o r p p l y @ d i f f i r m t r u b j e c ~ ~ t b c y u i s e i n ~ ; ~ r l w q s ~ g ~ w e U  
that tbcJe ptiPciplcs arc adorsed on due ttd4Ction by the r ~ ~ ~ o a b l c  agents to whom 
the a w q m w b g  principles apply. ('Tbc Law of koples", note 1, a 46) 
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conception to be even pm*Uy comprchcnsivc, it must extend beyond the political md 
include nonpolitical values and virtues. (at 175) 

He then sets out the definition of 'reasonable comprehensive doctrines': 

[Reasonable comprehensive docttincs] have three main features. One is that a 
reasonable dOCtrirPC is m exercise of theoretical reason: it coven the major religious, 
philosophical, and moral aspects of human Iift in a more or less consistent and 
cobcmt ma~ler .  It organizes and chuMerites recognized values so that they arc 
compat'bIe with one ;mother and expms an intclligiileview of tbt world. Each 
domine will do this in ways that distinguish it fiom other doctrines, for example, by 
giving certain values a particular primacy and weight. In singling out which vaIues to 
count as especially significant and how to balance them when they conflict, a 
rcasonablc comphhcnsive doctrine is also an exercise of practical reason. Both 
theoretical and practical reason (including as appropriate the rational) are used 
together m its formulation. Finally, a third feature is that whik a teasonabIe 
comprehensive view is not ncccssarily fixed and unchanging, it normally belongs to, 
or draws upon, a tradition of thought and doctrine. Although stable over time, aad not 
subject to sudden and unexplained changes, it ttnds to evolve slowly in the light of 
what, fiom its point of view, it sees as g o d  and sufficient rcasom. (at 59) 

the diversity of muonable comprehensive religious, philosophical, and moral 
docttines found in madern democratic is not a mctt historical condition that 
may sum pass away; it is a prmPlcnt fconut of tht public culture of dtmocracy. 
Under the political d SUM COPditions secured by the basic rights rad h i e s  of 
fia institutions, 8 diversity of conflicting rrd inaconcilable - md what's more, 
msonrblt - cxrmphhmsivc doctrines will come about and pctsist if such diversity 
docs not d r d y  obtain. 
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Finally, he cmphasks that '[wle avoid excluding doctrines as unrearonable without strong 
grounds based on dear upcu of the reamnablc itself. O t b a w h  our roourn runs the danger of being 
arbitrary and exclusive*. (at 59) 

[Rlwanable persons will fhink it unreasonable to use political power, should they 
porse~s it. to repress comprchcnsive views that arc not unrrasonable. though diffcrcot 
from their own. (at 60) 

Since many doctrines arc seen to k reasonable, thost who insist, whcn 
fhdammtal political questions ate at stake, on what they take as true but others do 
not, seem to others simply to insist on their own beliefs whcn they have the political 
power to do so- Of course, those who do insist on their beliefs also insist that their 
beliefs alone are true: they impose their beliefs because, thcy say, their beliefs are 
true and not because they arc their beliefs. But this is a claim that all equa;tly could 
make; it is also a claim that cannot be made good by anyone to citizens generafly. So, 
whcn we make such claims others, who ah themselves reasonable, must count us as 
u~vcasonable. And indeed we are, as we want to use state power, the collective power 
of equal citizens, to prevent the rest fiom affimhg their not unreasonable views. 

. - . ~]casonable petsons see that the burdens of judgment set limits on what 
can be haSOILab1y justified to others, and so they mdorsc some form of I t i r ty  of 
conscience and M o m  of thought. (at 61) 

A comprehensive docttint, although reasonable most of the time, may lead to unreasonable 
cancIusions when it dots not support "a reasonable balance of political values". (at 243; set also 243, 
note 32 where Rawls argues that a comprehensive doctrine which denies the right to abortion, at least 
in the fint trimester, violates the ideal of public reason rmd thus leads to an unrcasonablt conclusion.) 

24. Rawls pditid h i  and how it lmdaamdr the idul of COPStitutiod 
democracy in tht following passage: 

fZlbnt conditions sean to be sufficient for society to k a f& md stable system of 
oodpcntim betwoen h e  md cqurl ci- who ue deeply divided by the reamable 
comprehensive docaioes thcy rffirm. F ' i ,  the basic strucnm of soc~*ety is  regulated 
by a politid amccption of justice; mmnd, this political cawpion is the focus of m 
0 v c i I r p p ' i ~  of ~ 1 e ~ r e h c n s i v t Q c t t i n c s ;  md third, public 
dirnlu;on,wha~umstitlltiOlU1racntids~~of~~ccuc~stakc, is 
conducted in terms of the political awepion of justice. (Poli t id tibedism, note 1, 
at 44) 

An ovcrlrpning consensus "cmsists of dl the rusoruble apposiug religious, philosophical, and 
moral doctriocs likely to persist over gQrmtjons and to pin I sizable body of rdbemts in r more or 
less jrrst amtitutiOIUl r q b ,  r rrgimc ia which the critaion of justice is tha political amception 
itself". (at 1s) 

Tlmc ~cuonrble oompdmsive Qctrirw a&me the political w o n  of justice "as giving 
the amtcnt of their political judgments on basic ipstitutions'. (at 39) 



mhe consensus goes down to the fimhumtal ideas within which justice as fairness is 
worked out. It supposes agnmmt dap enough to reach such ideas as those of 
society as a fair system of cooperation and of citizens as reasonable and rational, and 
hcr and equal. As for its breadth, it covers the principles and values of a political 
conception (in this case those of justice as fairness) and it applies to the basic structure 
as a whole. (at 149) 

Rawls distinguishes an overlapping amensus tiom a modus M ' d i .  In an overlapping 
consensus, the object of amsums, the political conception of justl*u, is a moral conception. It is also 
affirmed on moral grounds, "that is, it includes conccptiom of society and of citizens as persons, as 
well as principles of justice, and an account of the political virtues through which those principles are 
embodied in hum= characm and expressed in public lifew. (at 147) These two aspects of an 
overlapping consensus arc l i i  to a third, that of stability. 'This means that those who affirm the 
various views supporting tbe political conception will not withdraw their support of it should the 
relative strength of their view in society increase and cvencually became dominant". (at 148) 

25. Rawls, Polin'cal Libcrafism, note I, at 28; see also Rawls, "KaPtian Constnrctivism" , note 1, 
at 533 

26. Rawls, Politid Likalism, note 1 ,  at 98 

27. h w k ,  Polin'd t i k d i s m .  note 1, at 14. According to Rawls, 

[w fimdamauat organizing idca of justice as fainress, within which the other basic 
ideas are systcxdcally conntcted, is that of society as a fair system of coopcration 
over ti=, from OPC generation to the next. We start the exposition with this idca, 
which we take to k implicit in the public culture of a dcmocntic society. . . . 
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cooperation ... arc trying to achieve, when the scheme is viewed from their own 
standpoint. (at 15) 

28. RawIs, Political Libdism, note 1, at 15 

The 'public political culture' of a dcmncrasic society 

camprises the palitid institutions of a constitutional regime and the public traditions 
of their interpretation (including those of the judiciary), as well as historic texts and 
documents that arc comnron knowledge- Comprrhcosive doctrines of all kinds - 
rrligious, philosophical, and moral - belong to what we may call the "background 
culture" of civil sctciety. This is the cultme of the social, not of the political. It is the 
culture of daily life, of its many associations: churcfics and universities, Icamed and 
scientific societies, abd clubs and teams. to mention a few. In a democratic society 
there is a tradition of democratic thought, the content of which is at least familiar and 
inteIligible to the educated common seose of citizens generally. Society's main 
institutions, md their acccptcd forms of intcrpxetation, a seen as a fund of implicitly 
shared idcas and priuciples. (at 13) 

29. Dmise RCumc, 'Is Tbcrr a L i i  Conception of tbc Self?', (1984) 9 Queen's LPw Journal 
352, at 362- In this amtext, RQumt notes that 

"[i)n ddrrss'ig the public culturt of a dcmocntic society, Kantian constructivism 
hopcs to invoke a conception of the person implicitiy &firmed in that culture, or else 
one that would prove acceptable to cithms once it was propcrly presented and 
explained." Although Rawls docs not do so, one might hphmse this by saying that the 
conception of the fr# md monl person is itself justified m g h  the process of 
reflective equilririwr. On the one hand tbe copcc~tion must d o r m  to our 
comidadjudgmentsrboutw41tkindofpcrsom wcuc, d o n  tkothcritmust 
produce a choice rimtion which itsclfproduecs principles of justice that match our 
considered judgments. 
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Ktnncth Baynts makes a similar point: 

The principles of j&e arc ... not justified by a direct appeal to just any set of 
widely shared views, but by an appeal to views that have been critically rcfintd and 
adjusted in a process of reflective deIrion. (Tlic Nb-w Grounds of SmX 
Cn'ticism, Kant. Row&, H4bmMs (Albany: State University of New York Press, 
1992)- at 73) 

3 1. Political Liberalism, note 1, at 14 

32. Political Liberalism, note 1 ,  at 35 

33. Politic41 Liberalism, note 1 ,  at 35 

34. Political LikaIism, note 1 .  at 35. According to Baynes. 'this public conception of jdce is 
based upon reasonable bclicfs established by WideIy accepted methods of  inquiry (LC., it does not 
pttsuppost conmvcrsial metaphysical or religious doctrines) ". (Tiic N o ~ w  Grounds of Soad 
Cn'ticr';rm, note 29, at 55. quoting RawIs, 'Kaatian ChstmdVism", note 1, at 537) 

bowing that p p l e  art miopal we do not know the ends they will pursue, only that 
they will pursue them intelligently. KDowing that people arc reasonable where others 
arc conccnted, we know that they arc willing to govan their umdua by a principle 
h m  wbich Lbey and others can reason in comm~~l; and trasonnble people take into 
munt the a m q m c c s  of their Octjons on others' wcU-king. The disposition to be 
xwmablt is neither derived fiom nor opposed to the rational but it is iooompati'ble 
with egoism, as it b related to the disposition to act mrdly. (Politid Libcrrrlism, 
note 1, u 4 8 ,  note I) 
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when circumstaaces allow. (at 50) 

The rational is ..- a distinct idea from the rrosanablt and applits to a single, unified 
agat  (either an individual or corporate person) with the powers of judgment and 
deliwon in saldDg ends rad inmcsU pccuIiariy its own. The rational applies to 
how thee cnds and intaests arc adopted ;md affirmed. as well as to how they are 
given priority. It also applies to the choice of mcmr, in which case it is @ded by 
such fimilivprinciplcs as: to adopt the most effective nvann to ends, or to select the 
mort probable alt&ve, ohm things cgual. 

Yet rational agents arc not limited to mans& tcasoaing, as they may 
balaace final ends by their significance for their plau of He as a whole, and by how 
well these ends cohere with and complement one another. Nor art rational agents as 
such solely self-interested: that is, their intchsts arc not always inrcmts in benefits to 
themse1ves- Evtry interest is an interest of a self (agent), but not every interest is in 
bencfits to the self that has it- Meed, rational agents may hitve all kinds of affections 
for penom and attachments to communities and places, including love of country and 
of nature; and they m y  select and order their clads in various ways. (at SO) 

In justice as f m  the reasonable md the raiional arc taken as two distinct 
and bdqmdau basic ideas. Tbcy arc d h h t  in that &me is no thought of deriving 
oat from the other; in particular, thae is no thought of deriving the rcasonabk from 
the r a t i d .  (at 51) 

Justice 0s fairness rejects this idea. It d m  not try to derive the teasonable 
fiom the rational. IndnA, the attempt to do so may suggest that the reasonable is  not 
basic and needs a basis in a way the rational does not. Rather, within the idea of fair 
cOapctlti011tbtrusonab1tmdtbc~OPal~~0mp1~m~lltaryidcas.Erhism 
clement in this fmdamml idea md & amects with its dWnctive monl power, 
rrspectivvely, with the crprcity for a sense of ma md the mty for a amccption 
of the good. lhey work in tmALm to lPbCify the idea of fiir tams of cooperation, 
takhgintowxlxwnt tbekhdof s ~ c i r r t ~ o n i n q u d o n ,  t b e ~ o f  thepaaits 
mdthcir~withrcspecttooncmotbet. 

A h n t b e s b r r i c d i f i i ~ t h c ~ I e ~  tberrtioaalistbrtthe 
rmombIe is public in r wty the nt id  is m. This mems that it is by the 
reamable that we mter as cquds the public world of atbcts and rtrrd ready to 
propoat, ortoroeept, rsthccrrcnuy be, frirtamsofOOQPQltionwitbthcm. (at53) 
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[the idea of the originaI position] is introduced in order to work out which traditional 
conception of justice, or which variant of one of these c011ccptions. specifics tbe most 
appropriate principles for rralizing h i  and equality ona is viewed as a fair 
system of ampati00 behueen md equal citims. (Political Libcdism, note 1, at 
22) 

Justice as fainrcss recasts the doctrine of tbe social contract ... : the fair tams 
of social caopcration are conceived as agreed to by those engaged in it, that is, by 
fret and equal citizens who arc born into the in which they lead their lives. 
But their agtecmtot, like any other valid agrccmcnt, must be entered into under the 
appropriate conditions. In particular, these conditions must situate fne and equaI 
persons fairly and must not allow some penom greater bargaining advantages than 
others. Funhcr, such things as threats of force lad coercion, deception and fraud must 
be cxcludcd. *,. 

The reason the original position Cby means of the veil of ignorance] must abstract 
from and not be affected by the contingencies of thc social world is that the conditions 
for a fair agreemat on the principles of political justice between fict and equal 
persons must eiiminate the bargaining 9dvamqes tbat inevitably arise within the 
b&grod institutions of any society fiOm cumulative social, historicaI, and natural 
tendencies. These contingent idvantages and Pccideatal influences fiom the past 
should not rffect an agrament on the priacipks tbat arc to regulate the institutions of 
the basic stnrctwt itself fiom the present into the hturc. ... (at 23) 

Nrom what we bave said it is dear that the original position is to be seen as a device 
of r e p ~ o n  rod hence my agreement reached by the j d e s  must k regarded as 
both bypotbetical and WmhjStOricd. But if so, since hypothaical apemum cannot 
bind, what is the significance of the original position? The answer is implicit in what 
h a s ~ b e c n s d d :  itisgivmbytheroltof~vrrious feonucsof theoriginal 
position ai a Ma of repnseotrton. (a 24) 
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The mtudms of this condition Lics in pan in the f a  that fnu principles 
must be capable of is a public charter of a weU-ordcrcd society in perpetuity. 
Being UIlOOOditionaI, they always hold (under the circumstances of justice), and the 
knowledge of them must be open to individuals in any generation. Thus, to understand 
these principles should not require a knowledge of contingent particulars, and surely 
not a ref- to individuals or ;WOCiPions- (at 13 1) 

38. ~ccatdiog to hwls. 'ptinciples trr e k universal in application. They must hold for 
everyone in virmc of their king monl pcrscms". (A ?Itmy of J&ce, note 1, at 132) 

39. Rawk d g a i i  the condition of publicity as arising 

nanrrally from a contracwian standpoint. The panies asmme that they are choosing 
principles for a public conception of justice. They suppose that everyone will how 
about these principles all that he would know if their acceptance were the result of an 
agreement. Thus the general awareness of tbeir universal acceptance should have 
desirable effects and suppart the stability of social coapcration- ... The point of the 
publicity condition is to bave the parties evaluate conceptions of justice as publicly 
ackmwledged and m y  effdvc moral constitutions of social life. (A Ilreory of 
J&ce, note 1, at 133; see also Rawls, "Khnn'un Conmicfivism", note 1, at 537.) 

40. According to Rawls, 

[a] firrtber condition is that a conception of right most impose an ordering on 
conflicting claims. This hquirravnt springs directly fiom the role of its principles in 
adjusting competing demands. ... It is clearly desirable that a comzption of justice be 
complete, that is, able to otdtr all the claims that can arise (or tbat arc likcly to in 
m~).  ... me ordering must be] brsed on main relevant rspccts of persons and 
their situation wbich arc hdqdent fiom their s d d  position, or heir v i t y  to 
i n ~ r n d  coerce. (A l kmy  of Jbce, note 1, at 133) 



has reached its conflusion, the Question is senled. The claims of cxisting SOCI*~~ 
~na~~gements and of self-intcrtst have been duly allowed for. We cannot at the end 
count them a second time because we do not like the d t .  (A Wry of Jhce, note 
1, at 135) 

42. Tbe veil of ignomce ensu~~~  that the parties deciding the principles of justice in the origiaal 
position am uninfluenced by advantages stemming from morally arbitrary mntir~gencies of nature and 
social circumstances (Rawb, A Z k u r y  of Jii'ce, note 1, at 137, 252; Rawls, 'Kantian 
Consmctivism', note 1, at 523) or by partl*cular infocmation that "is not part of their representation as 
fnc and equal moral persons with a determinate (but unknown) conception of the good, unless rhis 
iaformation is necessary for a rational aghemcot to k ftacbcd". ("Kantian Consmctivism", at 549) 

Rawls d c s c r i i  the vcil of ignorance in A TIscory of J'rice: 

The idea of the original position is to set up a fair procedure so bat any priacip1es 
agreed to will be just. The aim is to use the notion of pun procedural justice as a 
basis of theory. Somehow we must nullifL the effects of special cuntingc11cies which 
put men at odds and tempt them to exploit social and nanual circumstauces to their 
own advantage. Now in order to do this I assume that the parties arc situated behind a 
vcil of ignorance. Tbey do not h o w  how the various alternatives will a f f a  their own 
panicular case and they are obliged to evduate principles solely on the basis of 
general ~ o n s .  (at 136) 

Aocording to M I S ,  among the c~scotial ftatuI# of the original position is that no one knows 
his place in society, his class position or social status, nor docs any one know his fomme in the 
distriiution of natura! assets awl abilities, his intcIligcllct, strength, his conception of she good, thc 
particulars of his rational plan of life, his specid psychological propensities such as aversion to risk or 
liability to optimism or pdmism, md the k. Nor do the panics know the pm*cular circumstaaccs 
of their own a c h y .  That is, they do not know its eamomic or political situation, or the level of 
civilizatimrnd culture it has ban able to achieve. Nor do they know to which generation they belong. 
The principfcs of justice are chosen kbind a veil of i-. This ensures that no aae is advantaged 
or disadvantaged ia the choice of principIes by the outcomt of naturaI chance or the umtioge~cy of 
Wcircumdroees. llurimk toruleouttborcprinciplesthrtitwould bentidtopropose br 
acccpwc only if opt kmw certain things thld arc i n t l m t  from the sandpint of justice. (at 12, 18, 
137) 

S i  dl are similarly situated rod m one is able a design priPcip1cs to fhvor his 
jmticulrr cnditiaa, the princip1cs of justice are the result of a fdf rsi#mcat or 
bargain. (at 12, 137) 
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the taws of human psychology. .-. (Tlhe parties arc presumed to know whatever 
geaeral fans affect the choice of the principles of j&e. (at 137) 

In Politid Likrolisrn, Rawls clarifies tbat pcople's panicular comprchcnsive docuints am 
also subject to the veil of ignorance. 

We Kt a political conception of junia for a democratic society viewed as a system 
of f& coopemion between f i e  and equal citizens who, as politically autonomous .. ., 
willingly accept the pubficly recognized p~ciplcs of justice specwing the fair terms 
of cooperation. However, the society in question is one in which there is diversity of 
amprchcnsive doctrines, all perfdy  masonable- This is the fact of reasonable 
pluralism, as apposed to the fact of pluralism as such. ... Now if all citizens are 
frecly to endorse the political conception of justice, that conception must be able to 
gain the support of citizens who affirm different and opposing though reasonable 
comprchc~sivc doctrines, in which case we have an overlapping consensus of 
reasonable doctrines. This suggests that we leave aside how people's comprehensive 
doctriats connect with the content of the political conception of justice and regard that 
conccnt as arising fiom the various fhhmaml ideas drawn h r n  the public political 
culture of a democradc society- We mode1 this by putting people's comprtbensive 
docaines behind tbe veil of ignorance. This enable [sic] us to find a political 
conception of justice that can k the focus of  an ovalrppiag tmmasus and thmby 
serve as a public basis of justificationin a society marked by the f a  of hasonable 
pluralism. (at 24, mu 27) 

We sirPply dcscrrii dl the parties in the .came way and sinrate thcm equally, that is, 
qmmetrically with respect to one another. Everyone has the same rights Pnd powers 
in the procedure for rrrbing agrmncnt, Now it is essential to justice as firirness that 
the original position k f& between upid moral persons so that this f m  can 
mmsfcr to the principla ahpred. (Rawls, 'Kmtim Consmactivism", note 1, at 550) 



45. Since the panics have no knowledge of what their so& position wiU k once the veil 
of ignorance it lifted and rince, @vat the list fiom which thcy must choose, there is 
reason for them to believe that the worst outcome is not so bad and the best is not so 
much kaa, it is hasonable for tkm to choosc that principle or sa of principles in 
which they will fvlc best if thcy tun out to be in the position of the worst off. 
(Baynes, Tiie Nonnative Ground3 of Son'& Cn'ticisnr , note 29, at 60) 

46. Politid fiberdim, note I,  at 29 1 - The principles of justice arc ordered serially by Rawls in 
'lcxical priority'. (For a discmion of Icxical priority, see note I.) 

Because this paper is eonccmcd only with expanding the category of equal basic Iibenies, it 
will not address the various controversies nurounding Rawls's treatment of the difference principle. 

47. According to Bayncs. "Rawls works h m  a certain 'ideal' of the person [t&e political 
conception] that he takes to k less conttovvefsial and more widely accepted - though not morally neutral 
- than the amre substantive conclusions about the principles of justice at which he arrives". (me 
Notmuzive Growds of Soctal Crin'cism, note 29, at 127) 

[t]he original position dots not introduce any fhnher m o d  assumptions than those 
alrcac!y pvided by the model-amcqti~~~ of the person and the well-otdcred society; 
but neither does it shift the context of qummt to the morally neutral U o r k  of 
rational choice, Rather, it is pan of an exercise to help clatifj. ideas that you and I 
who have been asked to fihd principles of justice already recognize, or at least would 
ncognizc upon due reflection. It is m ugumcntative device that Rawls introduces in a 
public dialogue quite literally with us. It thus becomes less important (md is not 
swprisiag) that the paties in the original position unanimously &oosc that two 
priociplts-rfterrll, thcywch~~~~tructcdtoselcctthem. W h r t m i s w b c t h e r  
we as fiet md equal &hens ... u?huwladgc tbt idcrs cmploycd in tht coasrmction 
of the original position as well as m its marlPr design. The reasoning that goes on 
insidcthtorigiaaIpositiani~ gut of r wmgcnmi argument thtwr rhouldrcccpt 
thepriacip1esthPswddkctLoscn~,mditisthismortg&rrgumcrrt~ 
rppuls to the pfuasc of rrr ovetlapping coasawus in our public culture. (at 73) 
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of pnonr in society represent only the rational: rhe panics agree to those princip1es 
which they believe are best for those they nprrscnt as seen f?om thee persons' 
conceptions of the good and their capacity to form, revise, and m * d y  to purme 
such a conception, so far as the parties can lcnow these things- Tbe reasonable, or 
petsons' @ty for a sense of justice. which here is their capacity to honor fair 
terms of social ampemion, is qmsamd by the various restrictions to which the 

am subject in the original position a d  by the amditions imposed on their 
rgrrcawat. When tbe principles of justice which arc adopted by the parties an 
~ ~ m e d u p a n b y e q u a l c i d z c a s i n s o c i c t y , c i t i E t n s t h t n ~ c t w i t h ~  
autonomy. . . . Fully autonomous persons . . . publicly acknowledge and act upon the 
fiir tcnns of &a1 coopmtion moved by the reasons specified by the s h a d  
principles of justice. 'the parties, however, am only rationaUy autonomous, since the 
constraints of the reasonable are simply imposed fiom without. Indeed, the rational 
autonomy of the parties is merely that of artificial agents who inhabit a construction 
designed to model the full conception of the person as both reasonable and rational. It 
is qua1 citizcns in a well-ordered society who are fully autonomous because they 
k l y  accept the constraints of the reasonable, and in so doing their political life 
reflects t h  copccption of the person which takes as fundamental their capacity for 
social cooperation. It is the full autonomy of active citizens which expresses the 
political ideal to k hali;tcd in the social world. (Political Liberalism, note 1, at 305) 

RawIs, Political Liberalism, note 1, at 34 

5 1. h w S ,  Polin'ad Liberalism, note 1, at 302 
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These two kinds of commiem~llts aud -1s - politid aad nonpoiiticd - 
sped@ mraI identity md give shape to a penon's way of We, what one sees oneself 
as doing md trying to accomplish in the social world. if we suddenly lost them, we 
would be disoriented md unable a sny on. In frt. thac  would be, we might thialr. 
no point in carrying on. But o w  conceptions of the good may and often do change 
over timc, usually slowly but somttimts rother suddenly. When these changes are 
sudden, we iue IilttIy to say that we arc no longer the same pmon. We how what 
this m: we refa to a p m f d  and pervasive shifi, or reversal, in our W ends 
and commitmcats; we =fa to our different moral (which includes our religious) 
identity. On the mad to Damascus Saul of Tarsus becomes Paul the Apostle. Yet such 
a conversion implies no ehaagc in our public or institutional identity, nor in our 
personal identity as this concept is understood by some writers in the pbilosaphy of 
mind. (at 30) 

53. Rawls, Polifical fiberdim, note I,  at 33 

54. Rawls, PolitiuaL fiberatism, note 1 ,  at 32 

55. RawIs, Poiifid Liberalism, note 1, at 33 

56. John Rawls. 'A Kantian Co~l#ption of Equality'. (1975) % Cambridge Review 94, at 94. See 
also Rawls, Politid Libmidism, note 1, at 19; Rawls, A Tiicory of Jdcc, note 1, at 504-512. 

58. Politid Likmlirm, note 1, at 335; 'TIE Basic L i e s a .  note I, at SO 

I will discuss the iole of the politid COII#Ption of the person in rbc context of the resolution 
of conflicts of rights in chapter 2. 

59. Thc o v d  rim of thc partics in the original position 
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idea of the person is specified, these intetc~u are viewed as basic and hence as 
normally regdative aad cffcdive. Somcont who has not dareloped and taunot 
cxcrcise the moral powers to the minimum rrquisite degree cmot be a normal and 
fUy  cooperating member of society over a complete life. From this it follows that as 
citizens' representatives the parties [i the original position] r d q t  principles that 
guarantee cmditions scaring for those powers their adequate development and MI 
exercise. 

In addition, we suppose that the paaks represent citizens regarded as having 
at any given time a dttcminate conception of the good, thu is, a conception specified 
by cmain definite final ends, lttachments, and loyalties to particular persans and 
institutions, and interpmed in the light of somc comprehensive religious, 
philosophical, or moral d o m e .  To be surc, the parties do not know the content of 
thest determinate conceptions, or the doctrines used to inttrprct them. But they still 
have a third higher-ordcr interest to guide them, for they must try to adapt priaciples 
of justice that amble the persons represcntd to protect aud advance some determinate 
(but unspecified) conceptions of rhc good over a compiete lik, allowing for possible 
changes of mind and conversions from one comprehensive conception to another. (at 
74) 

[TJk restrictions on information imposed by [the veil of igrmraact] mtan that the 
parties have only the three higher~rder intctcsts to guide their deli'kradons. Thcse 
lntmsts ue purely formal: for cxunple, tbt sense of justice is the highest-ordcr 
interest in developing snd exmising the capacity to understand, to apply, and to act 
from whateva principles of justice iue rationally rdaptcd by the partjts. This capacity 
assures the parties that once their mdcmkbg is made, it can be complied with and 
hence is not in vain; but that mmmce does not by it& hvor any particular 
principles of justice. Sirnilor amsiderations hold for the othcr two higberdrdcr 
uumsts. How, then, cau the mrlrt r rational a p a m t  on specific principles 
that M better designed thaa tbe other wriloblt rlternativcs to pmtea the dctcrminate 
mterests (conceptions of the good) of thost they rrprrscnt? 
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its justificationupon his political conception of the person. 

As Bayncs notes, once the principics of justice arc selected, the list of primary goods also 
provides a basis for 

a. mmpmmal comparison so tbat the dative well-being of representative members of 
a society can k dcmnhd. An indexing of the primpy goods, for example, &~CS 
the least-advantaged rcpfescntative group to be identified . . . . mhe notion of primary 
social goods provides a tool tbat cau be used by the social critic in assessing social 
institutions. (me Normcuiw Grout& of Sm*d Criticism, note 29, at 146; See also 
Politi'cal Liberafism, at 186) 

63. According to Rawls, 

[a] basic fcaturc of a well-ordered political society is that there is a public 
understanding not only about the Linds of claims it is appropriate for citizens to make 
when questions of political justice arise, but also a public understanding about how 
such claims ate to bc supported. . . . An effective political conception of justice 
includes ..- a political understanding of what is to be publicly racagnbi as citizcos' 
needs ad hence as a t l v ~ c o u s  for all. 

In political h i  the problem of intnperJonaI comparisons arises as 
follows: given the cdlicting ~~mprehcnsivt amceptions of  the good, how is it 
possible to rcrrch such a political t m b t d h g  of what arc to count as appropriate 
claims? . . . To find a rbrnd idea of citbm' good appropriate for political purposes, 
political l i b d b m  looks hr m idea of ntional obvantage within a politid conception 
thatisibdependentofmypatticulr~~mpnhcPsiveQarincandhcp#maybc the 
focus [sic] m ovetlppping comams- 
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65. RawIs notes that the 

role of this libmy is to &ow a sufficient material basis for a sense of personal 
iadependcncc and s~U-r#pect, both of which arc essential for the deve1opment and 
exercise of the monl powers. Two wider cotlccptious of the right of propeny as a 
basic 11- arc to be avoided. One conception e~1~11ds this right to include cenain 
rights of acquisition and bequest, as well as thc right to own means of production and 
nand rcsourccs. On the otha conception. the right of property includes the equal 
right to participate in the control of means of production and natural resources, which 
are to be socially owned. These wider conceptions arc not used because they cannot. I 
t&ink, be accounted for as necessary for the dcvc1opment and exercise of the moral 
powers. The merits of these and other concepuons of the right of property are decided 
at later stages when much more information about a society's circumstances and 
historical tradition is available. (Politic01 Liberalism, note 1, at 298) 

66. Rawls. A iheory of J . c e .  note 1. at 61 

68. Rawk, Politid tibem&m. note I, at 188 

69. Rawls nota, in his response to Hart in "The Basic Liberties and their Riority". note 1. at 4 
(reproduced in Politid tibcralh. notc 1, at 289). that 

the basic h i e s  and the grounds for thcit priority can be founded on the amception 
of citizens as fiet md equal persons ... . These tcvisions bring out that the basic 
h i e s  md their priority rest 'on asoncepion of the p n  that would be recognized 
ss Il'btral md not, as Hart thought, on -idctosions of rational interests alone. 
(Political UbeWkrn, at 290) 

71. 'Job flrwb' New Muhodoiogy : An Iot#ptaive Aceooatw , (1990) 35 Mffiill h w  Journal 
572, a583 

Politid Libemha, natt 1, at 8 

hfitid Likdikm, note 1, at 8; see also at 13-14 

Politid Libvralism, note 1, at 8 

Pblitiaaltibrrolism, note 1, a! 8; A lkory offwtia, notc 1, u 20-21.48-51. 120-121 
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76. Rawls, gJdce as Faintcss", note I, at 229 

77. Nielsen, 'Rawls' New Methodology', note 71, at 585, quoting Rawls, 'JWtice a Fairness'. 
note 1, at 231 

78. Nidsm, 'Rawls's New Mclhodologyw , notc '71. at 581 

79. *Justice as Fairnessm, notc 1, at 224, note 2 

8 1. 'Justice as Fairness*. notc I. at 223. Rawk has cxplicirly disavowed reliance upon 
metaphysical assumptions and 'moral truths' in his recent work: 

The search for reasonable grounds for reaching agreement rooted in our conception of 
ourselves and in our relation to society nplaces the search for moral truth interpreted 
as fixed by a prior and indcpeadent order of objects and relations, whether natural or 
divine, an order apart and distinct fiom how we conceive of oursclvcs. ("Kantian 
Consauctivism", note 1, at 519) 

we do not say that the procedure of coajtnrction makes, or produces, the order of 
moral values, ,. . mhe intuitionist says tbis order is irsdcpeadent and cunstimtes itself, 
as it were, Politid umtrwivism neither denies nor assas this. Rather it claims 
only tbat its procedure hpnscnts an order of politid values ptoeeeding fiom the 
values expressed by the principles of practical reason, in union with conceptions of 
society and person, to the vrlwt cxprrsscd by ccrtdn principles of political justice. 

82. Nicllco. 'Rrvls' New Methodoiogy'. note 71. at 578 (anpbasii in original) 

83. Rawls states that 
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In Poiitid tibcrolinn. note 1, Rawis daborates on the relatiobship between rcawnabI(~~~ess 
and mth by ref- to reasonable colllprrhcnsive doctrines ;md the elements neecssny to reach au 
ovcrlappirlg consensus: 

[Political m v i s m j  does not ... use (or deny) the concept of mth; nor does it 
qudon that eonccpt, not could it say that the concept of n t h  and its idca of the 
reasonable arc the same. Rather, within itself the political conception dots without the 
concept of mth. ... One thought is that the idea of the reasonable makes an 
over1appi.g coost~lsus of reasonable doctrines possible in ways the concept of truth 
may not- Yet, in any case, it is up to each comprchcnsive doctrine to say how its idea 
of the reasonable connects with its concept of truth, should it have one. (at 94; see 
also at xx, 127-128) 

84. *Kaotian Coastnrctivismw , note 1, at 519 

85. Tbu is, the -ety of which we who are fwd with the task of settling qgestions of justice are 
members. 

86. Pdiricol L ibdism,  note 1, a 20. So, for example, h w l s  assumes, for h e  purposes of 
argmau, that persons as citizens have all the capacities that enable them to be cooperating members of 
society. He thus puts "aside for the time being [certain] temporary disabiities and also permanent 
disabilities or nmtal disorders so were as to prevent people from being coopcratiag members of 
society in the wual sense. Thus, while we kgiD with an idea of tht person implicit in the public 
political culture, we idcalizc and simpw this idca in various ways in order to focus first on the main 
question". (at 20) In RawIs's procedure, once the main question is resolved, the principles of justice 
will be extaded to health care. 

87. Rawis's society in Polin'd LibarJism, note 1. is a) a modan somtimtid democracy, b) a 
closed society, c) whose many c~mpctiog reasonable amptcbcrwivc docaim arc the rcsult of the 
exercise of fice pto#ical rcrson within the frpmework of fi# institutions. 

**. Itrrumtth8ttbcbrricarpeturristh8t0faclosedrocicty:thrtis. wearcto 
rcgud it rs seW- md 8s hnring no rclrtions with other suciaia. Its 
manbers aucr it only by birth and lcwe it only by death. Tbis allows us to speak of 
Oum as born into r where they will l e d  r complete life. lhu e society is 
c l o d  is r cmsidmble rbraraicm, justified only because it mab1es us to focus on 
ccnrin~~cmsficefromdistnctingdarils.(rt12) 
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sufticicat tnd has a place for all the main purposes of human lift. It is also c I d  ..., 
in that entry into it is only by birth ad exit from it is only by death. We have no 
prior identity before being in socicty: it is not as if we came fmm somewbc~c but 
rather we f '  O U ~ S ~ ~ V C S  growing up in this society in this social position, with its 
anmdant advantages and disadvantages, as our good or ill fotnurt would &ve it. For 
the mommt we leave aside entirely rdations with other and postpone all 
qpcstions of jda between peoples until a conception of justice for a weil-ordcnd 
sociay is on &and. Thus, we are not seen as joining society at the age of reason, as 
we might join an assochion, but as being born into society where we will lead a 
complete We. (at 40; sce also RawIs, 'Kdm Construdvism", note 1, at 536) 

Rawls is working, for the sake of simplicity, from the model of a society from wbich 
I~hxalism originated. When he speaks of comprehensive doctrines, he describes them as being 
generated by hw practical reason within a fhmework of fiee institutions or, in other words, internally 
generated- He specifically docs not deal with forms of diversity which &st in an open society 
containing different ethnic and cultural groups. Nor does he deal, in Political Liberalism, with the 
question of just relations betwen peoples. 

88. Rawls states that the conccms of politid libcnlism arc moccd in its historid origins, in 
particular, religious conflict within Christianity sincc thc Reformation, 

. . . mhe historical origin of politid 11'bcralijm (and of IriPlism more 
generally) is the Refonnation and its aftemu&, with the long controversies over 
hligious toleration in the sixteeath and seventeenth centuries. SomabiDg like the 
modem uedcntladiag of libcxty of conscience and fiadom of thought bcgau then. . . . 
Of course, 0th umtnwersics arc ~ISO of crucial importance, such as chose over 
limiting the powers of rbsolutc monarchs by appropriating principles of constitutiomd 
design p m d a g  basic rights rrmd h'berties. 

Yet despite the significauce of other controversies and of principles addressed 
to s a h g  them, the fwx of religious division muins. For this mmn, political 
h i  the k t  of teasonable plunlitm as a plvrnlism of comprehcpsive 
docttioer, inciuding both religims lad MlPIfligious doctrines. (Polin'aPILibrrrrlism, 
note 1, u raiv) 



either marl mntlict modcrated omly by c h m s m c c  md exhaustion, or cquJ hkny 
of md fiadom of thought. Except on the basis of these last, m y  
founded and publicly tccognkl, no -1t political conception of jdce is 
possible. Politicat liibcmbm starts by uljng to hm the absolute depth of that 
irreconcilable latent confiict. (at xxv) 

It may sam that my emphasis on the Reformation and the long controversy 
about toleration as the origin of liberalism is dated in terms of the problem of 
contemporary political life. Among our most basic problems are those of race, 
cthnicity, and gender. These may seem of an altogctbcr different character calling for 
different principles of justice, which 27lmry docs not discuss. 

.-- Nbat work set out to offer an account of political and social justice that 
is more satisfactory than the 1cading fhiliar traditional conceptions. To this end it 
limited itself. .. to a family of classid problems that had been at the center of the 
historical debates concerning the moral aud political stnrcnuc of the modem 
democratic state. Hence it tfcats the grounds of the basic religious and political 
Ii'bertics, aud of the basic rights of citizens in civil including here fr#dorn of 
movement and fair equality of opporNnity, the right of personal property, and the 
protections of the rule of law- It also takes up the justice of eoonomic and social 
inequalities in a society in which citizens arc viewed as fke and equal. But nwry 
leaves aside for the most pan the -on of the claims of dcmoctacy in the firm and 
workplace, as well as tbat of justice between states (or peoples as I p e r  to say); it 
barely nmtions m i v e  justice and the protection of the eavirwment or tht 
preservatim of wildlife. 0th- major matters arc omitted, for example, the justice of 
d in the M y ,  though I do rsspmC that in some form the tomily is just. The 
tmderlyhg USUmptjon is  that r CoIICcption of justice worked up by focusing on a fiw 
long-standing classical problem should be correct, or at least provide guidelines for 
addressing firrther questions. !Such is the rationale of focuJing on r few main and 
enduring cla&cal pmblcms. (at xxviii) 

This would respond in part to Si'byl A. S c h w ~ ' s  &idan of Rawb for 
~ u s i v c # s s  in mRrwIs, Hegd, and CommrmiUrirnisma, (1991) 19 Politid Theory 539. Sbe is 
critical of Rawls's exclusion of "imporcant, shred mnl ards we in fact hold in oommon, namely, 
economic and ... %productive" om' (LC. f d y ,  child rad home cue)' from the public sphere (at 
561). 

Howtver, Doppclt is also critical of flrwls's political ~ ~ ~ # p t i o n  of the person u 
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undctinclusive. Although it captures 'a 'denmmtic' conception of persons underlying one major pan 
of our tzadjticm' (a 438). it excludes rival social ideals, other 'dimamions of personhood which 
#lurlly marl to the rationality of modern Iocirl life ad d i a  with the Kantian cunoeptionw (at 
415). These would iadude. for example, a 'bourgeois' or competitive individualist conception of the 
penon (at 438) and Judeo-Christian and patriarchal ideals of human agency, personhood md social 
justice (at 442, 447). According to DoppcIt, 

the murca of the original position for detcrminiag social justice depends on the 
recognition of one ideal of petsonhood supremely regulative in this starrdpoint. It lacks 
the resources for choosing between or othcwise mediating rivd ideals of personhood 
in the standpoint of moral justice. Under these conditions, entering the original 
position loses its normative force and rationale - as a device for representing our 
moral identity or as a framework for resolving the basic conflicts concerning social 
justice. The ongoing debate or disagreement in our society concerning the rclative 
merits and urgcacy of these rival ideals of pcrsonbood and social justice in contexts 
whert they come into conflict wiU simply be duplicated in the original position. (at 
443) 

so, for cxampie, 

[a] stress on the bourgeois ideal may l e d  the &liberators [in the original position] to 
favor a principle of equal h i  in which various capitalist market freedoms and 
propcrty rig& are prior to, or at least on an equal footing with, the democratic civil 
and political hirties central to Rawls' first principle. Similarly, a sthss on the 
bourgeois idtal of economic self-support may lead to an outright rejection of his 
principle of tedistn'butive economic justice . . . , (a 441) 

[t]he knowledge tbat such d c t s  arc built info our shared tnditions of judgment 
mphs that we go bqond a haection upon tdition itself in order to mkstmd the 
whole w q  of Irfe informed by rmd reflected in tnditions of thought. Our intchst is to 
dacrmioe wbaher our Wtions expmss a way of lifc involving widejprcad 
~ i n s i o 0 3 r a d i ~ w b i c b r r c b o r m d t o b e t h w ~ i n ~ e ~ b y t h t  
conditions of 1 3 1  which thcy justify. Our inurest is also to dctcmhc whether this 
pattern of fhmmted iAtlli is  avoidable thnwgh rlttraptive nonnative md institutional 
poasriititr. Finally we need to lmow whether the ~ o n r o f  our tndjtions 
rad M s  wbich might dter tbcst pattans of fiusnted mpintions invoives m 
intolerable abmdommt of the core of these ideals or a more r a t i d  embodimtat of 
their ccntnl clrinrr. (i0 446 (cmpbuis in otiginrf)) 

If Rmls's politid of the person is not a complete rcprcdc~ltation of the idcals 
implicit in our pblic culture (on this point, see the discussion at note 29). md if other equally 
hqmtant id& conflict with tbe politid coaapticm of the person, Rawls'a ugument may be 
vulnerable to this typc of criticism. 

HOWCVC~, I should emphasize that, in this paper, I do not attempt to respond to criticisms of 



Rawls's theory, but only to explore the implications of hL mcthod01ogy for the recognition of p u p  
rights and the t m ! n ~ ~ ~ t  of fights d bedoms in conflict. In othcr words, I am content to take 
Rawls's argamcnt as a given and to explore its boundaries. I should also note that my concern is to 
argue &at the 'equal basic Il'kny to participate in, product Prd enjoy one's own culture* is a liberty 
under RawIs's fim ptinCipIc. Provided it has the same priority as the other equal basic Liirtics 
(whatever they may be), I am not cotlccrned, for the sake of the argument in this paper, 
what tbac priority might pmount to in miation to the primary goods protcctui by the second principle. 
This king said, it docs strike mt that my prgumcnt for 'aqual h'berty to participate in, produce and 
enjoy one's own culture' as an extension of the social primary goods contemplated by Rawls's first 
p ~ c i p l e  benefits fiom Doppclt's deface of Rawls's mxnt methodology while circumventing in large 
part tbc nmifications of his criacpc, which would seem mainly (although, admittedly, not exclusively) 
to affect the second principle of justice. 

91. "me Priority of Abstract Right', note 4. at 289 (emphasis in original) 

92. *The Priority of Abstract Rightw, note 4, at 290 

93. On this point, Beman states that 

[Qt is the public co~lccption of justice, framed in terms that an catcgorially distinct 
b m  individuals' clonaptiom of tbe good, that provides the context within which ends 
may be @Maissibly) chosen. But, of course, this public conception of justice rests on 
the priority of the basic h i e s .  ("The Priority of Abstract Rightw, note 4, at 290) 

94. Liboalism. Cowrmunity ond Chilure, note 1, at I92 

95. RawIs &fine equal libary of collscfllSCfence as including "the fmdom and integrity of the 
intenral life of religious amciatiom and the libcay of penons to detcrmine their religious affiliations in 
social umditions that are fret' . (Poln'd UkmiZsm, note 1, u 341) 

96. Politid Ukmllism, note 1, at 3 12 
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Let us now turn to considentitms relating to the capacity for a conaption of the 
good. This capacity was earlier defined u a capacity to form. to revise, and rationally to 
pursue a determinate conception of the good. H m  there art two closely related grounds, since 
this capacity can k viewed in two ways. In the first way, the adequate developmmt and 
exercise of this capacity, as c i m m m c e  require, is regarded as a means to a person's good; 
and as a meam it is not (by definition) part of chis pcrson's determinate conception of the 
god. Persons exercise this power in ratioaally pursuing their final ends and in articulating 
their notions of a compiete life. At any given mmnt this power serves the detaminate 
conception of the good then affirmed; but the role of this power in forming other and more 
rational conceptions of the good and in revising existing ones must not be overlooked. There is 
no guarantee that all aspects of our present way of life are the most rational for us and not in 
need of at least minor if not major revision. For tbuc masons the adequate and full exercise of 
the capacity for a conception of the good is a means to a person's good. Thus, on the 
assumption that lt'bcrty of conscience, and therefore the liberty to fall into m r  and to make 
mistakes, is among the social conditions necessary for the development and exercise of this 
power, the parties have another ground for adopting principles that guarantee this basic liberty. 
(Political Liberalism, note 1, at 3 12) 

The scoond way of regarding the capacity for a conception of the good lads 
to a funher puud for h i  of conscie~ct. This ground rests on the broad scope 
aud the regulative mure of this capacity and tbt inherent p ~ c i p l t s  that guide its 
operations (the principles of rational dcliiration). These funrrrs of this capacity 
d l e  us to think of our~clves as affirming our way of life in rcordrnee with the 
fbU, deii'knrt, and m s o d  amisc of our intellecwl and monl powers. And this 
ratiody Pffirmed relation between our deh'bctptive rrsuoa ad our way of life itself 
~CCUIXES part of our dctmnio;rtt c o ~ t i o n  of the good, This possibility is amtained 
in !he conaption of the person. Thus, in ldditim to ow beliefs being mrc, our 
rtionsright,&our~g~,we~rlso~vetorpprcciuewlryourbelic~ut 
me, our d o n s  r u t ,  rad our ads good and suitable for us, As Mill would say, we 
mry seek to rmfrt our amccptim of the good 'out own"; we arc not content to accept 
it mdy-mdc fiom our society or social peas. Of come, the copc~ption we rffitm 
n d  not k peculiar to us, or a copecptl*on we haw, as it were, fishiopcd for 
mmelvcs; nthcr we nuy affim a rcIigious, pbilOQOPhid, or monl trditi011 in which 
wcbrvtkeonisadmdoduEl;red,radwhicbwefind,rstbtrgeofnrson,toka 
~ o f ~ ~ ~ ~ l o y J t i e . l a t h i s ~ w h u w e r f f i r m i s a t n d j t i 0 1 1 t b a t  
~ ~ m d ~ w b i c h m e e t t h e ~ o f ~ n r s o n r P d w b i c h r n s w c r t o  
our deepest desires and affkaions. Of caursc, many pcnons may not examine their 
r t q u i r a d k l i e f i m d a d s b u t t r k e t h e m m f i i r h , o r b e ~ t b p t t h c y ~ p c ~  
of astom ad tdition. They me not to be criticid for this, for in the liberal view 
tbeh is no politid or rocirl evaluation of the good within the iimits permitted by 
justict. 

In this way of regarding the capacity for a conception of the good, tbis 
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capacity is not a means to but is m cssentid part of a determinate conception of the 
good. 'Ihe distinctive plpcc in justice as fiiracss of this conccptim is that it ambles us 
to view our final aims and loyalties in a way that rtalizcs to the fuI1 extent one of the 
moral powers in terms of which penom ne charancrized in this politid conception 
of jusice. For this conception of the good to k possible we must be allowed, evctl 
more plainly tban in the case of tbe pteceding ground, to fall into mor and to make 
misakes within the limits cstabliskd by the basic hies, In o a r  to guarantee the 
possibility of this conaption of the good, the parties, as our teprcscntafivcs, dopt 
principles which protect h i  of (at 313 (emphasis in original)) 

102. Politid Libet~Iism, note 1, at 3 14 

103. me Morality of Freedom. note 16. at 307-3 13 

104. I think it is frir to say that social forms constitute culture. However, it is not necessary to the 
argument I am making in this chapter that social f o m  be shown to wnstitute culture. It is sufficient 
that specific social forms be associated with each culture, 

105. An obvious corollaxy of this position, but one which may mait emphasis, is that there is no 
legitimate basis for obliging a group claiming a right rclated to cufturt to jwtifjr a dcpamue fimm the 
types of goods or duties lssociated with rights or fiadoms related to religion. 

Rather, as I explain in chapter 2, the process of specification md djustmcnt of the basic 
Ir'bntics is driven by rcftf~~lcc to the uniqye and partl*cular role of each h i  vis-a-vis one or both of 
the two moral pawen in one or both of the two iidamntal cases. The whievcmc~lt of a fully 
adcquate scheme of equal basic h i e s  is judged by ref- to the criterion of significance. 

3- Culture is passed Etom one gcncntion to mother by learning nther than by 
instipct, 

("Emis in Dclgamuuh An Antbmpologid Penpective', Abon$inal mrle in British Colwnbia: 
Ddg411LUUkW v. the Queen, Fmk CIJtidy, ad., (Lrmaville, B.C.: Oolichrn Books, mi Manaal: The 
Institute for Rcserrch on Public Policy, 1992) 221, at 224 (cmphuis in &&id). A& cites the 
f o U d g  authors for these ~ t i o p s :  D. Bucs and F. Plog, Cblnvol Amhq&gy, 3rd cd. (New 
York: McGnw-Hill Publishing Co., lm), u 7, 18; Kcith Otterbein, Cbqaamivy CkIturrrt AMtysis: 
An lnttodvdion ro Antirnrpology (New York: Halt, Riaehra md Winston, 1972). at 1: Abnbanr 



Rosman and P. Rubel. ?lac Tqpany of a*un: An Introdurnion to Cicltural Anthropology, 3rd ed. 
(New Yo*: Random House, 1989). at 7; Enat Schusky. llrc S- of CirInuai huhropZ08y (New 
Yo&: Holt, I b b r t  and WlIIStOn, 1975), iU 15; Marvin Hank, CWnrre, People, Nhture: An 
InrfOdllaron to W a f  A n t h p o m ,  5th ed. (New York: Hatper and Row Publishets, 1988). at 123.) 

Michel Lciris bas stated tbat 

Ms culture ... comprehends rll that is inherited or mmmitted through society, it 
foliows that its individual clemaus arc proponionattly diverse. They include not only 
W f s ,  knowledge, sentiments and literature [which includes oral literature] .. ., but 
the language or other systems of symbols wbich arc their vthicles. Other elements are 
the rules of kinship, methods of education, forms of government and all  the fashions 
followed in social relations. Gesnues, M l y  attitudes and even facial expressions are 
also included, since they are in large mtafllrr acquind by tht community through 
education or imitation; and so, among the mattfiat elexxunts, are fashions in housing 
and clothing and ranges of tools. manufbctures and -stic production, all of which 
are to some extent traditional. Far fkom being restricted to or identical with what is 
commOLL(y impiied in describing a person as 'cultured' or ochcrwise (i.c. having a 
greater or Icssn sum of knowledge of a greater or lesscr variety of the principal 
brauchcs of arts, letters and science in their Western forms), that is, the oraamrntal 
culture which is mainly an outcmp of the vaster mass which conditions it and of 
wbich it is only a partial expression, cuIture in tbe truc [broader] sense should be 
regarded as comprising the whole more or less cohnent suuctwt of concepts, 
m t s ,  mechanisms, institutions, and objects whicb explicitly or implicitly 
condition the conduct of members of a p u p .  

Inthisumtcxt, agrotp's btureisasaulytheproductofitsd~as its 
culture is of its past, for its culture both epitomises its past apience (what has been 
mahdof the rrsponse~ of its wmbm in C l t i i e r g ~ o n s  to the situations and 
pblcmswhicbCOLLfiOIltedthem)rpddso-mdrsa#mscqueacc-pn,videscach 
new gcaauion with a starting point (a systcm of des  md models of behaviour, 
vduts, coa#pts, techniques, ipstrumeats, ctc.) rouad which it will plaa its way of life 
d o n  wbichtheindividwlwilldnw to lomccmcnt, and which hewill apply inhis 
own way md according to his own means in the specific situation amfionting him. 
Thw it is  mnmhing wbicb can wvct be rtgadal as M fot eva, but is constantly 
-0iPg m g e .  80 meZimcS smJl emugh or dow mough to be almost 
impnapti'blc or to runain long unnoticed, so- of RIcb scope or speed as to 
spep molutiooly. ('Race od Culture'. Im Kppt. d.. R4a. Sdancr ad 
Way (Paris: Tbe Unesco Pms d Ldon: Oeorge All= md Unwin W., 1975) 
135, u 149) 

To judge of the importance of his culture as a f m r  in the f o d o n  of the 
individurl'spersoarlity,wcrwdoalyrrmember~itirnotmae1yinthcformof 
the hcriugt hmanl down to him through education that his group's culture rffects 
him: it ccmditio~ls bis whole ~~. . .. 

In g&, the individuat i s  so thoroughly &tioLLCd by his d t w r  that 
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even in the satisfaction of his most e I ~ m t ~ l q  nccds - those which may be classified 
as biological . . . - he only breaks frrt of tk bonds of custom in the most exceptional 
circumstan~t~ ... . (at 152) 

... [Tlhc cultural environmart is a factor of primary importaucc not mcdy because it 
dctamincs what the individual learns and how he learns it, but because it is in the 
strict sense the 'environment' within which and in terms of which he naas. (at 153) 

Rccent cuinual studies have shifted away fiom seeing culnur~ as isolated societies, i n t c d y  
homogentous and extenrally distinctive and bounded: "Cultural change or culturaI evolution does not 
operate on isolated socictics but always on intcrco~cctcd systems in which societies arc variousIy 
W e d  within wider 'social fields'". (Michael Carrithers, Wiry Humrnt Have Cultures, Explaining 
An~hropology and Social Diversity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992)- at 25, quoting E. Woif, 
Europe and the People Hisrory (London: University of California Press, 1982), at 76) The 
ttsult is that cultures arc inmasingly seen as having a mutable and metamorphic quality. (See c.g, 
Carrithers, at 12-33) 

The change of focuf is  "from the centres of cultures and their societies to their peripheries and 
the rclati011~ ktwem them; and h m  a more or lcss static description of their cbaractm'stics to the 
dynamic one of processes in which they are involved." (Carfithers, at 27) Another way of dcscri'bing 
this shift is h r n  "static wholes" to "animatad in-ktwcem'. (Canithers, at 28) 

My purpose in tbis papa is not to ideati@ what constitutes cufnue, other than to the minimal 
extent accessary to show h e  impartimcc of cultuhs to their members. So I do not intend to enter the 
debate about theoretical and mcthodo10gical issue in thc study of culture (dcscn i  for example, in 
Rosa- Billington, Shathgh Smwbridgt, Lmorc Grrcasidcs, Annette Fitzsimons, CbInrre clrrd 
Sdefy: A Sodo~gy of atltute (bndcm: MacMiuan -on Ltd., 1991)). My concern is not with 
the 'CCI~VCS' of cultures, but with the intcrrticm at their peripheries. In particular, I am concerned, not 
with any cox&vable irrtttlctims betwan cultures which include, for example, extinction or 
assimilation by force of arms or numbers, but only with the intenctiom justifiable within a Rawlsian 
dys is .  There is no doubt that cultures am be extinguished or assimilated. History - Canadian history 
- is prwf of that. The question is whether extinctian or assimilation may be justified in a h'kral 
dcmocncy, d if not, what limitations rrrd Obligations arc p W  on patem of intctsction between 
cultures. 



110. Raz states that the awcept of individual well-being "capturn one crucial evaluation of a 
person's lik: how good or Ncccssful is it fiom his point of view?" fnil Momli. of Freedom, note 16, 
at 289) In this context, Raz states that 

[ilt is best undcntood by excIuding what does not belong to it. It is not an evaluation 
of his conm'bution to the well-being of others, or to culnuc, or to the ecosystem, etc. 
Thc distinction should m t  be ~onfustd with the distinction between personal or 
'prudential' hasons on the oat hand, and mod or impersonal reasons of some other 
kind. Nor do we assume that a petson's well-being is secured by pursuing 'prudential' 
reasons, or reasons of self-interest. When judging a person's well-being one is judging 
the success or failure of his life, not the mcaus of that success or failure. (at 289) 

1 1 1. Tile MoraIi~ of Freedom, note 16, at 321 

According to Rat, "it is generally the case that the value of various situations for a particular 
person depends to a large extent on his actual goals, as they are or will be throughout his life." (at 290) 
The main exceptions to this rule arc biologically determined nceds and desires. Yet, "while there is no 
denying the impomce of the biologically determined wants for the well-being of a person, it is clear 
that they are not the only detcrminaats of that well-being- Much depends on his other goals . *. " . (at 
290). 'I use the term [goals] broadly to cover [a person's] projects, plans, relationships, ambitions, 
commitmcpts, and tbe like." (at 291) 

Raz's definition of 'gods' therefore appears to coincide with RawIs's description of 
'conceptions of the good, aims and attachmrots*. It shodd k emphasized that it is not limited to goals 
that arc self-serving. 

Tbe firnction of a person's goals in dctcnnining well-being is important because, according to 
Raz, "improving the well-being of a penon can normally only be: done thugh  his goals". (at 291) 

1 12. lk Morality of Freadom, note 16. at 321 

According to Raz, "imponant goals form acsred stntcnucs. Thcy am comprcbtbsive goals in 
which ue embedded as COlUtitucnt pras more limited gods" (at 321). 

Other things being equal, if r god pamcrtes rfl aspea of one's lift it, md ~ O I I S  

it, arc mxe impotunttbrnif itafketsonfyr shortspanof one's lifeor only 
r few aspects of it- ... [R)elative to each person, other things being equal, his more 
pervasive goals arc more i m p o m  to his well-being than his Icss pervasive ones. (at 
293) 
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1 13. a Mordity of Freedom, note 16, at 309 

114. l%e Morality of Freedom, note 16, at 308 

As a d t ,  'a person's well-being depends to a large extent on success in socially defined and 
dctcxmined p-ts and activitiesw. (at 309) 

Raz presents two reasons for the argument that comprehensive goals are based on social fotms. 

The fitst shows that individal bchaviour would not have the significance it has but 
for the existence of social forms. The second is to the effect that, even if the first 
were not the case, individuats would not have been abIe to acquire and maintain their 
goals except through continuous familiarity with the social forms. 

Fit and most obviously, some comprehensive goals require social 
institutions for their very possibility. One cannot pursue a legd career except in a 
society govcrned by law . .. . (at 310) 

mhe reasons we are considc~g arc fm-reaching indeed. ... [Elngaging in the same 
rtivitits will play a diffchllt role, have a different significance in the life of the 
individual depcllding on social practices and attitudes to such activities. (at 3 11) 

The second group of reasons for the thesis that one can only have 
oamprchcnsive goals which are based on social forms does wt depend on the fact that 
the significance of the gods is conditioned by the existence of an appropriate social 
form. Rather, taldng that for granted, they point to the fan that an individual cannot 
mpk the goal by explicit deliberation. It cpl be rquircd onIy by habituation. (at 
31 I) 

Raz of* as examples relations between spouses, or parenral bthaviour and continues: 

It is of course not d y  the lmdng which h not explicit. Even ancc the 
prncnrs of behrviouf brvt been larnt much, inAwvl mst, of our behaviour remains 
based on 1- rcmi--luto~*c rrrpolues (i.e. ones which we can, usually with some 
effort, ~~~~~,butwhichwemdydonotdelr'btrsstollmdwbicbwerstmt 
explicitly a w m  of). Oftcn evm where such q m n s e  a n  be dclibentt they should 



not be. They acquire their sigaificiaftce from the faEt that they are not. We value their 
spontandty, their instinctive, non-reflective immediacy. 

Furthermore, often when the god umcerns interaction between pcopIe, its 
vcry possibility depends on the partners having wmct expectations concerning the 
lnrlning of other peopk's bebaviour. The significance of a thousand tiny clues of 
what is known as body language contn'bute, indeed arc ohm esxnrial, to the succtss 
of the developing relatioaship. All t h e  arc derived from the common culture, from 
the shared social forms, and though they receive the individual stamp of each person, 
their foundation in sharcd social fonns is continuing and lasting. lust as the eye 
continues to guide the hand all the way to its target, and is not limited to determining 
its original trajectory, so ow continued awarmcss of the common culture continuously 
nourishes a d  dirccts our bchaviour in pursuit of our goals. (at 31 1) 

1 15. Thc Morality of Freedom, note 16, at 348 

1 17. Thr Morality of Freedom, note 16, at 309 

That 'oppositional cultures' and 'countrculturrs' may also ultimate1y be incorporated into 
dominant cdtunl social forms is exemplified by tbt recent description of Allen Ginsberg's once 
"subversive" pocm Howl as Wassic", "the grcat American poem of the postwar era". (The Ottawa 
Citizen, March 13, 1994) 

l?u Morality of Fre&m, note 16, at 291. 

'The Idea of an Overlapping Conseasus", ~ o t c  1, at 4 

Note 1, at S42 

[t]k ... t ime  gramds for h i  of caucicocc arc relued as follows. In the fim, co~ccptions 
ofthegoodme regdedu givenmd firmlyrootui; Imdsinccthaeis rplunlityof such 
conceptions, c&, as it were, noa-1ygotirbler the parties ~~ that behid the veil of 
ignorrnoe the principles of justice which guumta cqurl h i  of constieace arc tbe only 
principles which they cm dopt. In the next two grounds, conceptions of the goad are scar as 
subject to &on in amdance with dcli'kntivt rtuwo, which is part of thc qm&y for a 
coaaption of the good. But siPcc the full and informed exercise of this W t y  rquircs the 
social conditions reavcd by h i  of coarcicnec, tbete gmnds support the same conclusion 
as the fint. (Politid Likdma, mte 1, at 314) 



123. It is urdmiahk that thrc arc significant shibitics in lhdr omurr: Philosophical, mod and 
religious doarip# and culturc ~11oompass both questions of belief and conduct. None arc exc1usivcly 
individualistic. (For urmple, in Potirr'd tikrdim. note I, at 34 1, in the context of religious 
doctrim, Riawb would protect tbt "ficedom and integrity of the intemal H e  of religious associations" 
as well as "the birty of persons to dacrmint their rdigious dfihti011~ in social conditions that are 
fieem.) AU arc, to some degree, the outcome of thcorctical and practical reaming. Most sigpificantly. 
they all constimte, to a greater or lesser extent, the horizons within which individuals form, purme and 
revise heit conceptions of the good. 

Howcvcr. my purpose in identifying the relevant point of comparison as role-related is to 
clarify that any differences that might be identified in the mure of religious, philosophial and moral 
dacvines and of culture are inrlevant to a RawrIsian aualysis unless they contribute to a significant 
difference in their ml# vis-a-vis Rawls's political conception of the person aud conceptions of the 
good, informed by Rawls's ideals of reciprocity and mutual respect, and the requirements of 
overlapping consensus and the concept of free public reason. 

124. AS itawls notes in A Wry of Jwn'ce, note I, 

justice is the virtue of practices where there are competing interem and where persans feel 
cntitld to press their rights on each other. In an lssociation of saints agreeing on a common 
ideal, if such a comraunity could exist, disputes about justice would not occur- Each would 
work sclfIejsIy for one cad as detcnnined by their common religion, and ref- to this end 
(assuming it to k clearly detiacd) would settle every question of right. But a human society is 
charactcrizcd by the citcumstances of justice. The account of thcse conditions involves no 
particular theory of human motivation. Rather, its aim is to include in the description of the 
original position the relations of individds to one another which set the stage for questions of 
justice. (at 129) 

1 .  Although this is not mzcsuy to my rrgumc~t, I would mund that philosophical, religious, 
and moral belie& and form of conduct me simply a category of miat forms. 

126. IrhouMcnphDircthm,~inapnSOCjftj~~,hadored~eryw&~onecultureisthrrrd 
by all, the crpPciry to form, revise and pursue cmccptiims of the good is linked to the social forms that 
constitute that culture. Tht diffcrc~~cc between r closed sociay rrrd m opm one is that, in a closed 
society M &tined by Rawls, questions of justice rae aot raised by culturc because culture is shared aud 
homog~~#)us. 

127. Note 1, at 546 

128. Tbn is. the mane priority a the equa~ basic ~tmtia contained in -IS'S finr priDciple of 
justice. Note that this pqm docs not address the umtrovasirl question of the lexical priority of the 
basic h i e s  caW& in b b ' s  fifst priocipte of justice over the so& primary goods conemplated 
in the d. It simply contclvtll that 'equal h i  to pIl'ticiprte in, produce and mjoy one's own 
cuInUr' &odd have the same priority 8s the other basic h i e s ,  whrtev# that might be. 



129. 1 should cmphasiz that it docs not follow from the secondary argummt that the 'equal likny 
to participate in, produce and cajoy one's own cultme' is justifjed as a social primary good on the same 
grounds as 'equal li'bcrty of COItSCiencc' that the wac goods would be necessary to effect it. 

Let me clarify with an example: Rawls justifies the status of rbe political li'btrtics on the same 
grounds as frrrdom of thought by refarnee to their identical role vis-a-vis (he finr moral power of 
citiocm and the tint hdaamtal we. He j d c s  11- of conscience on the same grounds as 
freedom of association by ref- to their identical role vis-a-vis the secoad mod power and the 
sccond fundamental case.(Pofin'cal Liberalism, note 1, at 334, "Thc Basic Liirties" , note I, at 49). In 
neither case arc the specifications of a particular b i  and the identificatlcatlon of duties associated with 
them limited by, or even similar to, thc specifications of the other Iibcny which is justifkd on the same 
gromds.(For a discussion of the two fundamental cases, see Chapter 2, A. 3- (c) "The basis for 
idatwing the best, or a W y  adequate scheme".) 

The relationship betsueen the basic ll'bmies and goods necessary to effect them will be 
discussed hrrthtr in chapters 2 and 3. 1 do not attempt in the paper to identify actual specifications of 
the equal basic 11'berties but only the process by which they are specified and adjusted. Wowever, at this 
point, 1 would suggest tbat specifications of tht 'equal h i  to in, produce and enjoy one's 
own culture' would relate, first, to the particular rok that cufturcs play vis-a-vis Rawls's political 
conception of the pason, and second, to what is nquirrd to gumuct 'quuf' h i ,  given the 
m c  dynamics aud intermi005 of cultures. 

It is also wonh mentioning, for purposes of clarification, that nothing in the concept of a 
libcrty precludes positive duties king associated with the rights, fiadoms and institutional rules which 
specify it. (Set e.g. Rawls, Politid Liberakm, note 1, at 359-363; see also Jercmy Waldron, "Rights 
in Conflict', Liberal Rights, OlIcctd P q m  1981-1991 (Cambridge: Caunbridge University P m s ,  
1993) 203-) 

130. I would also lrla ta b a y  discuss two rcpers of autonomy in Rawb's mznt work which may 
be compand to Kymlicka's. This discussion is not #cessary to my argument in the text, but may be 
uscm to situate it. 

One of the miticisms Michrtl McDonald b8 made of Kymlicftl's ~ ( ~ ~ m m t  is that his mrlysis 
might inherently set Wts to the rights of groups which Q not meet the demands of a lii'bcral 
hdividurliatpmbigm or, wonc, might encourage iaterfctcbct in their aft". ('Sbouid Communities 
Have Rights? Reflections of L i i  Individualism", (1991) 4 Cmadian Journal of Law and 
J- 217, at 235; a h  Will Kymlickr, The Rights of Minority Cultures: Reply to 
Kukothru", (1992) 20 Politid 'lheory 140) 

. . . [TJhe point of view of you md w - the point of view of tht W justification of 
justice as frirncss iu its own - . .. we madel by our description of the thought 
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and judgment of fully putoaomour citizens in the well-ordered s0clSOClcty of justice as 
frimar. For thy can do anything we can do, for they arc m ideal description of 
what a d-c sdcfSOClcty would be Iikt should we fully honour our political 
conception- (at 70) 

F is] citizens of a well-ordered society in their public life who are fully autonomous. 
lhis means mU in their conduct citizens not aoiy comply with the principles of 
justice* but they also rt from these principles as just. Moreover, they recognize these 
principles as those that would be adopted in the original position. It is in thcir public 
recognition and iaforwd application of he principles of justice in their politid life, 
and as their effective sense of justice dirrcts, that citizcns achieve full autonomy. 
Thus, full autonomy is rralizad by tit- when they act from principles of justice 
that specify the fait terms of coop~ration they would give to themselves when fairly 
represented as fite and equal persons- 

... mull autonomy is achieved by citizens: it is a political and not an ethical 
value. By tbat I mcan that it is realized in public life by affiming the political 
principles of justice and enjoying the protections of the basic rights and hitcia; it is 
aiso realized by participating in society's public affairs and sharing in its coIlcctive 
seU'tminationover time. This full autonomy of political life must be distinguished 
fiom the ethical values of autonomy and individuality, which m y  apply to the whole 
of lift, both social and individual, as expressed by the comprehc~uive l i i m s  of 
Kant and Mill. Justice as fiirncjs emphasizts this contrast: it affirms pofiticaf 
autonomy for all but leaves the weight of ctbical autonomy to be dccidcd by citizens 
s c v d y  in light of their cop~prchalsive doctrines- (at 77) 

. . . SCant's dactxhe is a comprehensive moral view in which the ideal of 
autonomy has a regulative role for 911 of life. This makes it iaoompatible with the 
politid h i  of justice as frirness, A comptcheasive Il'kraIism based on the 
id& of rutommy may, of course, klong to a mumable overlapping consensus that 
endorses a political cowxption, justice as f* rmobg them; but as such it is not 
suitable to provide a public basis of jUStifjCItion, (at 99) 

In otha words, comprehensive libtnlisms, with their amcbd values rad Qfhiticm of 
autonomy md individuality, plry w diff#mt role vis-a-vis politid h'bctalism and the political 
principles of justice tbra any OthCt of the msonable uqmknsive doctrines in a modem democratic 
society. Thcy simply belong to a msonablc overlappii consensus which endorses a political 
Cmmption of justice. 

Among tbc other nrsonrble C O ~ W  d e  in r wrdein AmrnmUic d a y ,  the 
percepti011 and werciK of autonomy may vsy  gmtly from that epdorscd by the ~omptehensive 
Liktalisms. But ax~rding to Riiwls, if the lin5 pamind by jumumce, this is effectively a matter 
with which political libmlism rbould not intertm. (See c.g- at 313) Rawb d d s  tpecifidly with the 
question of tbt limiu pamittad by justice in his discussion of the d u d o n  of children trrd the 
rquhme~ts the state c8a impose on the ammt of eduacim amkmtly with political h i i s m .  It is 
clcartbptthc'limitspamittedby justicc'ucthoscrcquindtocnsurrthc'full~myofci~'.  



[Vlarious religious sects oppose the culture of the madern world and wish to lead 
their common Iite apart from its unwanted influences. A problem now arises about 
their chiIdrcn's education and the nquhments the state can impost. The IibcraLisms 
of Kaat aud Mill may l a d  to requircmcnts daigaed to foster the vatua of autonomy 
and individuality as ideals to govern much if not all of lift. But political liberalism has 
a different aim and rcquircs far less- It will ask that children's education iaclude such 
things as lmowlcdge of their constinuional and civic rights so that, for exampk, they 
know that h i  of c c m s c i ~ ~  exists in theif society and that apostasy is not a legal 
crime, all this to insure tbat their continued membership when they come of age is not 
based simply on ignorance of their basic rights or fcar of punishment for offenses &at 
do not exist. Moreover, their education should also p q a r e  them to be fully 
cooperating members of society and enable tbcm to be self-supporting; it should also 
encourage the political virtues so that they want to honor the fair terms of social 
cooperation in tbeir rtlations with the mt of society. (at 199) 

Beyond the hquircmcnts a l W y  dtscn'bed, justice as fairness does not seek 
to cultivate the distinctive vim~cs and values of the liberalisms of autonomy and 
WviduaIity, or indeed of any other comprcbauive doctrine. For in that case it ceases 
to be a form of political IibcraIism, Justice as fairn#s honors, as far as it can, the 
claims of those who wish to withdraw from the modem world in accordance with the 
injUDCtions of their religion, provided only that they zch~~wlcdge the principles of the 
political conception of justice and appreciate its political ideals of pcrson and society. 

Observe here that we try to answer the of children's education 
entirety within the political umception. Society's concern with their cducati011 lies in 
their role as future citizas, and so in such essential things as their acquhhg the 
capacity to understand the public culture and to participate in its iasti~tions, in their 
Wig aconomidy irdcpcodcnt and s c l f q r t i a g  members of society over a 
complete lift, md in their dcve1oping tbe political vinues. all this fiam within a 
political point of view. (at 200) 

RawIs, therefort, argues that the state may hquirt a type of education which is sufficient to 
produce fully QUO#)~US c i t b u  witbin tbe meaning of his definition. How (d whcther) fUy 
U ~ ~ O M I ~  athens cxr#cisc autammy, in the sense of the #donomy dvocaccd by the comprehensive 
libdism, is anothet question altogether, aud not one with which the state should interfere. 

To mspoal to McDannld's col~#m, then, whatever the nrtwt of mrtooomy endorsed by the 
OOmPrCbCOJiVe -, the only mxtomqr for th plrpos# of Rrwb's political b'knlism is what he 
describes u the 'full autonomy of citicens'. Any rwmpt to impose a bnuda form of autonomy and 
individuality ado& by the ~omprrbauive h i  on mem)rm of other comamnities would 
amtrrvcne the concept of politid li'barlism. This may not, of caune, trtisfjl McDonald, to the cxtent 
that Rnrvls's theory docs rely on a commitment to r form of rutommy, tbat is, the 'firll autonomy of 
citiam in r well*- society*. (See e.g. W.J. Normm, 'The ~ i c n t i s t  Chileage: Cm thc h i  
do witbout 'libertyw?*, (19QO) 3 Caudisa J m n d  of LIW md JurirQndawx 29, at 45, mtc 63) 
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CkImre, note 1, at 58-61) Kymlicka sees RawIs as retreating W m  an account of revisability in his 
earlier work to one which attempts to rcommodate individuals with "constitutive atuchnmts", pcople 
who "(in their deepest scEundcrstandiags) view tbcmscIves as finding a conception of tht good which 
is set for them, rather than forming and mrising their own conception" (at 58). and challenges the 
ability of Rawls's political li'ktalism to &icvt this goal. By contrast, Rawls denies that modifications 
to his earlier work ate a firnction of criticisms raised by communitatians, and a s c r i i  the changes to 
problems internal to justice as faimcss and, in particular, to the problem of stabiIity given the fact of 
rtasonabte plunlism. (Pofitid Libctah,  at xv-wii) 

In Kymlicka's opinion, plurality and mtwl respect arc not sufficient to justifL political 
liberalism or to defend the fdl range of Ir'beral fiecdoms- 'They must be accompanied by a commitment 
to the conditions for revisability of one's ends. 

1 would suggest that Rawls's recent work is not at odds with this view, and that the point of 
disagreement seems to lit in Kymliclca's description of Rawls as attempting to accommodate persons 
whose constitutive attachments preclude a commitment to hvisability, or more significantly for the 
purposes of Kymlicka's argument, even the apucity to form or conceptions of the good. (See 
Wi Kymlicka, 'Two Models of Plualism and Tolcmcew, (1992) 13 AnaIyse & Kritik 33, at 44,45) 
Rawls must have divorced plurality from revisability in his recent work, as Kymlicka claims, for 
Kymlicka's argument to work. Rawls's individuals must k incapable of (as opposed to simply being 
unwilling or disinterested in) revising their commitmmts. If not, at most, Kymlicka's argument would 
go to whether Rawls's schcart could &eve his goal of stability* 

Yet, Rawls's political conception of the person, along with his accounts of non-iastitutional or 
moral identity (at 30-31) and the 'fU autonomy of citizens', are clearly committed to a view of pcrsom 
as having thc moral capacity to form and mrisc both their public and non-public goals. Rawls's account 
of masonable comprehauive docaims and their eador~tmc~u of h i  of collsci~cc and M o r n  of 
thought would also be rrmr#xssary if he viewed persons as eOIWti~ed by their ends in the way 
Kymlicka d#cn'bes, and if he bod abaudonal o commitmart to tcvislbility . (See e.g. Rawfs's 
discusion of the role of mimbiility in the context of 'equal h i  of conscience' at notes 99-102) 

132. 'Ib* misulafion of the equation is b m  A h  Gewirth. Human Rights: Essays on lwnijic~tlbn 
ond ApplicWio~ (Chicago: University of Chicago Ress, 1982). at 2 
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Notes to Chapter 2 

1. The delineation in this chapter of the four-stage process, as it relates to the equal basic 
Iiaities, reflects RawIs's analysis but, for purposes of clarity and co~~~istcncy, where appropriate, I 
have framed it in terms of the language of goods used in tbe paper. 

2. John Rawls, Pdircd tibwdism (New York: Columbia University R a s ,  1993) at 29 1 ; John 
Rawls, "The Basic Liberties and their Priority", S. McMurrin, cd., The T m e r  tccfures on Human 
Values, vol. 3 (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Ptcss, 1982) at 5 

3. Rawk Pulitial Lilwoism, note 2, at 290; "The Basic Libertiesw, note 2, at 4. No priority is 
assigned to 11- as such (Political Libnotism, at 291; "The Basic hir t iesW , at 5). or to any 
particular liberty (Polin'd Liberdism, at 292; *The Basic Li'bcrtits " , at 6). Rawls says in Political 
Liberalism, at 292, note 7; 'The Basic Liirtiesw , at 6, note 6 thar, on this point, he agrees on the 
whole with H.L.A. Hart's in 'Rawls on Liberty aud its Priority", Norman Daniels, ai., 
Reading &wke Critical Studies on RcnvIse A IMory oflmtice (New Yo&: Basic Books Inc., 1974) 
230. 

4. Rawls, Political b'bnulisnr. note 2, u 295; 'The Basic L i e s w ,  note 2, at 9. Acmrding to 
Rawls, '[tlhis restriction holds even when those who benefit from the greater efficiency, or together 
share the greater sum of Idvantagcs, arc the same persons whose Libenis are limittd or denied". 
(Political Libemlism, at 295; "The Basic Liiesw, at 9) 

5. Rawls, Polifid Libendism, note 2, at 365; "Tbe Basic L'bertiesm, note 2, at 81 

6. Pofitiuzf L i b e ~ ,  note 2, a 366-367; "lbc Basic Li', note 2. at 82-83. According to 
Rawls, the cssauhl point of this distinction 

is thaf.tbc conception of citizens as. free and equal pcnoas is not rrquired in a well- 
or&rcd society as a pas01111 or usochtidot moral ideal ..- . Rubcr it is a 
politid amceptim affinml fa the sake of establishing m effcctivc public amccption 
of (Polin'ad L i k d h ,  at 367; 'lb Basic L i i i i " ,  a 83) 

A ammmaue explanation of why the basic 11- ae inrlienablc might 
my, following an idea of Montesquiieu, that the basic liberties of & citizen uc a 
pan of pubic li'beny, md *fore in r dcmocntic sme a part of wcrcignty. 'Ibe 
Constitution rpacifies a just politid procsdPrc in recordraa with which this 
sovereignty is uercised subject to Limits which guurntee the integrity of the basic 
b'bmit~ofrrhCiripcn.TbPsrgrsemcnwwhichrliearte~b'kitier~k 
dorccd by law, which ccmsists only of ammmts of sovereignty. Monmquieu 
believed that to sell one's artrw as r c i b n  (and, let us mid, my pan of it) is an rct 



so extravagaat that we ~ ~ o t  attribute it to anyone. He thought that its value to the 
scUcr must be beyond all price. In justice as Wness, the sense in which this is so can 
be explained as follows. We use the originaI position to modcl the cmccpti011 of frce 
and equal persons a both reasmablc and ndoaal, md &en the panics as tat iody 
outonomus representatives of such persons select the two principles of justice which 
guarantee the bask b i c s  and their priority. The grounds upon which the panics arc 
moved to guarantee these h i e s ,  together with the coruvajnts of the reasonable, 
cxp1ain why the basic liberties arc, so to speak. beyond all price to persons so 
conceived. For these hirtics are beyond all price to the nprescntativcs of citizens as 
fine and equal pasons when these r c p ~ t a t i v c s  adopt principles of justice for rhe 
basic structu~~ in the original position. The aims and conduct of citizens in society are 
therefore subordinate to the priority of these h i e s ,  and thus in effect subordinate to 
the conception of citizens as fie and equal petsons. (Political Liberalism, at 366; 
*The Basic Liberties", at 8 1-82) 

7. Political tiberalism, note 2, at 76 

Polin'cal tibcralism, note 2, at 76 

9. Rawls sta!cs that 

the constitution specifies a just politid p d w  and incorporates restrictions which 
both protect the basic liiirties and scare their priority. Thc rest is left to the 
legislative stage. Such a constitution COIlforms to the traditional idea of democratic 
government while at the same time it aUows a place for the institution of judicial 
review. This conception of the constitution docs not found it, in the first instance, on 
principles of justice, or on basic (or aanual) rights. Rather, its foundation is in the 
amceptions of the person and of social ampaation most &Iy to be congenial to the 
public cultwe of a modern democntic society. I should odd tbat the same idea is used 
csehtimciatheapgesIdiscuss-Th;rtis ,~erchsuge~~Iefnmejand 
subordinates the rational; what varies is the task of tbe mid agents of delibention 
llDd tltc comtnbts to wbjcb thy arc subject- Thus the patties in the original position 
uc ntionaUy~~tcmom~#lb ~ v e s o o a r t n i a o d b y  themsonab1ecaOditions 
iacorporated into the original position; rmd their task is to dopt principles of justice 
for tbt basic stmawe- Whereas dckgates to r mminrtioarl amv~~tion brve fat less 
Icewry, since they me to apply the plinciplcs of jurtl-cc dapted in the original 
poriticm in sclsctjng a COOItitutl*m. kgishmrs in r prtli.ammy body have less 
l d t ~ r y I t i I 1 , ~ m y l ~ t h c y e n r c t m u s t ~ ~ ~ ) r d ~ w i t h t b t ~ ~ o 1 1 m d  
the two ptinciples of justice. As the stages follow one mother rad as the usk changes 
a d  becomes less geaarl rad more rpacific, the ooaseniots o f  the reamable become 
stronger md the veil of ignormcc b m c b  thinner. At ueh stage, then, the m C o d  is 
f n m b d b y t t r e ~ 1 e m r ~ w r y . W b i l c ~ c o a r t r d a o o f ~ ~ l e  
ue weakst and the veil of ig~ormee thickest in tbe original position, at the judicial 
rtrgttbEse~rrt~wmdtbtvcilofi~tbinncnt.Tbcwbole 
q u a w e  is r schema for working out a anccption of justice md guiding the 
application of its principles to the right subject in thc right order. (Poli t id 
Likmksrn, nate 2, at 339; "The Basic hies', note 2,- at 54) 
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10. Hat [at the stage of the eansti~tioPl~nvention, the partial arc to decide upon the 
justice of political form and choose a thy arc dclcgats, so to spuL, to 
nrh a umvartion- Subject to the constraints of tht principles of jWcc M y  
chosen, they are to deign a system for tbt COIUt i tUt idp~~ea  of g o v m m ~ ~ ~ ~  and 
the basic rights of citizens. It is at this stage that they weig& the justice of procedures 
for coping with diverse politid views. (John Rawls. A Theory ofhtice (Cambridge. 
Mas.: The Belknap Rcss of Harvard University Ress, f971) at 196) 

['rlhe tirst principle of justice [which encompasses the basic lihtics] is to be 
apptied at the stagt of the constitutional convention. (Rawls, Polttic(zI Liberalism, note 
2, at 336; 'The Basic Libertiesw, note 2, at 51) 

The initial emphasis of tbe co~lslitutional convention is the establishment of a just political 
procedure. According to Rawls, 

mbis meam that the political liberties and Worn of thought enter asentially into the 
specification of a just political procedure. Delegates to such a convention (still 
rcgudedas rcprt~~~tatl~vt~ofcithensas~q~dequrlprronr burwwvrigneda. 
different task) am to adopt, h m  among the just coIlStitutions that am both just and 
workable the one that seems most Ucly to lead to just and effective legislation. 
(Which COllStituti~~l~ anb legislation arc just is Settled by the principles of justice 
aIrcady agreed to in the otiginal position.) This adaption of a consti~tion is guided by 
the general knowlcdgc of how political and social institutions work, together with the 
gcaenl faMs about existing social circumstances. In the first imtancc, then, the 
constitution is seen as a just political procedure which incorporates tbc equal political 
Ii'bertics and seeks to assure their fair value so that thc processes of political decision 
are open to all on a mugbly equal basis. The constitution must also guamuc M o r n  
of thought if the exercise of these Ir'bmies is to k fict md informed. 'Ihe emphasis is 
fitst on the amstitution rs spcci@ing a just mi wobb1c political procedurt so for 
without any explicit ~ t u ~  reariaions on what the legishive outcome nlsy be, 
(Polin'wl Librrolism, a 336; 'Tbt Basic Libatics" , at 51) 



Thus, the basic h i e s  of liberty of amscicnce and ficedom of association are 
propnly pracaed by explicit constitutiaPal tcstn*ctions. These rcsuictions publicly 
express on the constitution's face, as it were, the conception of social coopemion held 
by tqwt citizens in a well-ordered society- (Politicof LiberuIIjm, at 337; "The Basic 
Li'btnics", at 52) 

The 'central range of applicat!*on of the basic libcnicsv will be d a a i k d  later in this chapter 
under the heading 3. a) The sups in specifying and adjusting the apal basic liixties. 

1 .  The first principle of equal liberty is the prhmy standard for the consticutiod 
convention. Its main rcquircmcnfs are that the fundamental liirties of the person and 
liberty of ~~nscicncc and freedom of thought be protected and that the political 
process as a whole be a just procedure. Thus the constitution establishes a secure 
common status of equal citknship and naiizes political justice. (itawls, A Thcory of 
Juice, note 10, at 199) 

Given thcir theoretical knowledge and the appropriate general facts about their 
society, they arc to choose the most effCCtivc just constitution, the constitution that 
satisfies the principles of justice and is best calculated to lead to just and cffcctive 
legislation. 

At this point we need to distinguish two pmbIcms. Ideally a just constitution 
would be a just procedure arranged to insurt a just outcome. The procedure would be 
a political praccss g o v d  by the constitution, the dutcomc the body of enacted 
legislation, while the principles of justice would defne an Wepadent criterion for 
bt& proccdure and outcome. In pursuit of this ideal of perficct procedural justice . . . , 
the first problem is to design a just procedure- To do this the liberties of equal 
citizenship must k iwx,rpomtd into and protected by the These h i e s  
include hose of likrty of den# Pad Worn of thought, 11- of the person, 
ad equal political rights* Thc politid system, which I assume to be some form of 
amstitutid dcmocncy, would not be r just pmadurr if it did not embody these 
h'krtits* 
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about pmicuIac individuals including themselves. the idea of the original position is 
not offccted. 

In hmhg a just constitution I prsumc chat the two principles of justice 
W y  chosen define an indcpcndmt standard of the dcsind outcome. (at 197) 

13. Although I am not dealing with the second principle of justice in this paper, for the sake of 
completenas. 1 should note here that the second principle comes into play at the legislative stage. 
Rawls states that 

[allthough delegates [to the wnstitutional convention] have a notion of just and 
effdve legislation, the second ptinciple of justice, which is part of the content of this 
notion, is not incorpotatcd into the constitution itself. Meed, the history of successfbl 
constitutions suggests that principles to regulate economic and social inequalities, and 
other distri'butive principles, are generally not suitable as constitutional rcsmctions. 
Rather, just legislation seems to be best achieved by assuring fairness in representation 
and by other constitutional devices. (Polifid tiberdism, note 2, at 337; "The Basic 
Liberties*, note 2, at 52) 

second principle of justice] dictates that and economic policies be aimed at 
maximiziag the Iong-tcrm expectations of the least advantaged under conditions of fair 
equality of oppommity, subject to the equal h'bmis being nuhabed. At this point 
the full rmge of general economic and social facts i s  brought to bear. The second part 
of the basic structm contains the distinctions and hierarchies of political, economic, 
and social forms which art necessary for efficient mutually beneficial social 
cooperation. Thus tht priority of the first principle of justice to the second is reflected 
in the priority of the constitutional umvcntion to the legislative stage. (A Thcary of 
Jkstice, note 10, at 199) 

mhe question of wbctber legislation is just or unjust, cspa5aUy in 
ccmcdon with ecommic and social policies, is commonly subject to reasonable 
diffcmces of opinion. In these cases judgment ficquently Qpezrds upon spedativc 
politidrmbaoonomicdoetriaesmdupwrocirl~generplly. Oilenthebestthat 
we an say of a Irw or poficy is that it is at last not c l d y  unjust. The application of 
the diffamcc priaciple in a ptecise way mrmPUy requh more information than we 
anexpecttohave [ittheccmstitutio~lstage] aud, i o m y ~ ,  m~rethrathe 
rpplicrtionoftbc~principIt.ItLoftcnperfcctlyp~~evi~whattbe~ 
Ir~rrcviold.Tberevi~~~ue~dylmjustbrttcmkdculyreenta 
be unjust: the injustia is d c m t  in the public of institutions. But this state 
of rfhirr is OOmPItltjvely mc with radrl awl economic pblicies rcylycd by the 
diffagKx principle. (A Z&eory of Jusn'ce, a 198) 

Morsaver, dl son-basic legal rights d Ir'krti 0.e. other than the basic h i )  uc 
'specified at tbc kghbivc stage in tbe light of the two principles of jwticc md other relevant 
prhiplcs'. (Rrwts, Pblitical Libcrrrlijm, n 338; "The Basic Liberties', u 53) 



Rawls rmka the following general comments about the availability of knowledge in the four 
stage sequence: 

Let us distinguish between three kinds of fm: the first principles of social theory 
(and other theories when relevant) ant! their consequences; general f r u  about society. 
such as its size and level of economic advance, its btitUti0Ml smcme and natural 
environment, and so on; and W y ,  particular facts about individuals such as their 
social position, natural a n n i  and peculiar inkreas. In the original position the 
onIy particular facts known to the partics art those that can be i n f d  from the 
circumstances of justice. While they know rhc first principles of social theory, the 
course of history is closed to them; they have no information about how often society 
has taken this or that form, or which kinds of societies presently exist, In the next 
stages, however, the general facts about their society arc made available to them but 
not tbe particularities of their own condition. Limitations on knowledge can be relaxed 
since the principles of justice arc alrcady chosen. l%e)?ow of inforntotio~ is 
d e t m t i d  a tach stage by what is requird in ordrr to apply these principles 
intelligently to the Rind of ~'(csrion of jwtice at hand, while at the same time any 
kzowfbdge rhut is likely to give *e to biar d distomon and to set men against one 
another is ruled out. The notion of the rational and impartial application of principles 
d e w  the kind of knowledge that is admissible. At the last stage, clearly, there are 
no reasom for the veil of ignorance in any form, and all restrictions arc iifted, (at 
200, emphasis added) 

17. PoLitid L; i .mkm,  note 2, at 290; ''Ihe Basic Likrtiesm, note 2, at 4 

18. RawIs deruiks the entire pmcar as 'instituting the bodc 1ikn*sa. (Political Likralism. 
note 2, at 2%; 'The Basic Likrtics', note 2, at 10) This occurs at the constitutional aud legisiative 
stages and is specified furthet at the judicial aoge. Elsewhere. he describes the basic It'krties as 
'specified by iostitutilLrmlrights and duties'. (Polin'opl L i k d h ,  at 325; "Thc Basic Li'berties, at 40) 

19. For cxpmple, according to Rawls. co~ccptio~ls of the right to property which would include 
cmtain rights of qequisition ard. bequest as well as the right to own xmm of production and natural 
resources, arthequJrighttoprrticiprtcintbtcoan~lofmc.m*ofptoductimtndPuunl~urec~ 
wbich~rociPllyowaad,lm~tkcbuPcteriPedrsaWcIr'bmybecursethcy~~tbtocco~~ted 
for as necesmq fm the developnmt md exercise of the monf powers. (hfiitid Libmfbn,  note 2, at 
298; "The Basic L i i e s " ,  note 2, at 12) 

under msmabIy frvonblc conditions, theh is r prdcabIe scheme of l i l i e s  that 
a n  be instituted in which the ecntnl range of erch h i  is ptcctcd. But tbu arcb 
r schemt exists rrwat k daivcd solely born the conception of the prson as having 
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the two m o d  powers, nor solely ftom the f a  that cMain hIbtrties, and other 
primary goods as 111-purpose means, at aeccssary for the development and cxtrcise 
of these powers. Both of these elemc~~ts xnust fit into a workable COtWitUtional 
arrangement. The historical e x p e r i ~ l l ~ e  of democratic institutionsand reflection on the 
principles of constitutional design suggest that a practicable scheme of liberties can 
indeed be found. (Pofin'uzi Liberalism, note 2, at 297; 'The Basic Liiities", note 2, 
at 1 I) 

I do not think that Rawls is arguing here that historical experience has produced fully adequate 
practicable schemes (If he were, his book woufd be supcr0uous), but rather that both the historical 
experience of democratic institutions and reflection on principles of constitutional design suggest that 
such schemes arc possible. The remainder of this section of the chapter addresses RawIs's approach to 
their construction. 

2 1 . Poiiticol Liberalism, note 2, at 33 1; 'The Basic L1'berticsn, note 2, at 46 

22. Rawls, Politid Liberaiism, note 2, at 331; "The Basic Liberties", note 2, at 46 

23. Rawls, Poiitid Liberaih, note 2, at 295; "The Basic Liimcs", note 2, at 9 

24. Rawls, Political Libcrdism, note 2, at 291; "The Basic Liberties", note 2, at 5 

25. Politicuf Libcrdim, note 2,  at 332; "The Basic L j i c s " ,  note 2, at 47, Rawls notes that 
there am two reasons why the idea of a maximum does not apply to specifying and adjusting the 
scheme of basic h i e s .  

Fi, a cohchnt notion of what is to be maximized is lacldag. We cannot muhize 
the development and cxcfcisc of two mral powers at once. And bow auld we 
mximk the dcvelapment and cxerck of either power by itself? Do we nruimizt, 
other tbings equal, the number of & h i  rffirmations of a amceptiw of tbt good? 
That would k absurd- MOZCOVCT, we h v e  no notion of a nmximum development of 
these powcn. What we do have is r COPCCPtjon of r welllordend society with certain 
general f- and basic instituciops. Givcn this co~xpticm, we fbm the 

- notion of tbe development and a c r c k  of these powers which is dcquate and firll 
relative to the two fimd;lmentaI cases. 



that rhe txctcist of tbc moral powers on the pan of the citizens in is either the 
supreme or the sole form of good. Rather, the role and exercis of these powas (in 
the appropriate instances) is a condition of good. (Politid Lihdism, at 333; "The 
Basic Li'bcnies", at 48) 

26. Polirical Liberulism, note 2, at 332; "The Basic Liberties", note 2, at 47 (emphasis added) 

According to Rawls, 

[t]hc upshot will be that the Miterion at later stages is to specifL and adjust the basic 
liberties so as to allow the adtquate development and the ftll and informed exercise of 
both moral powen in the socia1 circumstances under which the two fundamental cases 
arise in the wcU-ordered &ety in question. Such a scheme of liberties I shall call 'a 
fully adequate scheme". This criterion coheres with that of adjusting the scheme of 
Liinies in accordance witb the rational interests of the representative equal citizen, 
the second criterion ... . For it is clear from the grounds on which the partits in the 
original position adopt the two principles of justice that thcse interests, as seen from 
the appropriate stage, art best m e d  by a fully adequate scheme. (PoZiticaI 
Liberalirm, at 333; "The Basic Liirtics", at 48) 

27. Political Liberalism, note 2, at 332; "The Basic Liberties", note 2, at 47 

28. Rawls, Pol i t id  LiWism, note 2, at 334; "The Basic L i i c s u ,  note 2, at 49 

29. Note that in Polin'd t ibnrrlib,  note 2, at 34 1, note 49, "The Basic Li'berties", note 2, at 56, 
note 48, Rawls agrees with Hart that a strictly quautitativc criterion for the specification and adjustment 
of the basic liberties is irrsufficient. He agree that some qualitative criterion is necessary and that the 
notion of signU5cance SCNCS this role. 

32. Politid Librralism, note 2, at 356; "The Basic Libmics". note 2, at 71 

33. Polin'cnf Libw&rn, note 2, at 295; 'The Basic Ls'kitics", note 2, at 9 

34. RawIs, Politid t ibed im,  note 2, at 358; 'Tl~e Basic L i i c s " ,  note 2, at 74 

Rawb notes that, bccawe of their special sta!us, the basic liberties should be limited to those 
that UT t~uly cucati.l. (See Polin'd Likrcrlism, at 2%; 'The Bvic Liberties", at 10) 



37. Political Liinrrrlism, note 2, n 34 1 ; 'The Basic Libeaics". note 2. at 56 

Rawls uses the example of fnedom of pditical spec&, which is one of the M o m s  which 
specifies the basic Ir'berty of ficedom of thought. (See Politicat tibcrolism, at 340 aad 358; "The Basic 
Libmicsw, at 56 and 74) Freedom of politicat speech relates to the first fundamental case of the 
application of the principles of justice to the basic structure of society and its social policies. "We think 
of these principles as applied by fiee and eqwl citizens of a dcmocratjc regime by the exercise of their 
sense of justice." (Polin'col Liberalism, at 342; "Tbc Basic Libcrtics", at 57) 

Rawls identifies the central range of political speech as "the fkc [and informed (Political 
Liberalism, at 346; "The Basic Liberties", at 62)] public use of our reason in all matters that concern 
the justice of the basic structure and its social policies" (Pofitical Liberalism, at 348; "The Basic 
Ilkrtiesw, at 63) and nlies upon thc history of constitutionaldoctrine to draw out the more particular 
content of this central range of political speech. 

Among these fixed pints arc the following: there is no such thing as the crime of 
seditious libel; there arc no prior resuaints on freedom of thc press, except for special 
cases; and the advocacy of revolutionary and subversive doc- is fully protected. 
Tbt three fixed points mark out and cover by analogy much of the central range of 
fradom of political spetch. (PoIitid Libcroiism, at 342; *The Basic Lirties", at 
57) 

He also acknowledges tha? theh must be some point at which political spccch becomes so 
closely connected with the use of force that it may be properly restricted, Thc question of the 
restriction of rights and Il'bcrties will be discussed below under the beading 3. d) ii) Restriction. 

RawIs provides the foUowiog example of amsider;ltions which cnta into the self-limitation of 
the fradom of political speech. 

[Wlbilc we might want to include in our fkdom of (political) speech rights to the 
~ ~ 1 0 p u b l i c p l r c s d t o t b e f i # w t o f r o c i r l r r s o u r c e s m c x p t t ~ ~  
our political views, these exteasions of our l i i ,  when granted to dl, arc so 
unworkable md axially divisive tbu they would rcturlly grutly raducc the effective 
scope of freedom of speech. ... l'bus, [delcgues to the COIIStitutioWamventim] 
accept msowiblc trgulrtioas relating to time md place, rtrd the access to public 
frcilitics, always on a footing of equality. For the sake of the most significant 
l ibeaim,tbcy~myrpccirlclnimrtotheficeu~ofrocirlre30~re~8. lhis 
m r b i e s ~ m ~ l i s h t & r P 1 ~ ~ t o # c u r r m e t f a c t i v e s c o p c ~ k  
politicat rpach in the hhmua i  case. (Political L i k d m ,  at 341; 'The Basic 
L'bcrtics", rt 56) 
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affiliations in sacial conditions that art fne. (Potitid Likdism, at 341; "The Basic 
Li'berties' , at 56) 

38. Politid LiberPIism, note 2. at 356; 'The Basic Liknkf'. note 2. at 72 

39. Poiitid Liberalism. note 2. at 357; "The Basic Liknics', note 2. at 72 

40. Politid Libemlism. note 2, at 362: "The Basic Liknics', note 2. at 78 

41. Sec Pditcuf Liberalism. note 2. at 357-350; 'The Basic L~'bcrties'. note 2, at 73-74 

Rawls uses as an example politid speech (which specifics the basic liberty of M o m  of 
thought) and the fair value of the political Il'btrtio. 

Let us assume . . . that [regulation of political speech. e.g] public f-cing of 
political campaigns and election expenditures, various limits on contributions and 
othcr regulations are essential to maintain the f& value of the political liberties. 
'These amngewnts arc compaaile with the cenual role of fnc political speech and 
press as a basic liberty provided that the following three conditions hold. First, there 
are no restrictions on tht contat of speech; the amngcmmts in question arc. 
therefore, rcgdations which fivor no popolitical doctrine over my other. They are, so 
to speak, rules of order for elections and arc tcquind to establish a just political 
pmccdurc in which tbe fair value of the equal political h i s  is maintained. 

A second ooodition is that the instituted ammgcnrcots must not impose any 
undue burdtns on the various politid groups in society Pnd must affect them all in an 
equitable mimer. Plaidy, what counts as an undue burden is itself a question, md in 
m y p a r t i c u l a r c r s c i s u , b e ~ ~ b y r c f e r r ~ c c c o t h t ~ o f ~ e v i n g t h t f ~  
value of the political h i .  For example, the prohiition of large cwtributions 
h m  private penons or C O ~ ~ ~ ~ O P S  to pliticalrsndiRnt# is not an uDduc burden (in 
the m i t e  sense) on w d h y  penons md groups. Such a prohibition may be 
nemsary so lhotcitizcnssimilarly%ftedmd motivuedhovt roughly mapal chance 
of iaauencing the goverpmc~lt'r policy md of .11.ining positions of authority 
incspective of their economic and socirl b. It is precisely tbis tqurlity which 
defines tht fair value of the political I r i c s .  On the other hrmd. regulations that 

the use of ccnrio public plrcs for politid speech might impose m undue 
brudcnoorelrti~poordcoupsrceustomsdtothirwrryof0011vyinetbe'~vit~~ 
since they k k  the b d s  ior other kinds of politid expression. 

F ' d y ,  the wiow rteufrrions of politicrllgcech must be n t i d y  designed 
to achieve thc foir value of the political liberties. While it would k too suong to say 
tbtIQy mustktheleMrrsaicriven%ulm;aosrrquiredto ~ c v e t h i s e n d  - for 
who knows whu the l u g  restrictive among the eqUy effictive rtgulrsions might bc - ~ e s s ,  there hgulrtiollt bo#rmc unrmomble on# amsidmbly less 
restrictive md aqurlly e M v e  r l t d v e s  ate both b u m  md available. (Politicul 
tibcrrrlism, at 357; "Tbe Buic Lt'berties', at 73) 
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42. Poltical Libctcrlism, note 2, at 356; "The Basic L'bmies", note 2, at 7 1 

43. Polirical Liberalism, note 2, at 354; 'The Basic trknes', note 2, at 69 

Rawls again uses the example of political speech and standards governing its pmnissiile 
restriction- 

CrJhe substantive evils which the iegisIaturt seeks to prevent must be of a highly 
s p e d  kind, namely the loss of freedom of thought itself, or of other basic hircies, 
including ... the fair value of the political liberties; and second, ... there must be ao 
altmative way to prevent these evils than the restriction of fitt speech. This 
formulation of the rule goes with the mphncnt that a constirutionai crisis of the 
requisite kind is one in which frrt political institutions canuot operate or take the steps 
rquired to pttscrve themselves. (Political Liberalism, at 356; "The Basic Libertiesm, 
at 72) 

It is not enough for those in authority to say that a grave danger exists and &at they 
arc taking effective steps to prevent it. A welldesigned cmsfitution includes 
democratic procedures for dealing with emergencies. Thus as a matter of 
constitutional doctrine the priority of h i  implies that h e  political speech carmot 
be ttStTjcted unless it can be reasonably argued h m  the specific nature of the present 
situation that there exists a constitutional crisis in which democntic institutions cannot 
work effectively and their procedurcs for dealing with emergencies cannot opefate. 
(Political Libcdisrn, at 354; "The Basic Likrties", at 70) 

[Flor fia political speech to be restricted, a constitutional crisis must exist requiring 
the more or less temporary suspension of dcmocmic politicd institutioas, solely for 
the sake of prrservibg these institutions and other basic h i e s .  (Politicaf Libcrrtlism, 
at 355; "The Basic L i i c s ' ,  at 70) 

mu a country with a vigorous tndition of demcmic institutions, a coostitutional 
crisis aad mcr arise unless its people aad iastitutiom arc simply ovtrwhelmed fiom 
the outside. For practical pwposcs, then in r well-governed dammatic society urader 
nrsoarbly favorable conditions, the b e  public use of our reason in questions of 
political and social justice would sccm to be absolute. (Politid Liktolism, at 355; 
'The Basic L i i c s "  , at 71) 

44. For amnple, this problem bu been raised in ref- to section 25 of the Qbrter by Mary 
Ellen Turpel in her draft rrport to the Working Group on Aboriginal md Tmty Rights aad the 
Charter, court Chllengcs Program, entitled 'Aboriginal md Treaty Rights ad Section 15 of the 
Canadian Cbarrer of Rights and Freedoms", March 1991. 



46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

so. 

5 1. 

52. 

33. (1) Parliament or the legislature of a province may expressly declare in an 
Act of Parliament of of the ltgirlatt~~. as the case may k, that the Act or a provision 
thtrcof shaU opcrate m~thstanding a provision inchdcd in section 2 or sections 7 to 
15 of this Cbartet. 

(2) An Act or a provision of an Act in respect of which a declaration is made 
under this section is in efffcct Jball bave such operation as it would bave but for the 
provision of this Charter ref- to ia the declarationc 

(3) A declaration made under subsection (1) &all cease to have effect five 
years aftcr it comes into force or on such earlier dace as may be specified in the 
declaration, 

(4) Parliament or the legislature of a province may re-enact a declaration 
made under subsection (1). 

(5) Subsection (3) applies in respect of a re -c~~actmc~~t  made under subsection 
(4) - 
Politid Libnrrlisnr, note 2, at 368; "The Basic Liberties", note 2, at 84 

Rawls, Political Libeatism, note 2, at 25 

Rawls, Politid Liberalism, note 2, at 368; 'The Basic Li'bcrties ", note 2, at 84 

See c.g. Hogg, OnninrrionaL Lmu of Cana&, note 51, at 818-819, 978-979; R. v. Keegstra, 
[1990] 3 S.C.R. 697; R. v. Burkr, [1992] 1 S.C.R. 452. 

Thc result is that the focus of the litigationkfore the court dictates the way in which rights 
arc d e W .  Although the Suprrme Coun of Canada, in M m s  v. L4W Society of Brirish Colwnbia, 
[1989] 1 S.C.R. 143 h~*ected m rpprorb to the definition of rights thpt balances societal interests at 
the rigbtsdefw w e  of r cue (with its mjcetion of the 'fair md msoaPb1ca qualm test which 
Mclcbrin J. had applied at the rights-definitionphue of section 15 a the Court of Appeal level) mi 
considcnthee~intheamtcxtofseuion 1, itmay b c u g u e d t h a t i t j ~ t h i s d i s t i n c t i o n  
m P d c ~ t b c a m t c n t o f  r@vmgurtrnseadrigbtor~mb mcictrlintcrcrtswbm armtor  
fkdorn is uIcrtbd in suppo~ of challmged legislation. 
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CcmfIicting rights, to the utent they are king taken into account at all by the courts, an often 
balanced ia accordance with values, priorities and a hierarchical ranking of tights and fiadoms that are 
not made expicit, Unfommatc1y, the onus mb mctbodology of section I &ow the stants and priority of 
rights and ficadoms that are invoked in defence of challenged legislation to be overlooked and, as a 
d t ,  reduce the sense of having to account for the tams of their definition, or what often cffcctively 
amounts to their Iirnitationor Whatever else Rawls's approach to principles a d  criteria 
governing the specification, limitation and -&on of the equal basic liberties offers, it wouId 
encourage caretid considetation and identification of the grounds for the definition, limitation and 
restriction of rights and ficcdoms. 

54. Nor, I might add, does anything in rk wording of section 1 require that conflicting rights be 
considered at the section 1 phase of a case- 

55. A distinction would ham to be made fmm situations where legislation is attempting 10 fix a 
balance between the interests of competing groups in but whne those interests are unrelated to 
rights and ficcdoms. 

56. Will Kymlicka, Libctolism, Commwu@ a d  Ctrltun (Oxford: Clrrrndon Rcss, 1991) at 197 

57. Libcralrjm, Community and Culnre, note 56. at 198 

Kymlicka uses the following examples of cases where the survival of a society in 
circumst?~lrre of aatflltal vulnerability may requirt some tcmpoary restrictions on the M o m  of 
choice of its nmnbm: 

One occasionally burs of mes like thot of m isolated m i  in Indonesia where a 
large number of children jumped off a cliff to tbtit death in aa rttempt to emulate a 
Supcnnrsl fert that they hd just on (recently inttoduad) television. The 
tmrtgutrtad iaaoduction of liquor to r society can have m adogous cffm on the 
adults. ability as individuals to maice our way in the modern world of seeminfly 
unlimited possibilities depends, in fkt, on the cxhencc of a rauctuh of s u d  
Prderarndings which point out the dangers and limits of tbt rrrourccs r our disposal. 
Wbcrr th8 t~ t~ , tbc imrc (p lmcd iarroduc t i00 ,ad frccuse ,0 f rPsb  
resources cmhave litcrrllyfitolcoasequc~ecs, I fwe~to lc tacutnur l  
commmity hrve such tcmpar~ly special IcItrictions on individual kbrviour, knowing 
~ r e l l t h o w i t h o ~ t t b c m ~ v a t m j o n ~ o f i u ~ w l l l d u p d e d .  or in 
jail, or on skid row, then tbat refiual isn't so much a victory for l i i h  as a 
~~ act of #CllOCidC. (at 170) 

Kymlicka states &at thac me r number of possible principles where restrictions on samc 
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rights of mcmkn rapkd in orda to secure others, which he daaikr as %on-idd. or partial 
complianct, situations ...." 

The Principle behind Qvtial compliance meamcs can be to minimize violati011~ of 
Icgitirmteclrimr (whst No- calls a 'utilitarianismof rights'), or to cenain 
legitimate claims as inviolable even if the result is  that ovetall claim-violations are 
increased (what Notick calls ' s i d c ~ t s ' ) .  In between these, we might say that 
even if m individual cldm is inviolable. one type of claim has absolute priority over 
other types: we might say that cultural mcmkrrhip has priority ova the rights of 
individual members, since cultural membership pmvidcs the context of individual 
choice; or C O ~ V C ~ S C ~ ~  that individual rights always have priority over cultural 
membership, since the value of cultural mcmbmhip is in enabling individual choice. 
Or we could say that cultural membership sometimes takes priority over individual 
rights and sometimes not - depending not only on what would minimhe claim- 
violations overall, but also on how severe, long4asting. and equitably distrriuted the 
rights-violations would be, and what avenues exist for individual members to choose 
to assimilate to another cultme, 

... It seems unlikely in this case that any claim or set of claims has absolute 
priority over others, since the conflicting values W y  arc interdependent. Assuming 
that them can k some legitimate restrictions on h e  intnnal activities of minority 
membns, wberr those activities would literally &mtm the exincnce of the 
community, to find the precise limits would be ceormously difficult, and I doubt 
anything luehrl could k achieved without reasonably daailed ItnowIedge of particular 
mst;mcts. These are complex issues in which ow intuitions arc pulled in different 
directions, and I don't see how any simple formula could cover all relevant cases. 

But whik tbe view of minority rights I am advancing leaves this question 
open, thrrtsbouldnotbet;lLcaasarwon tofejcctcultumLmcmbctshipasa1~'kral 
due. On the coptraiy, these questions would not pose such a conflict for liberals if 
cultural m m h d p  were not a primrry value; br that would then be nothing of 
moral vrlue to oppose the lcgi-Armmd+ for individual rights. But there is a real 
problem here, md we need 8 tbbory which rreogniptJ be gmuiot d c u .  Any 
tbaorywhicbdmi~~tbrttberr$rCODflicthu~3omcthingofgrruimpo~- 

60. Rnvls, Aolitid Libcrelism, note 2, at 356; "'Ihc Buic Llbatics', note 2. at 71 
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Notes to Chapter 3 

1. i.e. c1aims to goods that may be enjoyed by separate individuals. This should be ktiquished 
from the question of whether the mod desirability of communal gods must ultimateiy k rcferabIe to 
benefits secured to, for, or fiom the point of view of individuals. For the purposes of argument in the 
paper, I take the position that it must, 

2. "Iadividwls, Gmups, and Rights to Public Goods", (1988) 38 University of Toronto Law 
Joumal 1 

3. "Can Communal Goods & Human Rights?', Libeml Rights: Collected Papers 1981-199I 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993) 

4. 'Right-Based Moralities", Jmmy Waldron, ed., Tlicorics of Rights (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1984) 182, at 187 

5. Rbume, in 'Individuals, Groups sod Rights to Pubiic Oaods ", note 2, at 4, notes that "the 
notion of cxc1udability takes for granted a bacirground framework of rights and duties. Given that one 
has certain basic rights which prohiit some means of exclusion, a public good is one fiom which one 
cannot othcmisc be txc1uded.' 

6. 'MviduaS, Groups, and Rights to Public Goodsw, note 2, at 19 

8. "Individuals, Groups a d  Rights to Public Goods', note 2, at 20. 

9. R m ,  'Individuals, Groups aud Rim to Public Goodsm, note 2, at 21 (emphasis a e d ) .  
'The examples of amtingat public goods usually offered involve m m  sort of technical or economic 
constraint - for ~ l e ,  the city water supply system fkom which everyone benefits only kuuse 
engineers brvt not yet invcntul a way to ~ 0 ~ 1 0 1  the wster supply to each individual hause, or because 
my such method is too cxpcpsivve.' (at 21) 

10. For exu~plt, 

[a] rule which srys thrt wage n!es most be d o r m  for uch job category within a 
ampany turns the ncg- abilities of a of the workem iruo a public g d .  This 
is not nautalty public, because in the of the rule ach emp1oya would 
~ y b ~ r b k t 0 1 1 ~ g 0 t ~ 8 p r ~  niscforhaselfd~~~. 'l'hetxiacnceofthc 
rule, however, memu that if any worker doc8 negotiate a raise, all the other 
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Similarly, the good of being able to attend a minority language school is 
made public by the existence of section 23 of the Charter. (R-, "Individuals, 
Groups and Rights to Public Goods', note 2, at 21) 

11. 'Individuals, Groups and Rights to Public Goods', note 2, at 3, note 10 

12. "hdividuaIs, Groups and Rights to Public Goodsw, note 2, at 12. Rbume obmves that, 

[allthough au impoftant feature of public goods, this characteristic does not affect the 
argument about whether there can be rights to such goods .. . . If mything this feature 
may even make it easier on substantive grounds to make out a claim to a right to a 
public good because one source of competing coasidemion - tbe enjoyment of the 
good by others - is eliminated. (at 3, note 10) 

13. Rhume, 'Individuals, Groups and Rights to Public Goodsw, note 2, at 12 

14. "Individuals, Groups and Rights to Public Goods", note 2, at 9 

1s. 'Individuals, Groups and Rights to Public Goods", note 2, at 8 (emphasis added) 

16. Rhume uses the examples of clean air aud M o r n  from ontagion as public goods that can 
be enjoyed individually. 

17. 'Individuals, Groups and Rights to Public Goodsw, note 2, at 10 (emphasis h original). 
Rhumr d & k  communal goods as uniting production and coosumption: 

A cultured society is not a set of  artcfrt~ - plays, paintiags, films. The good docs not 
oonsist in some end product, such as clcau saects, which, once in aisuncc, is only 
extemally related to its enjoyment as means to ends; it umsins in piuticippsing in the 
production of those I R C ~ ~  which constitute a culmed soc&y. But there is no end 
product because, in r saue, these uteficts me never completed but arc continously 
reintupntcdmd mxmtal b y e a c h g d o n .  This pmccss is the-of a 
cultured society and can only take place t h g h ,  not simply &awe of, the 
invol-t of mimy. Unlike clan air, its mjoynmu ~.rrurw be repaMad fiom its 
pmduction. (at 10 (a@&s in original)) 

Jennry W 8 l ~ g i V e s  the foU~txul lp1cs  of communrl goods, 8mq others: shued 
traditions, culture and language, IhC value of I cultwed society, a to1cmt society, and a society what 
there is a g d  %case of respect for persons. (Tan Comrrmnal Goods be Human Rights?", note 3, at 
358) 

19. 'Cm Conmud Goods Be Human Rights?', note 3, at 345 



20. This qrprorh is consistent with my intention in the thesis to mnvc that the eoncepu I use are 
relativeiy \~contloversial in liberal theory- 

Furrhmnorc, in my view, there is additional merit to locating the vdue of collectivities and 
collective claims in tbtu sigaificanu to individuals: the characterization and justification of group 
rights and the rdativc 'signifiunce' (in RawIs's tams) of conflicting group and individual rights would 
be ultimately capable of measurement by reference to a single entity (LC. the individual). 

21. It is important to emphasize at this point that tk foct that goods arc of vdue to members of a 
p u p  does not mtan that they neccssariry qualify as goods to which a right may be claimed. This 
involves an independent substantive assessment, the process of which was discussed in chapter 2. 

22. In other words, under this approach. only groups (as opposed to other entities, such as 
aggregates and associations) arc theoretically capable of being rights-claimants. 

It may be useful at this point to defmc some of the terms used in this chapter. First, I use the 
terms "groups" and "collectivities" interchangeably. Some authors, such as Douglas Sanders, in 
'CoIIcctivt Rights', (1991) 13 Human Rights Quarterly 368, distinguish betwum them for the purposes 
of defining which is a rights-claimant and which is not. Sccond. the term "group" will be used to 
d e c t  the undcrst;mding of the term in ordinary discowsc ulvclated to rights. Where I refer to p u p s  
in tht context of wbcther or not they are capable of being rights-claimants, I will say so explicitly. 
Note, however, that the use of these terms in excerpts fiOm writers to which I refer in the paper is not 
nc#ssarily consistmt with this approach. 

24. Jobnnon links the need to identify which g w p r  arc right-holders and what she d c s c r i i  as 
the "argument fiom anarchy": 

[t]he f h t  conceptuaI issue to be ddtesscd in the articulation of a theory of group 
rights is the clefmition of the right-boIder. Much of the animosity against group rights 
stems from a scepticism t&t satisfod~y aiteriacm k deve1oped for locating entities 
eatitled to such rights. The sceptics want same unurnoc of @ty contr01. Otherwise 
they far that mUcctivc rights will became a Padon's box, 'from which all sorts of 
groupings might spring, Amunding rights." 

('Native Rights as Co11dve Rights: A Question of Gnwp Self-Rcrervuicm', (1989) 2 Cmadian 
Jouraol of Law md J m  19, at 22, quoting Vernon Van Dyke, "ColIective Entities and Moral 
Rights: Problems in Libenl-Democntic Thought', (1982) 44 Journnl of Politics 21, at 32) 

26. 'Ormpr md the EtpI  Racclm C h e w ,  (1976) 5 Philosophy md Public UToirs 107, a 148 

27. aCoIiectiv~ Rights d Tyranny". (1986) 56 University of Omwa QlllMty 115, at 120 
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28. Young, Justice and the Politics of Diffwence, note 23, at 43 

29. George Sber, "Gmups and Justice'. Oarmde Ezorsky, d., Motd &,hs in the Workpace 
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1987) 253, at 256 

30. 'Should Communities Have Rights? Reflections on Liberal hdividualism', (1991) 4 Camdian 
Journal of Law and JurispnJdcncc 217, at 218 

3 1. Jkstice and the Politics of D@bence, note 23, at 44 

32. According to Young, '[m]onl theorists md political philosophers tend to elide social groups 
more often with associsnions than with aggregatesw. (Jusn'ce 4nd the Politics of Difference, note 23, at 
44) 

33. For example. Piem Elliott T d r m .  in his discussion of the collective aspects of the 
Charlottetown Accord, makes no distinction betwan groups and associations. He states that " [m]y 
family is a collectivity, we at Cite hiire [the magazine with which he is associatedJ are a collectivity 
with majorities and miuoritics." (A mcss tiua dclteryes a big No, Speech given at the 1 lth Cite Libre 
dinner (Toronto: Robert Davits Publishing, 1992) at 57) 

34. 'Should Communiti~ Have Rights?'. note 30. at 218 (emphasis in original) 

35. in contrast to aggregates, collactivitiesare "self-c0Hectinga in the sense that the m m b  
engage in rule-following activity of a sort that constirnus the collectivity. The notion of "self- 
collectionw is intended as an analogue to "self-reflection." If self-ccflcction is basic to 
individual identity, selfuWction is also basic to collective identity. Samctimes the manner of 
self-collection is fond, as in the rules of incorporation or a constitution. In other 
cases, it is rclrtiveiy informal, as in the kind of scIf'nstitutional undcrstPDding rhat unites a 
discussion group or a tribe. ("Collective Rights md T)mmya, note 27, at 120) 

Johnston notes that "McDonald considers the Fiiiaa notion of intcrdependarce to be "much 
motc & matter of rea@ticm than of choice.' The rusgcstion is tlut the identity md well-being of R- 
based~0UsCtiviticsis umxebtimdycamrectcdto that of its- thanis ttaeasc with W - b a d  
collectivities" . ('Native Rights as CoIIectivc Rights', note 24, at 23) 

37. 'Questions About CoUcctive Rights'. David Sdmn'dennm, cd., tangwage d the State: Zhe 
Luw d Politics of Iddry (COwPPSYille, Qdbec: b s  Editions Yvm Blab tnc., 1991) 3, at 17 
(anphuis iaorigirul) 

38. ' ~ 0 0 5 ' .  Dace 37, It 17-18. MoL#)vc~, 8SSUlhg 8 ddm of ri@t h mdc by 8 gouP for 8 

purpose (c.g. to protect dtunl integrity), r criterion of 'pyrposeltrsacu" to i- r p u p  risks 
underamiDg the I e g i w  of r claim of right mde by the "purposelc~s" group. 



39. It is curious, a d  sormubat problematic, thsr even Mitm who profess to reject m 
indiw'daisticsoci?t ontollogy, Nth as lris Young (see ag. J'tice and the Politics ofDiiercnce, note 
23, at 45). continue to rely upon the concept when attempting to distinguish groups from associations. 

Michael McDonald states that 

[c]ommunitis present, wbat I would call, formtion qucnto~~~.  These arc questions 
about the interaction of individual aad group identities: how individuals form and are 
formed by their communities. Oa social con- modeIs of justice, formation is 
staadatdIy picnrred as a one-way process in which asocial iadividuais have only 
insuumental interests in establishing a common normative order. Without denying the 
intercst and ingenuity of conuactarian theories ptcse~ltod by pbilosophers like John 
Rawls and David Gauthier, 1 btlieve that we should be sceptical about using the state 
of nanue as a universal dcparntrt piat  or point d'qpui for addressing formation 
questions. ("Questions", note 37, at 17 (emphasis in original)) 

Yet, like Young. McDonald implicitly relies upon an iadividualisticsocial ontology to 
distinguish groups which are capable of being rights-holdcrs from associations which are not. 

40. " L i i  Dmocmcy and Group Rights: T&e kgacy of Individuatismand its lmpM on 
American Indian Tni", (1979) 27 Political Studies 421, at 434 

41. " L i i  Democracy and Group Rights", note 40. at 434 (emphasis in original) 

42. "bird Democracy and Group Rights", note 40, at 435 

43. For example, S v m ~ o n  distjnguishei multidimensional groups fmm "groups b s d  on a single 
bond", which have 

two critical limitations 0s atndidatrs for special political stanrs: (1) they ~IC organized 
around single purposcs (that is, prcscrvation of language, freedom of religion) and 
t b e r e f o t c ~ 1 e t h c i n t c m t g n w p s w h i c h o e ~ r e c u ~ i n A m a i c a a  
w e e ;  (2) thci mmbem arc dm IilreIy to be nwmbcrs of ianullytable other 
purpose or interest groups, so that there would be a crazy quilt of overlapping group 
and individual statuus md rightdims and no way to mediate these claims other tban 
by going brlr to the priaciplc of OVCRidiog individual rights. ("Liberal Danocracy 
md Gioup Righug, mu 40,s 434) 

4. 'Should Commtmities Have Ri8hu?', note 30, at 219 (emphasis in original) 

46. and the Poltics o / D i i i ,  mote U. at U 
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purposelcss~lcss which are positively ~ ~ ~ ~ l a f a l  with group constitution of inciividual identity. However, 
cbac m t a s  do not mxcd in drawing a clear line between the cypa of gmups that can k rights- 
holders and those that can not based upon t h e  atui'butcs. Rather. at most, these attributes can be 
trrPred only as of monger or weaker claims to the status of rights-holdm. (See c.g. Van 
Dyke, "Collective Entities and Moral Rights", note 24, at 32,) 

48. Note that. recently, McDonald has idcntified mmc of the problems with &is own thtorctical 
approach to collective rights: 

Mrom social scientists, I would ask help in modelling what I assume to be a 
continuum fkom purposeN associations to idcntifyiag communities. I would then ask 
for help in understanding communities from within, from tbt minority community's 
pcrspcctivcs, and fiom without, fiom the larger community's perspaivt, 
Undcntanding another community fiom within raises acute problcms in the 
translatability of pcrspeaives - in panicufar in the philosophy of the social sciences. 
But perhaps social scientists can provide at least appron'mate notions of how the 
potential subjects of collective rights - "communities" or "peoples" - see themselves. 
They cau also help by providing ways of conccptualizhg and imaginatively 
reconstnrcting diffcrc~~cts hi a minority's understanding of itself and the majority's 
understanding of tbe minority. 

From legal scholars, I would ask for help in thinking through the notions of legal agency aad 
pati- (my term for the capacity for being a patient or object of o h '  actions) to see how 
weil they can apply to diverse kinds of groups. I bzve aied to do this in tmns of the notion of 
self~llection based on a shared dcntandbg. But I must &css that notion has its origins 
in two, pcrbaps cultufaIly bound sources: one is the notion of legal pcrsouhood found in the 
law of ~ o u s  aucS ~~rporatioos and the otber is what might k dcscx i i  as a 
philosophical tccoIuauction of a protoclegal commtMjty dong HPrtian lines, Tbe first has the 
dvan!age of linking the notion of comrmmrmrmmrti~ to fimiliv classes of rights-bearers; the sccond 
bas the rdvantagt of tying it to r padigmatic notion of a ruleueator. My worry with both 
appmchcs is that they may result in trying to forct a variety of diffetmt shaped pegs into two 
extrcmcly m w  holes: that of the legal person as the bearer of I@ rights and the self- 
g~vanbg community as the souroe of Lrw. ("QucJtioosm, note 37, at 18) 
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49. in ways that have resonances, for ample, in critiques of g m d a  and race esscnt*liJm 

50. 'Individuals, Omups, md Rights to Public Goods", note 2. at 26 

51. I havc not considered this issue in d e w  for the putposcs of this paper, but it strikes me that 
this is most likely to arise in two situations: 

a) w h m  persons arc mcmbcrs of a naturally defined grouping but ue excluded h m  the group 
by maps of supcrimposcd rules. In such a case, the dispute would likely address the legitimacy of the 
rules governing exclusion. 

b) where the group is xuledefintd. In such a case, the dispute would likely address either or 
both the legitimacy of the group definition and exclusion from the group. 

These situations raise the following possible questions (which I do not attempt to resolve here): 

i) whether the exclusionary criteria are set by tbt community or from outside the 
community; arid 

ii) whet&cr who sets tbt critcriil makes auy diffhncc to the considerations by which the 
mod lcgi- of the criteria is assessed, 

iii) whether the purpose (or need) for cxclusion is legitimate; 
iv) if so, whether the exclusionary criteria arc naecssary to meet, and do not overshoot, 

the legitimate purpose for crtclusion; 
V) whether the purpose for exclusion is coasisttnt with and rcquircd by the claim to the 

communal good at issue ia any given case. (As RCaumc notes, cascs invoIving rule- 
&fined groups mqc present the issue of the justifiabilityof the criteria for inclusion in 
the group. For my given communal good, depcoding upon the nature of the good, it 
might bt argued that tbe definition of the group should be cxpaaded or comractcd. 
('~vidunIs, Groups, md Rights to Public Goods", note 2, at 20)) 

vi) whether tbt group's aitcria for idusion and ~~:Iusion arc applied ccmsista~ly. 



54. In addition, both mcmkn and ~311-members may, where appropriate, l s ~ n  Wepldent 
c o e g  rights or l i i  which must k taken into account in Rawis's rpcdfication a d  djustmmt 
proctss discussed in chapter 2. 

It should be nnrd, however, that issues related to mcmknhip raise very different questions 
from situations which arc o h ,  inappropriatdy, identified as raising conccms about the legitimacy of 
group tights-ciaims, and an invested with greater validity than they warrant by virtue of their king 
confwd with questions of mcmknhip. Thge arc situations where mn-mcmkn dispute their 
exchsion fiom cbmmuaal benefits enjoyed pursuant to a group right by a group of which they are not 
members (often ostensibly on the basis of claims to the universality of tights and antidiscrimination 
concepts), or challenge the burdens placed upon them by the duties requid to promote or protect the 
group right to a communal good- 

Thc former objection &'bits a misunc!crstanding of the concepts of 'groups' and communal 
goods, and a distortion of the d g  of universality, upon which the claim of discrimination is then 
founded. Tbc latter challenge may be legitimate on the same principles that would apply to any 
chaIiengt to rights and frrcdoms, that is, that they in&" with other independent competing rights 
and fiadoms and thaefore that some form of mutual aijusnncnt is tcquired. But it should be 
emphasized that, given the primacy of the basic liberties over societal interests and over the whims or 
will of the majority (and assuming, as I do in this paper, that some of the basic liberties, and some of 
the rights and fireedoms which spcci@ the basic liberties, relate to goods of a communal nature), mere 
mwilliagncss m the part of mn-mtDJbClS to perform the duties required to effect group rights does not 
justifl the denial or violation of group rights any more than it would the denial or vioIation of 
individual rights. 

55. This is a question of fact in the context of any given claim. This is hue of the rcIationship of 
any right-cIaim to the right upon which it is based, whether that claim relates to an individuIizab1e 
good or a communal good. For example, a claim to a particular good ~ufcned pursuant to the 
CaPStjtutidright to of religion' (which represents the mttQlchmQIt of one aspect of the 
basic tikrty of 'equal Iibtrty of COlUCience' in the castitmion) must, in fact, be nuxsary to effect 
that right in order to k r valid claim. 

Utboughitistangentialtotherrgummtinthispapcr, Ishouldcmphasizethat I see 
distinctions between groups apablt of cultural rightssfaims as maWestirrg, not at tbt stage of 
the articulation of the h i ,  but at the stage of specifying rights and frredoms in legislation, assessing 
r i g h t s c b  to goods, a d  identifying the duties rssocSeb with &. For exunple, on my ~rgumcnt, 
thaoraidy, any cultural group would be crprblc of formding a rightsclrimon the 'quai h i  to 
participate in, produce and enjoy one's own cultwe'. 
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govenmmt being identified as a duty-bcatcr, and would offkt the nature of the gaods claimed, and the 
nature md the degree of onerousness of the duties which the Canadian govanmmt should bear towards 
Aboriginal peoples. Ocha groups ia Canada, which have not had the he relationship with the 
gov- or similar qmhccs of enforced cultural assimilation would not be in a position to claim 
the smr particular goods, or that the same duties should be imposed. in pursuance of their equal basic 
liberty to culture. 

In rhis sense, the argument in this paper differs from Kymlicka's in that proof of disadvantage 
would not be a phconditim to establishwnt of the equal basic Ilkrty, but would be one important 
factor relevant to the specificatiom of the basic l i i r t y  in legislation and the assessment of rights- 
claims, and the duties ass0claSSOClatd witb them. 

56. In the £id analysis. however, the argument in the remainder of the paper does not require 
acceptance of this proposed methodology. Even if some of my readers are not persuaded to accept the 
methodology proposed and remain committed to the proposition that groups must have independent 
moral value to be rights-claimants, and that this moral value is derived fiom their constituting the 
identities of their individual mcmbcrs (assuming they can jus* the imposition of this additional 
threshold), the validity of the hmaining vgament in the paper should be unaffected, provided the 
readers are preparcd to recognh that some groups have moral value, whatever the threshold 
requihmcnt of pmf. 

Tbis being said, rs hotad in the text, groups that otc in a position to claim communal goods at 
atl, and in partidar to claim rights to communal goods, will generally, by tliot rchio~iu'p of group, 
mcmbcts rud goods &M, be groups that constituu the identities of their individual members. 

I would also argue that the theoretical problems and Prbitmincss of the existing 
methodological approach to the discussion of groups as rights-c1-ts described in the text should, at 
least, pcrsupdt these readers to consider adopting tht following praposition: 

If a group must have somc degree of hkpmdau moral importance or status to 
qurlify~ari~~taimPfitpadthatimpO~cxistsby~ofthegroup 
constituting ot shaping the identities of its individual members, the threshold Question 
would k whether r group has been shown to be of same impomace to its mcmkrs 
by virtue of its king identity-constitutingto some drgree. If so, it should not 
tbaomic;rlly be pnciuded from mrlting a rights-cbh. This should k a m y  low 
thhshold. 

[white feminists] make [black womcn] the 'objectsw of their privileged discome on 
saw. As 'objccu", we reraPia m q d s ,  Meriors. Even though they m y  k sineehly 
~ ~ t n c i a p , ~ m e z b o Q l o g y ~ ~ c s t s l h e y r r e o o t y ~ f r r e o f t h e c y p c  
0fpuenrrlirmmArmicto whiteruprcnrrrcist~logy.Someof~wommpl~cc 
themselves in the position of 'cuthorities' who wwt mediott comm\miuficm between 
racist wbite women (lutunlly thy sac themselves as having comc to terms with their 
ncism) and augry b k k  wonm wbom thcy believe ue hapable of dona1 
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discourse. Of course, the system of racism, classism, and educational elitism rcmain 
in- if they arc to maintain their authoritative positions (at 12) 

In Yarning: Rocc, Wer ond CkInrruI Politics (Toronto: Bcnvccn the Lines, 1990). hooks 
has identified some of the ways in which the involvement of white rpdcmics ia cultunrl studies 
p q e t u t a  =ism. Many of the same riS apply to the area of collective rights theory. 

Cultural studies can serve rs an intervention, making a space for fonns of inteilectd 
discaurse to emerge that have not been traditionally wc1coxned in the academy. It 
caunot achieve this end if it remains solely a privileged "chic" domain where, as 
Coracl West writes in his cssay 'Bldc Culture and Postmodemism," scholars engage 
in debatcs which "hightight notions of difference, marginality, and otherness in such a 
way that it m e r  margimIizes actual people of difference and otherness". When this 
happens, culnual studies re-inscrib patterns of colonial domination, where the 
"Other" is always madt object, appropriated, interpreted, taken over by those in 
power, by those who dominate. 

Participants in contemporary discussions of culture highIighting difference and 
othancss who have not interngated their perspectives, the location from which they 
write in a cultwe of domination, can easily makt of this potentially radical discipline 
a mw cthaognphic terrain, a field of study where old practices arc simultaneously 
critiqyd, rel~ilirted and sustained. (at 125) 

Many of us arc suspicious of explanations that justifL exclusions [of missing 
pcrspbctives and voices h m  work in the arca of cultural sludjes], especially as this 
seems to be "the" historical moment when shiftiog certain paradigms is possible. If 
white mslt scholars support, encowage, and even initiate theoretical interventions 
without opening the space of iwrrogatioa so that it is inclusive, their gestures of 
change pppcar to be ways of holdiag onto pitions of pwer aud authority in a 
manner tbat mimaim stmums of domination brsed on face, gender and class- (at 
130) 

If we do nut interrogate our motives, the dirsction of our work, continually, we risk 
fiuthering a discourse on diffacnce d otherness thot not only marghabs  people of 
color but raively eIimirutcs the need for our prrscncc. (at 132) 

58. Miebrl McDonald dcscr i i  this as "&ubic -8": 
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demanding of itsdf and scjciq's tccognition of tbt minority as a rights-holdcr and 
beneficiary. Thm is then, with minority rights, a &Yblc understandhg; two 
nonnative orders arc involved. ('Questions', note 37, at 15 (emphasis in original)) 

Thcn may well be collccptual or practical conflicts between the [social 
understanding and the minority Wastanding]. Society's norms may be inconsistent 
with the minority's shybd undmtanding- Perhaps the recognition of minority rights 
will m this case initiate a proccss that leads to the dissolution of that society. Or the 
minority may well see that it will d e m y  itself if it tries to cxetcise the collective 
rights afforded in that order. So, from the central law-giver's perspective, the 
question is whether and in what ways to recognize a minority consistent with the 
encompassing shared understanding; while fiom the minority perspective, it is whether 
and in what ways to seek recognition from the central lcgai order consistent with the 
minority's understanding of itself. (at 16) 

59. As bell hooks notes, representation and the pmcss by which groups are defined and 
rcptesc~ltcd arc importnnt: 

Edward Said hminds readers tbat "representations arc put to use in the domatic 
economy of an imperial society-" Speaking of his schooling in classrooms where he 
was taught English history and c u l m  but 'nothing about my own history, Arab 
history," he states: "I couldn't help but come to rmdentand reptcseatation as a 
discursive system involving political choices and political forces, authority in one form 
or another.' Attention to the politics of representation has been crucial for colonized 
groups globally in tbc struggle for self-on. (Ymming, note 57, at 72) 

Angela Harris uses Zora NtPlt Hwston's work as an illustrationof the notion of 
representation. Htuston argues that her c o l ~  is not im inherent pan of her being, but a response to 
h a  surroundings: 

'[)ilow it fals to be colored Zora' &pen& on tbt r ~ s w c r  to these questions: 
"Compared to what? As of when? Who is asking? In what amtext? For what purpose? 
With w k  intcrrcntr and pr#uppositions?' What Hwaon rigorously shows is that 
Questions of diffefeacc and identity ue always fueetions of a specific intcrlocutiary 
situation - md he mswas, matters of smccgy rather than truth. ("Race and 

* .  Eueatulum in Feminist Legal Theory', (1990) 42 Sunford IAW Review 581, at 611) 

If we combhe the concept of ideotity politics with a cmmptim of the subject as 
positiomlity, we can amceive of thc subject u DaaersmtrrlrPed . C md umgent from a 
historid cxperieaoc rPd yet retrin our politid ability to ukt geadcr u m important 
point of @mure. ~Culnml  Feminism verrtu Postsawxunlism: The Identity Crisis 
in Feminist Tbcorym (1988) 13 Signs 405, at 433) 

Aloaff states that Teresa de Lmwais, in "Feminist Scudies/Critid Studies: Issuts, Tctms, and 



Contexts', Teresa de LaUtCtiS, cd., Fdnisr S&ies/Critic101 S ld io  (Btoomington: Indiana University 
Press. 1986) 1, has firrther devclopcd the valuable ~~oecption of subject and subjectivity which she had 
origidy formulated in Alice Doesn't: Fdnism, Saniotia, Cinema (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1984): 

[She] claims thu m individual's identity is constituted with a historical process of 
consciousness, a process in which one's history "is interpmed or cecunstructcd by 
@ of us within the horizon of mPniags and lmowlcdges available in the coltwe at 
given historical moww, a horizon that also includes modes of political commitment 
and struggle. ... CoIlSCiousness, therefore, is never fixed, never attained once and for 
all, because discmive boundaries change with historical conditions-". . . The agency of 
the subject is made possible through this process of political interpretation. And what 
emerges is multiple and shifiing, neither "prefigured ... in an unchangeable symbolic 
order" not merely "fragmented, or intamittent-" (at 425) 

. .. The importance of this focu on practices is, in part, Laurctis's shift away fiom 
the belief in the totakation of language or m t y  to which most antiessentialist 
analyses bccomc wedded. Lawetis wants to argue that laugwge is not the sole source 
and locus of meaning, that habits and practices are crucial in the commaion of 
mcaniag, and that through self-anatyziug practices we can tcacticulate female 
subjectivity. Gcadct is not a point to stan from in the sense of being a given thing but 
is, insuad, a posit or construct, f o ~ I c  in a nonarbitnry way through a matrix 
of habits, practices, md discourses. Fmcr ,  it is an intcrpntation of ow history 
within a particular discursive coastetlation, a history in which we arc both subjects of 
and subjected to social umstmtion. (at 43 1) - 

. .. [we must eOlltjIlually emphasize within any m u n t  of subjectivity the 
historical dimeasion. This will waylay the t c m k q  to produce genml, universal, or 
essential rceounts by making all our COIICIusions ccmtingau and hvisablt. Thus, 
through a amccption of human subjectivity as m mergeat pmpmy of a historicizcd 
expericnc~, we~m~'fcmininesabjec t iv i tyL~bertmdnowinsuchmd 
such a way' without this eves amilhg a univemhble maxim about the 'feminine". 

It jecms to me equally ~~ to add to tbis rpptOQCh an "identity politics" 
... . Ibe -here is thotone's identiyis uken(md defined) as r politicalpoint of 
departwe, as a motjvrtion for action, md as 8 deMonof  one's politics. Lmuttis 
and the authos of Yovn in SinrggIc (gly Bulldn, Mimrie BNCC Pratt rad Bubua 
Smith, YOYIS in Sknrggle: lRwe Fanrhijt Prrjprarrrjprarcs on Anti- and lPIIcism 
@rooklyn. New Yo*: b g  Haul Rws, 198411 arc clear rbout the probltmatic 
mtwc of one's W t y ,  one's subject-tlcu, md yet argue tbat the concept of identity 
politics is usefitl becmue identity is r post rbot is politically purrnoant. Their 
suggestion is to ncognh one's identity as always a OOOStLUCtjon yet also r 
point of deprmrrr. (at 431) 
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enernal situation determines the person's relative position. just as thc position of a 
pawn on a chessboard is coilsidered M e  or dangaous, powerful or weak, according 
to its relation to the other chess pieces. The essentialist dcfiDition of women makes 
her identity indepDdent of her external ~ituation: since h a  nunuiDg and peaceful 
traits m innate they arc ontologically autonomous of her positiou with respect to 
others or to the extcrnal historical and social conditions gcncraUy. The positional 
definition, on the otbcr band, makes her identity rc1ativt to a constantly shifting 
coattat, to a sitdon that iocludcs a network of elcmcnts iqvalvhg others, the 
objective ecoaomic conditions, cultural and political institutions and ideologies, and so 
on- If it is possible to idcntifL women by their position within this network of 
relations, then it becomes possible to ground a feminist argument for women, not on a 
claim that their brute capacities an king stuntad, but that their position within the 
network Jacks power and mobility and tequires r a d i d  change. (at 433) 

In my view, Linda Alcoff s and Teresa de Lallzztis's approach to the positionality of 
subjectivity has the virtue of being sensitive to the issue of specificity, and the need, emphasized by 
bell hooks, to fccognize the "authority of -c I~c~" of oppressed and exploited groups (Yearning, 
note 57, at 29). while circumvaing the potential risks identified by Diana Fuss of pcrpauatiog 
essentialist logic by simply fhgmmting one essential subject into a multiplicityof essential subjects 
(Essentibily S , n g r  Feminism, Noture and Diflmmce (New Yo*: Routledge, Chapman and Hall, 
Inc., 1989) at 19-20; on the issue of positionality , see Katharine T. Battlctt, "Feminist kgal Mcthods" , 
(1990) 103 Harvard Law Review 829.) 
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1. Stephen Shute and Susan Hurlq. cds., On HwMn Rights, Tiie word  Amnesty Lrcturcs, 1993 
(New York: Basic Books, 1993) 41 

2. 1 should not be taka to suggest that Aboriginal communities (or governments) would have 
unlimited internal sovereignty in the same of being exempt from obligations relating to the human 
fights of their members or citizens. Rawls's analysis of well-ordered Iiberal and non-LiberaI societies in 
the context of the law of pcoples would preclude such a view. I am suggesting, however, that on a 
Rawlsian analysis the application of the Cicc~er could not Icgitimatdy be considered a sine qua nun of 
negotiations (presumably on the assumption that the outcome of negotiations must guarantee the 
application of values protected in a h'beral democracy, despite the fact that the negotiations address 
Aboriginal rights related to sclfdeterminati on and sc)vcrcignty, derived fiom prior occupation)- 

By contrast, for example, Rawls's analysis pmvides that a non-likd society that is non- 
expansionist a d  has a legal order guided by a common good conception of justice which ensure that it 
honours basic human rights qualifies as a wcUdrdcnd society. ("The Law of Peoples " , note 1, at 67) 
These basic human rights include 'the right to We and security, to personal propmy, and the elements 
of the rule of law, as well as the right to a certain h i  of coascicnct and M o m  of association, and 
the right to emigration". (at 68) But thcse strndards arc not identical to those of a Ir'ktal dcmomq. 
Nor may t&c liberal damemtic partics to the agretmcnt concmring a just political society of peoples 
impose their own standards arid valuts upon well+tdtted societies which do not share them. (at 67) 

3. R.wlsdefiDcrpeapIesuwpcrsonrmdtheirdepcndatrsem.raoo~ntebodypodsr 
erg- by their political ipstitutions, which establish the powers of govcmmcnt. In democratic 
societies pcrsoas will be citiztns, while in hierarchical and othet they will be members. ('The 
Law of Pmpls*, note 1, at 220, note 5) 
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